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ABSTRACT
This study looks into two important aspects of corrosion protection of steel by organic 
coatings, steel surface preparation and ionic conduction through the coating, as well as 
development of the electrochemical noise method as an effective assessment method. 
Surprising and somehow controversial previous findings at the University of Northampton 
showed an inverse relationship between the roughness of metal substrate and performance 
of paint coating. So this study was initially launched to further study the effect of metal 
surface preparation. Four conventional surface preparation methods including ultra high 
pressure (UHP) hydroblasting, wet abrasive blasting, acid pickling and emery abrasion were 
studied and compared to an as received control surface. A particular interest of this work 
was the high demand for an environmentally friendly surface preparation method, e.g. as 
afforded by UHP hydroblasting, to replace the traditional wet abrasive blasting method. 
Results of this study revealed the important role of the innate native oxide film and the 
deleterious effect of contaminants on the protective performance of organic coating. Also it 
was shown that a highly active surface and large surface profile can be deleterious if an 
appropriate interaction between paint and metal is not achieved. Results of this study 
confirmed the earlier findings and suggested the UHP hydroblasting is a successful, cost 
effective and environmentally friendly surface preparation method and a modern 
replacement for wet abrasive blasting method.
In addition to the effectiveness of metal surface preparation, the ability of organic 
coating in preventing ions access to metal plays an equally important role in defining the 
anti-corrosion performance of a coated metal. Hence the mechanism of ionic conduction 
through organic coatings and their inhomogeneity which are normally formed in crosslinking 
systems was extensively studied with the aim of finding the cause of formation of the more 
permeable areas and the ways by which they can be prevented. Several structural and 
environmental parameters were examined including the coating thickness, multi-layer paint 
application, curing temperature, partially non-functional resin, pigmentation and solvent. 
Experimental results showed that the solvent degree to which can escape, the non-
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functional polymer parts and inherently hydrophilic functional groups of organic coatings 
are the main parameters causing inhomogeneity and highly ion permeable areas. A 
statistical model was also developed that can be used to estimate number of permeable 
areas or corrosion initiation sites in a large area of coating.
A particular concern of this work throughout the entire study was development of the 
electrochemical noise measurement (ENM) in the sense of a good assessing technique for 
protection efficiency of a coating system. Previous studies have shown great potential of 
ENM as a practical technique in the field. However, the technique always involved 
measuring the electrochemical noise between two or three isolated electrodes which 
cannot be easily provided in certain applications such as submerged structures or inside 
storage tanks. Also involvement of two or three electrodes in the measurement induces an 
ambiguity in regards to which electrode dominates the result. Here an attempt was made to 
perform the noise measurement on a single working electrode so that it can be used in 
more practical situations. Preliminary results indicate this approach holds promise.
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Chapter 1 Principles of Corrosion
1.1 Corrosion basics
Corrosion as a general term can be defined as the spontaneous interactions between a 
substance and its environment which leads to a change in properties resulting in lower levels of 
thermodynamic free energy. Corrosion term in metallurgical concept embodies transferring 
electrons from the oxidized species to reduced species as the outcome of electron affinities of 
metals [1]. In anodic reaction the metal loses electron and becomes oxidized. The produced 
electron is being consumed by an electroactive species at the metal surface in cathodic 
reaction. In Aqueous corrosion the aqueous phase or electrolyte conveys electroactive species 
and the charge which has been produced due to the anodic and cathodic reactions. The 
schematic corrosion process for a divalent metal, M, is shown in Figure 1.1. In this example 
cathodic reaction is reduction of oxygen which is the dominating cathodic reaction in neutral 
environments like seawater, fresh water, soil and the atmosphere [2], In the case of steel 
corrosion, primary product of anodic reaction, Fe(OH)2, may be deposited on the anodic sites 
but in presence of oxygen can be oxidized further to Fe20 3 or FeOOFI and form the red- 
brownish rust. If the access of oxygen is strongly limited, Fe30 4 (black Magnetite) is formed 
which is one part Wustite (FeO) and one part Hematite (Fe20 3). Figure 1.2 illustrates this 
sequence as a function of distance from metal surface. Also the Figure 1.3 details cathodic 
reactions in corrosion of steel.
Aqueous solution 
(electrolyte)
Figure 1.1 Aqueous corrosion of a divalent metal M in an electrolyte containing oxygen showing 
reduction of oxygen as cathodic reaction and dissolution of metal as anodic reaction [2],
Chapter 1 Principles of Corrosion
Any fundamental approach to the phenomena of corrosion must involve consideration of
at the metal/electrolyte interface. The more important factors involved may be summarized as 
follows [3]:
1. Metal- composition, detailed atomic structure, microscopic and macroscopic heterogeneities 
or imperfection, stress (tensile, compressive, cyclic), etc.
2. Environment - chemical nature, concentrations of reactive species and deleterious 
impurities, pressure, temperature, velocity, etc.
3. Metal/environment interface - kinetics of metal oxidation and dissolution, kinetics of 
reduction of species in solution; nature and location of corrosion products; film growth and film 
dissolution, etc.
Figure 1.2 Anodic reactions in aqueous corrosion of steel showing oxidation of Fe to Fe2+ and
the structural features of the metal, the nature of the environment and the reactions that occur
Electrolyte 
H * + OH ’ -  H20
— ----------- V 4 - _ 2 e - ------------------------- ►------- #2e\
Cathode Area AAnode Area
Fe3+ with increasing the oxidation state as cation gains more access to oxygen [4],
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Figure 1.3 Consumption of electron in cathodic reactions in corrosion of steel resulting in
reduction of oxygen and water [4]
1.2 Driving force of corrosion (thermodynamic)
In spontaneous processes the thermodynamic potential energy (e.g. mechanical, electrical, 
chemical) decreases [3]. The American scientist Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-1903) was the first 
to suggest in 1876 the use of chemical potential for the identification of the direction of the 
chemical (among them corrosion) processes. Today this chemical potential is called Gibbs 
energy, and is designated as "G" for pure substances [5]. Therefore reduction in Gibbs energy, 
AG < 0, indicates that the reaction (including electrochemical reactions and corrosion 
processes) can happen spontaneously.
The production of almost all metals (and engineering components made of metals) involves
adding energy to the system. As a result of this uphill thermodynamic struggle, the metal has a
strong driving force to return to its native, low energy oxide state. This return to the native
oxide state is called metallic corrosion. Below, values for some of known oxidation reactions 
during corrosion of steel are shown.
Table 1.1 Gibbs energy changes for some spontaneous corrosion reactions
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The data of AG for the above-mentioned corrosion reactions show that iron (Fe) may 
corrode in air, in water with and without dissolved oxygen. Note that the value of the Gibbs 
energy change (AG) does not show the reaction rate. The negative value of the Gibbs energy 
change just indicates whether the reaction can happen spontaneously or not.
The change in Gibbs energy in a chemical reaction can be calculated according to the equation
( 1 ).
AG = AG° + RTAn
[*] ( i )
Where AG is the change in Gibbs energy for the given reaction, AG° is the standard Gibbs 
energy difference, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature in Kelvin and [P] and [R] are 
activity of products and reactants respectively. AG can also be written as:
AG = n.F.E ( 2)
where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F, the Faraday constant (96,485 
C/mol) and E, electrolytic potential produced by reaction. Substitution of AG from equation (2) 
in equation (1) at 25 °C derives equation (3) which is known as Nernst equation and represents 
the relationship between concentrations of electroactive species with the electrolytic potential 
provided at the metal surface [6].
£  = £0 _ (X059 (3)u aox
(E. observed potential, E°. potential of standard equilibrium corresponding to the electrode 
potential when the activity of ions in the solution is 1 M, n. number of electrons involved in 
reaction, ared. ionic activity of reduced species, aox. ionic activity of oxidized species)
A Pourbaix diagram is a graphical representation of Nernst equation for the various possible 
reactions taking place during corrosion of a metal in a given environment. Using the Nernst 
equation the relationship between pH, concentration of electroactive species and the corrosion 
potential can be extracted. Figureure 1.4 shows a simplified Pourbaix diagram (also known as
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equilibrium or E-pH diagram) for corrosion of iron in water at 25 °C with reactions 5-13 
participating with = 10‘6.
Fe2* + 2e<r> Fe (5)
Fei+ + e Fe2+ (6)
Fe2* + 2H20  <-* Fe(OH)2 + 2H+ (7)
Fe3+ + 3H20 <r3> Fe(OH)3 + 3H+ (8)
Fe20 3 + 6H+ + 2e <-> 2Fe2+ + 3H20  (9)
Fe304 + 8H* + 2e<r^3Fe2*+4H20  (10)
3Fe203 + 2H+ + 2e <-» 2Fe30 4 + H20  (11)
H* + e 14 H2 or H20 + e % H2 + OH' (12)
2H20 < r^ 0 2 + 4H+ + OH  or 40H  02 +2H20 + 4e (13)
In practice numerous reactions may participate in the corrosion process of steel. The 
presence of other electroactive species and non-standard conditions will change the regions of 
corrosion and immunity to some extent [8], Pourbaix diagram can be used to predict corrosion 
behavior of metal and composition of corrosion product in a given environment and design an 
appropriate protection plan [2],
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u 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
pH
igure 1.4 Potential-pH diagram for iron/water system at 25°C and af -  10'5 [7]
At the metal-electrolyte interface due to the polar character of water molecules, and the 
harge centers in ions that induce electric charges on the metal surface, an electrical double 
ayer (EDL) establishes. Electrical double layer (also called Helmholtz layer) is a term first 
uggested by the German physical chemist Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz in 1879. 
:DL comprises electrically charged parallel planes separated by distances of the order of 
nagnitude of a few water molecules and forms a capacitor. This electrical interface produces 
ilectric energy/potential which is the driving force for movement of electrons and the 
:orrosion process. Equation (14) represents relationship between electric potential at the metal 
urface and the amount of charge provided at the metal surface.
Q = C .Ea (14)
C is the proportionality coefficient of capacity of the capacitor)
' I P a g e
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The type and amount of charge at EDL depends on the surface characteristics and type and 
concentration of electroactive species at the electrolyte-metal interface. As a result of surface 
and environment heterogeneities the metal surface acquires different local potentials across 
the surface. Flow of electron from lower potential areas (anodic sites) to higher potential areas 
(cathodic sites) completes the electrochemical circuit and hence is conducive to corrosion.
1.3 Corrosion kinetics
Corrosion kinetics is a discipline dealing with the definition of corrosion rate, influence of 
various factors on corrosion rate and determination of the corrosion mechanism. Corrosion rate 
depends on variety of factors including the type of metal and its properties (e.g. crystalline 
structure, heterogeneity etc), presence of surface film, mechanical properties (presence of 
stresses), thermal treatment, type of environment (water, acid, alkali, salt, soil, atmosphere, 
etc.), temperature, flow rate and the corrosion mechanism.
When cathodic and anodic reactions happen at the same time on a surface, individual 
potentials corresponding to each reaction cannot be measured. In this situation a polyelectrode 
or mixed electrode forms with an electrolytic potential between cathodic and anodic reversible 
potentials. This mixed potential is so called open circuit potential (OCP) or rest corrosion 
potential at which the total rate of oxidation is equal to the total rate of reduction. The 
Figureure 1.5 graphically expresses the anodic and cathodic currents and their relationship with 
the corrosion potential. The interception of Tafel lines at which the sum of anodic oxidation 
current is equal to the sum of cathodic reduction currents defines corrosion potential and 
corrosion rate [6,9]. The mixed potential theory was derived originally to explain experimental 
electrochemical laboratory measurement. The usefulness of E-log I diagrams is that they 
combine thermodynamics and kinetics to form a whole picture: the potential axis is the 
thermodynamic factor and the current axis is the kinetic factor [10].
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=igure 1.5 Anodic and cathodic half-cell reactions present simultaneously on a corroding steel 
surface [6].
If the Tafel line equation (E = a + b Log I, o and b are Tafel constants) be written separately 
:°r anodic and cathodic reactions, from solving them together equation (15) will be resulted 
>which represents the relation between OCP with anodic/cathodic area ratio [11].
E — -  £*0_5corr
1 1





Where fa and fc are anodic and cathodic area fractions respectively so that fa+fc= l ; ba and bc are
fafel constants and E0.5 is the corrosion potential when anodic area is equal to cathodic area
,fa=fc=0.5). From the equation (15) it can be concluded that increasing the cathode/anode area 
ratio increases the OCP.
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1.4 Oxide film
A relatively protective oxide film forms rapidly on clean surface of steel in the air. Gilroy and 
Vlayne have measured the thickness of oxide film on carbon steel and shown that it increases 
:rom 1.6 nm at one day to 3.5 nm after one year [12]. The air formed passivating film on iron is 
determined to be Fe30 4, y-Fe203 (cubic form of Fe20 3 crystal) or FeOOH (depending on the 
:onditions under which it is formed), at the very early stages of exposure to air. Surface analysis 
Df passive films on iron, as well as other metals such as aluminum and stainless steel, shows 
:hat the outer surfaces are usually more hydrated. This of course, only can be expected from 
:ilm growth in aqueous solution or highly humid environment. The inner regions of the films 
:end to be less hydrated or not hydrated at all. In near neutral solutions the passive film on Fe 
[2-6 nm thick) has been characterized as the so-called cubic oxide y-Fe20 3 overlying a thin film 
af Fe30 4 on the metal surface [3,13]. Studies have reported that a-, (3-, y-FeOOH, y-Fe20 3, 
ze30 4, and amorphous oxyhydroxides are of the main species that form the rust layer on steel 
[14-16].
A
Corrosion products in certain conditions may deposit on the metal surface and form a dense, 
rontinuous and intact layer which lowers conduction of ions from oxide-metal interface to 
electrolyte. Such oxide layer passivates the metal surface and reduces the corrosion rate by 
hindering anodic reactions. In practice, some of the highly reactive metals like aluminum, 
magnesium, tantalum, niobium, etc. are relatively stable in oxygen whereas other reactive 
metals such as the alkali and alkaline-earth metals oxidize rapidly and completely. In these 
examples, the kinetics of the reaction is controlled by the nature of the oxide film formed on
the metal surface, which forms a protective barrier in the former group of metals and a non- 
protective one in the latter.
The properties characterizing a typical passivating oxide film are low ionic conductivity and 
low solubility. Table 1.2 lists electrical and solubility properties of different forms of iron oxide. 
Due to these properties the oxide prevents to a large extent the transport of metal cations from 
sites in the crystal structure of the metal to the liquid, i.e. it prevents the anodic dissolution. 
Such oxide films on steel are typically formed in dry air and not by deposition of corrosion
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products from the electrolyte, as the latter usually gives more or less porous surface layers. It 
has been suggested that oxygen concentration and rapid oxidation of iron(ll) to iron(lll) 
hydroxide and precipitation of insoluble oxide/hydroxides play an important role in formation 
of an adherent and dense rust film [17,18]. The pore-plugging mechanism by these insolating 
oxide/hydroxides in a defective rust layer was suggested as a natural mechanism of corrosion 
inhibition. Also it has been shown that such rust layer is perm-selective in a way that allows 
permeation of cations but prevents diffusion of anions through the oxide film [17]. Although 
the oxide layer resulted by precipitation of corrosion products in electrolyte reduces both 
anodic and cathodic reactions to some extent, but it is not sufficiently barrier against flow of 
corrosion reactants to give efficient passivity. The passivating oxide layer that forms in a strong 
oxidizing environment, e.g. chromate solutions, is characterized as iron(lll) form of oxides in 
close connection with the crystal structure of the metal [2].
Pilling and Bedworth [19] made the earliest attempt to correlate the oxide layer physical 
characteristics to its protective properties. They defined the Pilling-Bedworth ratio (P-B ratio) as 
the ratio of the volume of the elementary cell of a metal oxide to the volume of the elementary 
cell of the corresponding metal (from which the oxide is created). Therefore a P-B ratio close to
I  corresponds with a consistent and dense oxide layer which can efficiently protect metal from
further corrosion as long as it is not chemically attacked and broken down by aggressive
species, e.g. chloride. Also P-B ratios <1 or >2 represent discontinuous and porous oxide
characteristics, respectively, that do not provide an effective protection against corrosion. P-B
ratio of 1.69 for FeO:Fe indicates a relatively protective oxide, however FeO tends to convert to
hydrated forms and Fe20 3 and Fe30 4 oxide forms in aqueous environment with P-B ratios of
2.14 and 2.10, respectively, which represent a porous oxide layer under compressive stress
[20] .
The passivating oxide film on steel in the air is extremely thin and in essence fragile, 
chemically, electrochemically and mechanically, but the fragility depends on the metal and the 
environment. It has been shown that the presence of chloride ion in the electrolyte enhances 
dissolution of oxide layer and breaks down the passivity which is typically followed by pitting 
corrosion [21-23]. In fact passive film formation is a dynamic process competing with active
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metal dissolution and thickening of the passive oxide film that results in corrosion current 
reduction [6]. Due to the insulating properties (dielectric constant) of most of the oxide forms 
of steel being higher than the electrolyte, growth of oxide layer increases the value of 
capacitance formed at the electrical double layer. Also a thickened oxide film, constituted from 
corrosion products precipitation, hinders the flow of oxygen toward the cathodic reaction sites 
and the corrosion process is retarded by the low diffusion rate i.e. corrosion becomes diffusion 
controlled [24].
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1.5 Heterogeneity
The idea of electrochemical heterogeneity belongs to the Swiss scientist De la Rive (1837) 
who investigated dissolution of zinc and its alloys in hydrochloric acid, and observed that the 
more contaminates in zinc alloy results is the greater dissolution rate of zinc in the acid. De la 
Rive suggested that such contaminants formed micro-galvanic cells and probably resulted in 
acceleration of corrosion of zinc in the acid. Electrochemical heterogeneity influences the 
corrosion rate through providing larger number of anodic dissolution sites. It also encourages 
the localized forms of corrosion (e.g. pitting corrosion) which are by far more dangerous and 
costly compared to uniform corrosion pattern [25,26], An early study by Enos at 1925 showed 
that corrosion properties of carbon steel does not change significantly by varying the carbon 
content of steel while environmental factors such as temperature can remarkably alter the 
corrosion rate [27], In fact, in corrosion of steel heterogeneity of primarily formed oxide film 
plays a key role. A highly defective or heterogeneous oxide film provides larger number of 
pathways for electroactive species to flow from anodic sites and enhances the corrosion 
process [28]. Because of semi-conductive behaviour of typical oxide layers on steel, reduction 
reactions in neutral solutions take place on the surface of oxide layer which provides a large 
cathodic area.
Heterogeneities associated with the metal structure have been classified in Table 1.3 as 
atomic (also see Figure 1.6), microscopic (visible under an optical microscope), and macroscopic 
scale heterogeneities. Detailed mechanism of all aspects of corrosion (e.g. the passage of a 
metallic cation from the lattice to the solution, specific effects of ions and species in solution in 
accelerating or inhibiting corrosion or causing stress-corrosion cracking, etc.) involves 
consideration of the detailed atomic structure of the metal or alloy.
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Table 1.3 Structural heterogeneities in metals important to corrosion resistance properties [3]
1. Atomic (Figure 1.1).
(a) Sites within a given surface layer
(b) Sites at edges of partially complete layers.
(c) Point defects in the surface layer: vacancies (molecules missing in surface layer), kink 
sites (molecules missing at edge of layer), molecules adsorbed on top of complete layer.
(d) Disordered molecules at point of emergence of dislocations (screw or edge) in metal 
surface.
2. Microscopic
(a) Grain boundaries-usually, but not invariably, more reactive than grain interior.
(b) Phases-metallic (single metals, solid solutions, intermetallic compounds), nonmetallic, 
metal compounds, impurities, etc. - heterogeneities due to thermal or mechanical causes.
3. Macroscopic
(a) Discontinuities on metal surface-cut edges, scratches, discontinuities in oxide films (or 
other chemical films) or in applied metallic or non-metallic coatings.
(b) Bimetallic couples of dissimilar metals.
(c) Geometrical factors-general design, crevices, contact with non-metallic materials, etc.
Impur 
in surt
Figure 1.6 Surface imperfections in metallic lattice responsible for electrochemical 
heterogeneity and formation of micro-galvanic cells as an initiating factor for aqueous corrosion
[3].
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Macroscopic heterogeneities, e.g. crevices, discontinuities in surface films, bimetallic 
contacts etc. will have a pronounced effect on the location and the kinetics of the corrosion 
reaction. Etching the metal surface for metallographic identification is an example of the effect 
of discontinuity on localized corrosion which takes advantage of the different corrosion rates of 
phases (the grain boundaries are usually etched more rapidly than the rest of the grain due to 
the greater reactivity of the disarrayed metal). It has been also shown that the geometrical 
depth of the surface roughness or irregularities plays a key role in providing potential sites for 
pit formation and active localized corrosion. Anodic sites tend to form at the bottom of dents 
where the surface has lowest access to oxygen and gives highest value of local current density
Apart from the metallurgical heterogeneities, the heterogeneity of the environment (for 
example, differences in concentrations of dissolved oxygen, pH, and temperature gradient on 
the metal's surface) may also result in the formation of anodic and cathodic zones on the metal 
surface (electrochemical heterogeneity), resulting in corrosion. According to the Nernst 
equation (Eq. 16), if two sites on a carbon steel surface differ in dissolved oxygen 
concentrations, [02]i and [0 2]2, these sites acquire different electrolytic potentials
£=5 -£ ,=  " b l (,'l
This difference in potentials makes a local galvanic cell called differential aeration cell with 
higher potential parts being cathodic sites and lower potential parts becoming anodic sites 
(dissolution of metal and corrosion) resulting in localized corrosion [3].
1.6 Methods of corrosion monitoring
1.6.1 Open circuit potential
When cathodic and anodic reactions happen at the same time on a surface, individual 
potentials corresponding to each reaction cannot be measured. In this situation a polyelectrode
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or mixed electrode forms with an electrolytic potential between cathodic and anodic reversible 
potentials. This mixed potential is so called open circuit potential (OCP) or rest corrosion 
potential at which the total rate of oxidation is equal to the total rate of reduction [6,9]. The 
corrosion potential measured at an open electric circuit (OCP) can be used as a qualitative 
characteristic of the corrosion process on a metal surface. The corrosion potential is measured 
in comparison with reference electrodes such as calomel, silver/silver chloride, or 
copper/copper sulphate electrodes. As discussed earlier, according to the equation (5) if the 
ratio of anodic/cathodic area increases, the OCP value drops and an increase in fraction of 
cathodic area causes a rise in the OCP. In practice, since cathodic reactions happen on oxide 
layer or passivated areas and anodic areas are the sites at which active dissolution of metal or 
corrosion happens, rise of corrosion potential is considered as passivation and lowering the 
corrosion rate. Also if the corrosion potential of a metal decreases with time, the corrosion 
process intensifies. Breakdown of oxide layer in neutral solutions, as it provides larger number 
anodic sites, reduces the OCP value. However these general rules are not always correct as 
many factors can shift the potential values towards more positive or negative values, but these 
shifts may not necessarily be related to the corrosion status of metals. For example, a decrease 
of oxygen concentration at the steel surface causes more negative corrosion potential values 
(Nernst equation. It should be noted that while OCP is a reliable measure of corrosion 
thermodynamic it may not correspond with corrosion kinetic on the metal surface [5,30].
1.6.2 Polarisation technique
Potentiodynamic polarization technique is the only practical technique for measuring the 
instantaneous corrosion rate. Other methods of measuring corrosion rate such as weight loss 
may be used to measure the corrosion rate only in the long term. It must be kept in mind that 
polarization is a destructive electrochemical technique since it intensifies the driving force for 
corrosion reactions by providing extra electrons for anodic reaction (anodic polarization) or 
accelerating cathodic reactions by demanding more electrons (cathodic polarization). By 
studying the change of corrosion rate at potentials higher and lower than OCP, rate of corrosion
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at rest potential can be extrapolated. Also active-passive behavior, corrosion resistance and
anodic-cathodic reactions can be analysed [30].
Linear polarization (LPR) method uses a very small potential spectrum, ±20 mV with respect 
to OCP, where the corrosion rate has linear or Ohmic correlation with potential. Then the 
polarisation resistance can be obtained in a reasonably less destructive manner using equation 
17:
AE
R'  = U  1171
Stern and Geary (1957) [31] showed that the corrosion current icorr can be calculated if we





where B is the Stern-Geary constant (mV) depending on the type of the metal and 
environment. Knowing anodic and cathodic Tafel constants, pa and pc, B can be calculated 
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Evans diagrams are produced by expanding the polarization range to higher extents (app 
±100 mV with respect to OCP). Using linear parts of Evans diagram at anodic and cathodic 
branches, Tafel curve is reproducible. Corrosion rate is calculated as the current density at 
which cathodic and anodic branches intercept. Also anodic and cathodic reactions and the rate 
controlling mechanism of corrosion (diffusion or activation) can be studied using anodic and 
cathodic Tafel constants [2,5,30,32]. It has been shown by Mansfield and Oldham that Stern- 
Geary equation for measuring corrosion rate is valid only when corrosion potential lies far from 
the reversible potentials of either of oxidation or reduction reactions [33].
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1.63  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
EIS studies the system response to the application of a periodic small amplitude AC signal. 
These measurements are carried out in a range of ac frequencies with small magnitude of 
polarizing potential (e.g. ±10 mV) around the OCP. Analysis of the system response provides 
information about the phenomena which can impede the current flow. This applies to 
electrochemical processes at the metal-electrolyte interface, oxide layer and corrosion 
products, barrier layers (e.g. organic coatings) and electrolyte resistance. Each of these 
elements affects the alternating current at different frequencies and so can be characterized 
separately. The corroding system can be then simulated with an electrical equivalent circuit 
(EEC) where each element of circuit represents a phenomenon in actual electrochemical 
process. For example capacitive aspect of an organic coating introduces time lag and a 
measureable phase angle to the applied electric signal in discrete frequencies different from 
frequencies affected by double layer capacitive. Change in capacitance value of organic coating 
is typically connected with water-uptake which increases its dielectric constant, while change in 
capacitance value of electrical double layer is normally a result of chemical change in 
composition of EDL at metal-electrolyte interface and/or change in thickness of diffusion layer 
[6,34]. Finding a proper EEC to match the experimental spectrum could be in many cases 
challenging. So special attention should be given to selection of EEC to comply with the physical 
model of corroding system and yet produce an acceptable fit with the experimental data; 
addition of circuit elements simply to improve the fit is unacceptable [35].
1.6.4 Electrochemical noise measurement
Electrochemical noise consists of low-frequency, low-amplitude fluctuations of current and 
potential due to electrochemical activity associated with corrosion processes. Potential noise is 
measured by collecting the potential versus time record between a noisy corroding electrode 
and a noiseless reference electrode using a high-impedance digital voltmeter. This is essentially 
a measurement of the open circuit potential. Measurement of current noise is made using a 
zero resistance ammeter (ZRA) connecting two identical working electrodes immersed in the
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same electrolyte [36]. ENM is one of the very few entirely non-destructive techniques (NDT) for 
electrochemical characterization as it does not perturb current or potential of the corroding 
system. Several developments have been made in the last decade to increase the versatility and 
effectiveness of ENM using one, two or three working electrodes [37].
Electrochemical noise data can be analysed either statistically or by examining the noise 
spectrum. Figureure 1.7 illustrates how pit formation produces current and potential transients. 
In most cases current is the controlling parameter and the potential is response of the rest of 
surface to the local corrosion current. The current from the pit is largely drawn from the 
capacitance of the passive film, causing the potential to fall over the period of the current 
transient and then rise more slowly as the passive film recharges as a result of cathodic reaction 
[36]. If clear isolated transients are observed, it is possible to derive considerable information 
about the pitting process. The area under a transient in a current noise time record indicates 
the charge involved in the transient and hence the volume of pit formed. In general, localized 
corrosion processes are facilitated by rough, heterogeneous surfaces, as roughness and 
imperfections help to support the local changes in chemical conditions that are responsible for 




Figure 1.7 current and potential time records for a 304 stainless steel in 3.5% NaCI solution, 
showing pitting events [36].
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Electrochemical noise can be characterized by some common statistical parameters 
including the mean, the variance, and the standard deviation. In particular, the standard 
deviation, o, is used as a measure of the amplitude of the variation in the noise signal. Skew 
and kurtosis sometimes give indications of the form of corrosion (e.g. localized or uniform) 
occurring [39]. The electrical resistance noise can be calculated as a derivative of a potential 
and a current noise according to Ohm's law (Eq. 20), and these values are usually in accord with 
the linear polarization resistance [40] value and the impedance value from EIS [41].
R n = —  <2°)
where Rn is the noise resistance in ohms, and ov and Oi are the standard deviation in the 
potential and current noise signals, respectively.
1.6.5 Scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET)
The scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) is a well-established electrochemical 
technique that allows the spatial distribution of the often highly localised electrochemical 
reactions of corrosion to be investigated. A single pseudoreference electrode is scanned across 
the corroding surface to identify anode and cathode locations, the current density, and the 
current density vectors in solution. This enables direct measurement of the progress and 
intensity of local corrosion processes on a site-by-site basis. The SVET utilizes a movable 
microtip electrode to detect the potential gradients produced by localised ionic current fluxes 
within the solution above a corroding surface at a small fixed distance. Consequently the 
current density in the direction of the electrode oscillation can be calculated using calibrated 
potential data [32,42,43].
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1.7 Methods of corrosion inhibition
As discussed earlier in this chapter, electrochemical corrosion consists of three processes:
1. Anodic, or oxidizing, process -  passing of metal cations into solution and releasing of 
electrons on the metal surface:
M(s) -> Mn+(aq) + ne" (M -  metal; Mn+(aq)-  metallic cations in solution)
2. Flow of the electrons released from the anode (low electric potential site) to the cathode 
(high electric potential site).
3. Cathodic, or reduction, process -  any process that receives electrons by neutral or charged 
species D:
D(aq) + ne- -> D n (aq)
Elimination of one of these processes will decelerate corrosion of metal and that process 
becomes rate determining step or controlling mechanism of corrosion.
All corrosion prevention methods aim at removing or reducing the effect of one or more of the 
conditions leading to corrosion using the following strategies:
1. Selecting a material that does not corrode in the given environment.
2. Changing the environment, e.g. removing the oxygen or adding anticorrosion chemicals 
(inhibitors).
3. Using a design that will avoid corrosion, e.g. preventing the accumulation of water so that 
the metal surface can be kept dry.
4. Changing the potential, most often by making the metal more negative and thus 
counteracting the natural tendency of the positive metal ions to be transferred from the metal 
to the environment, e.g. cathodic protection
5. Applying coatings on the metal surface, these operate by a variety of mechanisms e.g. 
metallic and most inorganic coatings isolate the metal from the environment, organic coatings 
interfere with conduction between anodes or cathodes and/or create chemical conditions at 
the interface which encourage passivation.
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The use of paint coatings is the most common method for corrosion prevention. Protective 
coatings are unique specialty products which represent the most widely used method of 
corrosion control. They are used to give long-term protection under a broad range of corrosive 
conditions, extending from atmospheric exposure to full immersion in strongly corrosive 
solutions. The following chapter reviews the mechanisms by which the organic coatings protect 
metal against corrosion with an emphasis on the role of surface preparation of metal and 
presence of structural inhomogeneity in organic coatings.
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2.1 Paint structure and generic coatings types
Organic coatings are complex mixtures of chemical substances that can be grouped into four 
broad categories: (1) binders, (2) volatile compounds, (3) pigments, and (4) additives [1], The 
binder or resin is the polymeric part of the coating which binds together the other substances in 
the coating and forms a continuous film that adheres to the substrate. Many of the coating's 
physical and mechanical properties including flexibility, hardness, chemical resistance, UV- 
vulnerability, and water and oxygen transport are determined wholly or in part by the particular 
resin or blend of resins used [2], Polymeric coatings are most often categorized based on the 
chemical structure of the binder as this defines to a large extent the suitability of the coating 
for a particular application. Important classes of polymeric binders are amino resins, 
polyurethanes, epoxies, acrylics, polyesters, drying oils, alkyds, vinyl and silicon resins. Although 
general properties are attributed to each generic type of resins (e.g. UV vulnerability of epoxies 
or good flexibility of polyurethanes), literally hundreds of resins are now commercially 
manufactured and available within each group, all with chemically unique structure. A paint 
formulator may purposely blend several resins to take advantage of the characteristics of each.
The complete polymeric structure of the binder could form either by pre-polymerization or 
on-site polymerization when applied on the substrate [3]. In the former case polymers are 
prepared before the application and polymeric structure does not change during the film 
formation process. Binders of this group generally have the highest initial molecular weight and 
formation of film takes place by the evaporation of solvent only (thermo-plastic). The on-site 
polymerization refers to active binders that complete the polymerization process after 
application by reacting with oxygen, secondary reactive resin or radical polymerization by a 
photoinitiator. Binders of this group produce the highest final molecular weight and in most 
cases a polymeric network that cannot be dissolved in solvents or melted (thermo-set) after 
formation.
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2.2 Protective organic coatings
Protection afforded by an organic coating could be regarded as protection against UV, colour 
fading, abrasion and scratch, micro-organisms (anti-fouling coatings), dirt pick-up (anti-graffiti 
coatings) or corrosion. Throughout this book protective properties will be regarded as the 
ability of organic coatings in protecting metal substrate against electrochemical corrosion. 
However degradation induced by other environmental factors, e.g. UV or abrasion, can 
significantly affect the anti-corrosive properties as well [4,5]. Any discussion which considers 
the prevention of aqueous metallic corrosion, usually takes as its starting point the 
electrochemical model of the corrosion of mild steel in a neutral electrolyte with the four 
important processes involved linked in series namely; the anodic reaction, the cathodic reaction 
and the conductive pathways for ions and electrons [6]. Inhibition of the anodic or cathodic 
reactions or an interruption of the ionic flow are the three key elements that cause a significant 
reduction of the corrosion rate [7]. Thus, all corrosion prevention measures are aimed at 
removing or suppressing one of these three. One of the most convenient, and certainly the 
oldest method of protecting a substrate from the detrimental effects of the environment, is to 
coat it with a polymeric paint to isolate it from its surroundings [8]. At first it was thought that 
effective paints isolate their substrate from all potentially corrosive species, i.e. oxygen, water 
and ions. However this is now clarified that polymeric coatings are relatively permeable to 
water and oxygen and corrosion protection is normally afforded by isolation from ions. An 
effective protection by barrier mechanism requires that coatings impede the ionic conduction 
and remain adherent in the presence of water and the products of metallic corrosion [9,10].
Development, selection and qualification of new coatings for a specific 
application/environment require a thorough characterization of the coating and prediction of 
the performance in the given environment [11]. The most reliable way of studying the 
suitability of a coating for a specific substrate and environment is to actually expose coated 
substrate to the environment in which the coating will ultimately be applied [3,12]. In practice, 
outdoor exposure tests require a very long evaluation time, e.g. up to 10-20 years, before a 
reliable conclusion can be drawn. Consequently, results are not provided in a commercially 
acceptable time period [13,14]. Many studies have been devoted to prediction of the
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performance and durability of the protective coatings in the past few decades, however the 
overall performance and durability is very difficult to assess because it is affected by several 
internal and external factors [15]. The natural rate of coating degradation and corrosion can be 
accelerated by altering the temperature, humidity, pH, salt concentration and intensity of UV 
radiation in so-called accelerated corrosion testing [16-19], Ideally, the stresses only cause the 
system to fail faster than it normally would, while the mechanism of failure remains the same 
as in the non-accelerated condition. In many cases, the correlation between accelerated test 
methods and natural outdoor exposure concerns a progression of corrosion or disbondment 
from mechanical damage, which cannot necessarily be translated into lifetime predictions of 
intact coatings [20]. Also the diversity of paint types applied to different substrates exposed to 
a variety of environments results in more than one degradation mechanism and many factors 
are likely to be involved to varying degrees [21].
2.  Protection ec anis s
In order to improve durability and performance of protective coatings it is essential to 
achieve an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms by which organic coatings afford 
corrosion protection. The major protection mechanism of a coating is determined by the type 
of pigment used in the paint formulation. Pigments come in three major types: inhibitive, 
sacrificial and barrier [22]. Consequently the main protection mechanisms are known as surface 
passivation by corrosion inhibitor, cathodic protection by electrochemically active coatings and 
ion deprivation.
2.3.1 Corrosion inhibitors
Corrosion inhibitors have been widely used to yield a uniform corrosion in aqueous solutions 
and avoid early failures due to highly localized corrosion [23]. The anticorrosive mechanism of 
inhibitive coatings relies on passivation of the substrate and build-up of a protective layer 
consisting of insoluble metallic complexes, which impede transport of aggressive species by 
acting as a barrier [24]. Inhibitive pigments are classified according to their effect on the anodic 
and cathodic reactions. Cathodic inhibitors, such as inorganic salts of zinc, magnesium and 
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manganese, suppress corrosion at the cathode by forming insoluble deposits with hydroxyl ions 
in neutral environments [25]. These pigments increase the cathodic resistance against 
polarization, forming visible films on metallic surfaces. Anodic inhibitors, such as inorganic salts 
of phosphate [26,27], borate [28,29], molybdate [30] and silicate compounds , form a 
protective oxide film on the metal surface. Anodic inhibitors are adsorbed onto the surface of 
the substrate and reduce the rate of corrosion by increasing the anodic polarization. A more 
recent development of corrosion inhibitors are rare-earth compounds that have gained 
increasing attraction in the last decade as a replacement for the toxic inhibitors such as 
chromate salts [31,32]. The inhibitive properties of rare earth compounds were first introduced 
by Hinton et al. on corrosion protection of aluminium in saline media [33]. Effectiveness of rare 
earth compounds as green corrosion inhibitors has been demonstrated for ferrous metals [34— 
36], zinc [37,38] and aluminium [39-41].
Defects formed during installation and service life of a painted metal could initiate the 
corrosion which spreads underneath the paint coating and reduce the performance and service 
life of protective system. Corrosion inhibitive pigments are introduced in organic coatings 
mainly to control the corrosion and its consequences, e.g. cathodic delamination and anodic 
undermining [42]. Cathodic delamination and anodic undermining are the two main 
mechanisms of corrosion induced coating disbondment from a metal substrate. The highly 
alkaline electrolyte present in cathodic regions under the paint film weakens the coating-metal 
bonds resulting in cathodic delamination, while in anodic undermining dissolution of underlying 
metal results in anodic disbondment. Corrosion inhibitors, depending on their inhibition 
mechanism, i.e. cathodic, anodic or both, passivate the metal surface and prevent the paint 
disbondment. The addition of inhibitors provides protection to the damage zones through the 
so-called "self-healing" effect by formation of another protective layer [43]. Self-healing effect 
is generally defined as the ability of coating to recover after a mechanical damage and 
effectively continue to protect the underlying substrate. In most cases this is achieved by 
replenishing the damaged area with reactive chemicals being stored in the coating layer [44]. 
The solubility of inhibitive pigment and permeability of binder to provide a consistent release of
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inhibitor over a long period of protection play key roles in effectiveness of an inhibitive coating 
[45].
2.3.2 Electrochemically active coatings
Two main groups of electrochemically active protective coatings are conductive polymers 
and sacrificial coatings. The latter group is the polymer coatings filled with a sacrificial metal 
pigment, e.g. zinc or magnesium, which are galvanically coupled with the substrate to provide 
cathodic protection. Due to the need for electrical contact to the substrate, sacrificial coatings 
are only applied as a primer coat. The protection mechanism remains cathodic protection as 
long as there is conductive network of zinc powders inside the coating through to substrate. In 
the long term, corrosion of zinc interrupts the conductive network by turning zinc into non- 
conductive zinc corrosion products which changes the protection mechanism to barrier effect 
[46,47], The inorganic zinc-rich coatings are considered relatively porous to ingress of 
electrolyte with primary valency bond of the polymer to zinc atoms on the particles of zinc dust 
pigment. This affords good film strength, adhesion, electrical conductivity, and cathodic 
protection [10,48].
Conducting polymers are a unique group of organic polymer with capability of electronic, 
chemical and/or electrochemical interaction with active metals. The mechanism by which the 
conducting polymers protect active metal from corrosion is not fully understood, however a 
number of mechanisms have been proposed [49]. Altering the corrosion potential, creating a 
diffusion limiting electro-magnetic field, barrier protection and gradual release of dopant to act 
as corrosion inhibitor are the main suggested mechanisms [50,51]. Efficiency of a conducting 
polymer as a corrosion inhibitor greatly depends on the nature of metal surface and 
electrochemical potential at the interface, physico-chemical properties of the polymer such as 
functional groups, steric factors, aromaticity and the electronic structure of the molecules [52].
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2.3.3 Barrier coatings
Historically, a number of different theories regarding the role of the barrier function in 
corrosion protection have emerged [53,54]. For many years, it was believed that barrier 
coatings might function by excluding water and oxygen from the metal [8]. Crennell observed a 
general cathodic behaviour of painted steel when coupled with bare steel in saline solutions. 
Therefore he suggested that protection properties of paint coatings are attributed to 
encapsulation of Fe2+ and OH' as primary corrosion product which thus results in their 
accumulation at steel surface and subsequent passivation [55]. This belief was soundly disputed 
when, in the early 1950s, JEO Mayne measured the amount of water and oxygen passing 
through a normal 100 urn paint film [56]. He found water and oxygen permeability levels to be 
much higher than the levels needed to initiate and sustain the average rate of corrosion on 
unprotected steel. Therefore the protection was attributed to the high electrical resistance and 
low ionic permeability of coatings that impeded anodic/cathodic reactions. This was in line with 
findings of Smith, Bacon and Rugg [57] which showed direct relationship between electrolytic 
resistance and the corrosion protection afforded by paint coatings. Theoretical studies by 
Pearson and Brook [58] revealed that increased resistance between anode and cathode above 
106 Q.cm2 drives the steel potential into passivity region, therefore they suggested that paint 
coatings mitigate corrosion by passivation of substrate.
The cathodic characteristic of painted steel when coupled by bare steel in salt solution was 
also explained by Mayne as ohmic potential drop caused by the ionic resistance. Figure 2.1 
illustrates the effect of ohmic drop on corrosion potential on Evans diagram. The measured 
potential of bare steel in a conducting electrolyte would be given by point B, the corrosion 
potential, where the cathodic polarization curve CB and the anodic curve AB intersect. Mayne 
considered that on painted steel the high electrolyte resistance of the paint would introduce an 
ohmic potential drop between the anodic and cathodic areas by impeding the current passing 
through cathode/liquid/anode circuit. If the cathode/liquid and anode/liquid resistances are 
equal the measured potential would be equal to E which lies half-way between D and D. Mayne 
suggested that anodic areas are situated at small weak points on steel so that the resistance of 
the approach to the smaller anodes would be greater. This would move the potential E nearer
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to D than F and therefore E, representing the corrosion potential of painted steel, would be 
cathodic to the potential B for unpainted steel. More recently Evans diagrams for Zn/Fe [59] 
and Fe/Cu [60] coupled electrodes were constructed by Sykes and Xu using potentiostatic 
current measurements at different over-potentials. Their results indicated that in addition to 
the ohmic drop, caused by the resistive paint, the polarization of electrodes beneath the 
coating also makes an important contribution to the corrosion protection afforded by paint 
coating particularly when the coating's resistance is relatively low.
t
Log current
Figure 2.1 Evans diagram for a metal corroding in a high resistance electrolyte [55].
More than two decades after the early observations of Mayne, Hageen and Funke [61] 
measured the permeability to water and oxygen for a number of paint coatings and showed 
that water permeation is far beyond the requirement to sustain normal rate of corrosion for 
bare steel. Flowever their results showed that oxygen permeation in many cases are lower than 
that of required for normal rate of bare steel corrosion. They concluded that in absence of ionic 
contamination and negligible rate of ionic conduction, oxygen permeation is the corrosion rate 
determining steps. Funke [62] explains the importance of oxygen in depolarizing the cathodic 
sites as well as keeping the charge balanced at anodic sites by oxidation of soluble Fe(ll) to 
insoluble Fe(lll). This explanation is consistent with findings of Buttrey et ol. [63] who studied
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corrosion behaviour in food can. They found an inverse relationship between oxygen 
concentration in the can and the charge transfer resistance while the coating resistance found 
to be independent of oxygen concentration.
Funke [62] also showed that water plays a key role in loss of adhesion but may not be rate 
determining step for corrosion. Funke also suggests that some of the factors that contribute to 
low permeability may interfere with adhesion; in particular, polar functional groups appear to 
be essential to achieving good adhesion, but are likely to increase permeability and contribute 
to water sensitivity [64]. Guruviah measured the permeability to water and oxygen of alkyd, 
epoxy and chlorinated rubber paint films and worked out its relationship with the corrosion 
rate of painted steel achieved in salt fog exposure test [60]. His results showed much less 
oxygen permeability than was measured by Mayne and a good correlation between the 
corrosion rate and oxygen permeation suggesting that the oxygen permeation could be the rate 
controlling step. Water permeation although not directly controlling but is very important to 
the protective properties of coatings. Aqueous channels are the pathways from which corrosive 
ions get to the metal substrate and corrosion products are transported away [66,67]. 
Improvement of corrosion resistance of epoxy coating by increasing the hydrophobicity and 
lowering the water uptake was reported by Zhang et al. [68]. Water accumulation at the 
interface is also the factor responsible for blistering and loss of adhesion [69,70]. It was also 
determined as the main cause of interlayer adhesion loss in multi-coat paint systems [71]. 
Water and oxygen permeability is mainly controlled by chemical structure of polymer film. It is 
believed that higher polarity of a polymer encourages water permeation while reduces the 
oxygen penetration [72,73]. Modification of coating systems with hydrophobic non-polar coal- 
tar has been a traditional solution to lower the inherent water absorption of coatings [74]. A 
number of other factors also play a part in water absorption including pigmentation level and 
pigment type [75], glass transition temperature and polymer free volume [76] and solvent 
selection [77]. Li et ol. studied the effect of thermal cycling and glass transition temperature on 
the water taken up by epoxy coatings. They observed irreversible increase of water absorption 
with increasing solution temperature which drastically reduced the ionic resistance [78]. No 
molecular mechanism was advanced to explain the increased water absorption.
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It appears that water, oxygen and ions each play a part in corrosion of a painted metal. 
There have been evidence that show even very high resistance coating do not perfectly prevent 
corrosion [79]. It is proposed that corrosion of such systems is initiated by water uptake of 
coating causing its resistance to fall. The slight corrosion at this stage is due to presence of 
water and oxygen and not the presence of aggressive ions unless they have been present at the 
interface in the form of contamination. Corrosion would continue as the local break down of 
paint film makes it more permeable to ions. The type of ion that can diffuse through the coating 
is greatly dominated by the chemical structure of film and size of conduction pathways [73]. 
Today, electrochemical techniques have became the main method of protective coatings 
evaluation used in scientific research [80-83]. This indicates the general acceptance of charge 
conduction behaviour as the main criterion for protectiveness of a paint coating as 
electrochemical techniques are mainly responsive to charge movements and fairly insensitive 
to oxygen permeation.
It has been shown that coatings with inherent negative charge tend to permeate cations 
more whereas positively charged polymer films are more permeable to anions [7,84,85]. This 
characteristic is referred as "permselectivity" which to a large extent governs the mechanism of 
blistering and its consequent adhesion loss [69,86,87]. Sharer and Sykes [88] measured a much 
larger activation energy required for charge transfer at the interface than that required for ionic 
conduction through the paint film suggesting that ionic conduction through the weak points of 
film is not the corrosion rate determining step. However, they proposed that separation of 
anodic and cathodic sites underneath the paint film and the need for ionic conduction at both 
areas may lead to good protection where the coating is not significantly degraded at one of the 
regions.
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2  ai ure ec anis s
2.4.1 Adhesion failure and role of surface preparation
The ultimate stage of coating failure is often considered as its detachment from the metal 
surface. Corrosion induced adhesion loss from steel is firmly established as a cathodic 
phenomenon in either the form of cathodic blistering or cathodic disbondment from coating 
defects [15,89]. Figure 2.2 shows the model, proposed by Dickie and Hammond, by for the 
initial stages of corrosion induced paint adhesion loss. In this simple phenomenological model, 
the initial oxidation of iron and reduction of oxygen occur locally at a break in the paint film (or 
at some other site of electrolyte penetration). As the process proceeds, a rust deposit forms, 
and the anodic and cathodic sites tend to separate and become localized. At a more advanced 
stage of the process, the cathodic reaction continues under the paint film resulting in 
progressive adhesion loss [89,90]. This model was further verified by Jorcin et ol. [91] who 
looked at the delamination process around a scribed epoxy primer on steel using LEIS 
technique. The development of the corrosion products in the scratch and diffusion of oxygen 
through the coating were determined as key factors.
Figure 2.2 Simplified model of the initial stages of paint delamination by corrosion [89]
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Upon exposure of painted metal to humidity/aqueous environment water molecules 
penetrate the coating relatively easily and form a thin layer of water at coating/metal interface. 
Water molecules can effectively compete with functional groups of the polymer film to 
establish boding with the metal [62,92]. Typical value for the binding energy of secondary 
metal/polymer interaction is in the range of about 25 kJ/mol or lower, while metal-water 
interaction have binding energies in the range of 40-65 kJ/mol [93]. This brings about randomly 
distributed anodic and cathodic regions underneath the paint which are separated by polymer 
phase. The alkalinity of the cathodic reaction products is one of the main reasons of cathodic 
disbondment due to hydrolysis of polymer bonds and osmotic pressure underneath the paint 
film. At anodic sites metal surface is dissolved resulting in anodic disbondment. Studies also 
revealed that in many cases the lateral diffusion of cations along the metal/polymer interface 
(Figure 2.3) is the rate determining step for disbondment [94-96]. However, degradation of 
polymer in the long term may impact the disbondment rate of coating by changing transport 
pathways of ions [97]. An earlier study by Parks and Leidheiser [84] showed that lateral 
diffusion is the predominant mechanism of ionic conduction at free corrosion potential (OCP) 
while diffusion through coating become the major pathway for ionic motion under cathodic 
polarization. Pommersheim et al. [98] employed this principal to develop a mathematical model 
for predicting coating degradation and adhesion loss. They concluded that blistering and 
coating failure is a function of cation transport, osmotic pressure, cathodic delamination and 
mechanical stress. Yang et ol. [99,100] demonstrated that blistering is initiated by formation of 
micro-osmotic cells at locally low resistance areas of the coating. According to Stratman et ol. 
[101] electrochemical reactions that lead to a degradation of the metal/polymer interface are 
influenced by the electron-transfer properties at the interface, the redox properties of the 
oxide between the metal and the polymer, and the chemical stability of the interface with 
respect to those species, which are formed during the electron transfer reaction. A direct 
connection was found by Wielant et al. [102] between oxide surface energies, adhesion of the 
polymer film after sample exposure in humid atmosphere and the delamination rate of the 
polyurethane coating on steel substrates with different interfacial iron oxide structure and 
morphology. An increasing polar oxide surface energy component was correlated with
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increasing polymer/iron oxide peel-off forces and deceleration of delamination. Surface 
preparation is an effective tool to produce an optimal substrate with desired electrochemical 




Figure 2.3 Diffusion pathways for water, oxygen and ions [101]
Surface preparation of metal prior to painting may be defined as modification of the surface, 
either by modifying the material to a small depth (e.g. by phase transition, interdiffusion or ion 
implantation) or by modifying the surface itself (e.g. morphology, structure, chemistry etc) in 
order to improve corrosion resistance and interfacial bonding. This is generally done by thermal 
treatment, diffusion treatment, ion bombardment, mechanical treatment, chemical and 
physical-chemical treatments [103]. Removal of contaminant from the metal surface prior to 
painting is vital to avoid early blistering and loss of adhesion [104]. Thermodynamically, an 
appropriate bonding between metal and paint is achieved only when the free surface energy, 
surface tension, of the substrate is higher than, or equal to, the surface tension of paint [105]. 
Surface preparation assists adhesion through providing potentially active sites on the substrate 
for both primary and secondary bonding, removal of contaminants and increasing the number 
of reaction sites and mechanical entanglement. Surface treatment may also passivate the 
surface to form an additional barrier layer (conversion oxide layer) or activate the surface to 
improve the substrate/paint interaction. Number of studies have indicated the beneficial effect 
of surface pretreatment by formation of a conversion film, organic compounds and 
electrochemical modification on the adhesion strength and corrosion resistance of organic 
coatings [106-111]. However, the interaction between organic coupling agents, e.g. silane 
groups, and polymer film in aqueous environment should be considered carefully as
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incompatibility between coupling agent and coating or hydrolysable interfacial bonds may 
result in early failure of the coating [11?]. Superior performance of silane treated substrate has 
been reported where silane is covalently adhered to the substrate [113]. Naderi et al. [114] 
looked at the effect of mill scale removal by comparing the solvent degreasing and acid pickling 
methods and its impact on performance of polyester-epoxy powder coating. They observed 
higher resistance to corrosion and disbondment of the substrate without mill scale. Detrimental 
effect of mill scale was attributed to its faster breakdown and dissolution in chloride containing 
media.
Activation of surface by mechanical means, e.g. manual, pneumatic or electric tools or blast 
cleaning, has been most often investigated with regards to the paint/metal bonding. In a study 
by Roper et al different surface profiles were produced by controlling the abrasive velocity in 
grit blasting and resulted surfaces were coated by 6 different types of organic coatings. 
Adhesion measurement after salt spray exposure revealed better performance of high profile 
surfaces in maintaining good interfacial adhesion [115]. In contrast with this result, Jin et al. 
found better adhesion of chlorinated rubber to smoother steel substrate [116]. They produced 
different surface roughness on steel by using different grades of emery. The surprising result 
was explained based on formation of interfacial microcracks between paint and substrate 
suggesting that rougher surface contains larger cracks.
In a recent study by Khun and Frankel [117], the effect of surface roughness at nano scale 
and profile texture on cathodic disbondment was studied. They observed decreased 
disbondment as a result of increased roughness which they attributed to the increased 
interactions between the coatings and the substrates associated with larger surface area. Their 
results also showed faster disbondment in the direction of parallel abrasion lines than 
perpendicular to the lines due to the barrier effect of groove side walls compared to groove 
valleys. This was also pointed out earlier by Jin et al. [116] who studied the effect of abrasion 
direction on disbanded area of chlorinated rubber coated steel. They observed that disbonding 
front shape changes to elliptical (instead of the usual circular shape) when surface roughness 
was oriented parallel by abrasion in one direction.
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Mills and Schaefer [118] used water-jetting, wet garnet blasting and abrasion methods to 
prepare steel surface prior to painting with alkyd and compared the corrosion resistance of 
coated surfaces. Their results showed detrimental impact of garnet blasting even in comparison 
with non-treated control sample. They suggested that oxide layer characteristic varies by the 
preparation method and is responsible for changes in corrosion resistance. Studies of Schaefer 
and Mills made the baseline and triggered the current research scribed in this book. Lin et al. 
[119] also found inverse correlation between substrate roughness and corrosion resistance of 
painted steel. The early failure of sand blasted substrate compared to untreated surface was 
attributed to insufficient thickness of epoxy coating at the peaks of surface profile and non- 
uniform distribution of coating by the spin-coating technique. Santagata et al. [120] studied the 
performance of chlorinated rubber coating on steel surface differently prepared by 
sandblasting, pickling, pickling+phosphating and pickling+wash primer. Best performance was 
observed on pickled+phosphate surface followed by pickled surface with sandblasted surface 
exhibiting the lowest performance. The corrosion behaviour correlated well with the water 
absorption percentage, the delaminated area and the membrane ionic resistance performance. 
Vesga et al. [121] compared the effect of water-jetting and sand blasting on corrosion 
resistance of painted steel. They reported higher efficiency of sand blasting than normal water- 
jetting and water-jetting with inhibitor containing solution. No explanation was given for this 
outcome.
The influence of surface reactivity on protective properties of paint coatings was studied by 
Walter [21]. His results indicated that paint films deteriorate faster on more reactive substrates. 
A direct relationship between the performance of painted metals with the corrosion resistance 
of unpainted substrates is reported. Similar result was obtained by Mills et al. [122] who 
studied the corrosion resistance of epoxy primer on surfaces with differing reactivity including 
aluminum, steel, zinc and phosphated steel and zinc. Their results showed better performance 
of primer on aluminum which was attributed to the inertness of the substrate. They suggested 
that the corrosion inhibition depends highly on reactivity of the metal substrate where the 
coating resistance falls within the uncertain protection region (106-108 ohms.cm2). This results 
was also in-line with earlier studies by Mayne and Mills [123] in which they examined coatings
Chapter 2
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resistance on steel and platinum. Their results showed higher resistance of coating on inert 
substrates (i.e. platinum or passivated steel) than the resistance on an active substrate (i.e. 
plain steel). The lower resistance on the active substrate was explained by the provision of ions 
from both sides of coating while in the case of inert substrate the ionic diffusion could occur 
only from one side.
2.4.2 Ionic conduction and role of electrochemical inhomogeneity
It has been firmly acknowledged that as soon as the coating bond with the metal substrate is 
lost, corrosion proceeds with no need for ion transfer through paint film [62]. This is because 
the electrical resistance between cathodic and anodic areas is much lower along the weakened 
interface than through the paint film. However, it is believed that as long as a certain level of 
adhesion exists, ionic resistance of coating controls the corrosion rate. Early studies of Bacon, 
Smith and Rugg [57] revealed the significance of ionic conduction for corrosion resistance 
properties of organic coating. It was observed that a coating that maintained a resistance of 108 
Ohm.cm2 provided good corrosion protection while one whose resistance fell below 106 
Ohm.cm2 did not. A subsequent sharp drop in resistance was determined as pre-cursor to 
coating failure.
Two contradictory hypothesis proposed by Mayne [56] and Corti [124] explain possible 
mechanisms for ionic conduction through paint films. According to Corti, the rate of permeation 
across the film is affected by the presence of small imperfections or pores, which extend 
through the film and have cross sections distinctly larger than the free areas normally present 
between the atomic groups in the membrane matrix. Mayne's model, on the other hand, infers 
that the passage of ions is through the bulk matrix of the film but there are regional differences 
within a single coating with regards to ion selectivity [6]. Latter studies of Mayne and 
Scantlebury [125] however, revealed that highly permeable areas form only a small fraction of 
the coating. Moongkhamklang and Taylor [126] utilized fluorescence microscopy with an ion- 
specific chromophore to identify the mode of ion entry through an epoxy coating. Their results 
indicated that following exposure to NaCI, chloride ions are clustered in discrete sites on the
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surface of epoxy resins which corroborates the discrete pore concept proposed by Corti. In a 
different study, they also observed a relation between water activity and the number of 
discrete sites of chloride accumulation, with the number of sites increasing as the water activity 
increases [127]. They concluded that initial water uptake in epoxy coatings occurs at discrete 
sites on the surface of the coatings. White et al. [128] showed that the failure mode of painted 
steel mainly depends on the type and rate of the ions diffusing through the paint film. It was 
found that if the generation of corrosion products occurs faster than its removal by diffusion 
through the coating or into the steel, a blister forms. But if the rate of generation is less than its 
removal rate, the can be a complete disbonding of the coating with no visible blister. Worsley 
et al. [129] studied the effect of coating porosity on failure mechanism of polyester coated 
galvanized steel by SVET. Coatings of different porosity were produced by differing the curing 
time. It was shown that the level of porosity in the organic coating plays a major role in the 
mechanism of corrosion by altering the permeability and barrier properties.
Modes of ion transport through paint film was first studied Kinsella and Mayne [130]. Two 
distinct forms of conduction were identified. The first was I, or inverse type conduction, where 
the resistance of the film coincided with that of the solution. The second mode of through-film 
transport that was identified was named D, or direct type conduction where the film's 
resistance follows that of the external solution. They suggested that water content of film is the 
controlling factor of ion transport. They also observed a significant effect of ventilation during 
the curing process of paint film on its conduction mode. Presence of both modes of ionic 
conduction in most polymeric coatings renders them electrochemically heterogeneous 
surfaces. A typical dependence of coating resistance to the electrolyte concentration for D and I 
type coatings is given in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Typical dependence of coatings resistance to solution concentration for D and I type 
coating showing the direct relationship between ionic strength and coating conductivity for D 
type coatings and inverse relationship for I types [131].
A series of systematic studies were made by Mayne and his co-workers on the factors that 
play a part in the D/l type behaviour of organic coatings. It was determined by Mayne and 
Scantlebury that D type conduction cannot be attributed to macro capillaries unless these are 
of molecular dimension. A typical value of 108 ohm.cm2 for a D type coating in 1 N potassium 
chloride yields in about 1,000 A radii for the pore [125]. Their results also showed higher water 
uptake and lower hardness of D type area. The effect of D/l type behaviour on protection 
afforded by paint coatings was studied by Mills and Mayne [132] who showed a direct 
relationship between the presence of D type areas in the film and the occurrence of under-film 
corrosion. Effect of solvent on coating homogeneity was studied later by Mayne [133]. Solvent 
free epoxy coatings exhibited a homogeneous structure suggesting that solvents may interfere 
with the process of cross-linking and that films of improved protective value may be obtained 
by elimination of solvent from system. Several studies have revealed the great influence of 
polymer type on its D/l type behaviour [132,134,135]. White et al. [134] found highly D type 
behaviour of fluoropolymer coating while epoxy coatings exhibited hardener dependant 
behaviour.
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Wu et al. [136] studied the effect of coating thickness and multi-layered systems on 
electrochemical inhomogeneity of alkyd and polyurethane coatings using a wire-beam multi-
electrode. Their results confirmed previous findings in relation to the effect of thickness on film 
electrochemical homogeneity. They reported an overall increase of coating resistance 
accompanied by improved homogeneity as a result of higher film thickness. The effect of 
heterogeneously distributed pores on local resistance exhibition and blistering was also studied 
by Zou and Thierry using LEIS ad SKP [137]. Locally higher water absorbent areas of coating 
were determined as blistering and delamination initiation sites. Van Westing et al. [138] 
showed that the water-uptake by coating can also introduce inhomogeneity that in the long 
term results in heterogeneous condensation of water at coating/substrate interface and loss of 
adhesion. Earlier degradation of acrylic coating at locally lower resistance areas of film has been 
demonstrated by Szocinski, Darowicki and Schaefer [139] using contact mode imaging of AFM.
In addition to the inherent properties of coating that encourage corrosion, such as 
hydrophilicity, a coating system may contain inhomogeneities such as air bubbles, cracks, 
microvoids, contaminants, trapped solvents, nonbonded and weak areas, pigment-resin and 
coating-substrate interfacial defects [140], Each of these factors will influence the transport of 
aggressive species through the coating and along the coating-substrate interface and 
subsequently influence the protective properties. Some of these factors are discussed on more 
detailed in the next section.
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2.5 Factors affecting coating's permeability
2.5.1 Physico-chemical structure of polymer
Oxygen transport through coating films depends on the solubility of the gas in the polymer 
and its ability to diffuse through the polymeric matrix [73]. Permeability of coatings to gases 
decreases with increasing polarity while highly polar polymers are highly permeable to water 
because of the high levels of water solubility in the matrix. Kamimura and Kishikawa [141] 
found that in cathodic disbondment of polyethylene (highly non-polar polymer) from steel, 
diffusion of oxygen takes place at a high rate through the coating while migration of ions to the 
disbondment front is limited to interfacial conduction. In addition to the polarity level of 
polymer, other structural elements such as cross-linking density, hydrogen bonding, glass 
transition temperature, molecular orientation and crystallinity affect the permeability of 
polymer films [142]. Kinsella et al. [143] studied the effect of temperature on water absorption 
and observed a minimum water absorption of an epoxy and an alkyd coating at their Tg. 
Permeability of polymers changes significantly at the glass transition temperature (Figure 2.5). 
Polymers having higher Tg than service temperature give comparatively better barrier 
properties. This is because above Tg, the free volume increases due to cooperative movements 
of the segments. Humidity can also plasticize the polymer resulting in lower Tg and higher 
permeability [16,66,144]. Bierwagen et ol. [145] reported irreversible decrease of Tg as a result 
of water plasticization effect during immersion of epoxy coating in 3% NaCI solution. Despite 
the usual drop of coating resistance due to exposure to corrosive media, an increase in 
resistance of a free standing alkyd film was reported by Macedo et ol. [146]. Comparison 
between aerated and de-aerated solution showed that the unusual increase of resistance could 
be attributed to the structural change in alkyd by the oxygen.
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Figure 2.5 Changes of apparent and free volume of polymers as a function of temperature and 
Tg [66].
2.5.2 Pigmentation
Mayne and Scantlebury studied the effect of pigmentation with iron oxide on conduction 
mode of alkyd and epoxy [135]. An initial increase of D characteristic followed by decrease of D 
type behaviour was observed by increasing the level of pigmentation. The initial increase of D 
characteristic was attributed to the segregation of low molecular weight polymers around 
pigment particles and its contribution to easier ion transverse via the adsorbed layer on the 
surface of pigment particles rather than through the cross-linked polymer network. Mills and 
Mayne further studied the effect of pigmentation by including zinc oxide and making 
comparison with red lead and iron oxide pigments [147]. Their results showed increase of D 
characteristic by increasing the pigmentation level which, in some cases, fell slightly before 
rising to 100 per cent as the CPVC was approached. Pigmentation of paints above the critical 
pigment volume concentration (CPVC) results in a very high permeability to water, oxygen and 
ions through the porosity and void formation between the pigment particles [75]. However, it 
has been revealed that voids may form at PVC values under CPVC as a result of inhomogeneous 
dispersion [148]. Because the polymer space-filling is disrupted by the fluctuations in the 
pigment density, the polymer may not completely fill the interstitial volume in the densely- 
packed islands of the coating. Hence, voids may form in the densely-packed islands even when 
PVCcCPVC. As a result, the physical properties of the coating affected by void formation will 
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change gradually below the CPVC, rather than a sharp change at CPVC. Figure 2.6 schematically 
represents the void formation in pigment clusters of an inhomogeneous dispersion. Lamellar 
shape pigments such as aluminium flake, stainless steel flake and glass flakes have long been 
used successfully to prolong the conduction pathways and decrease the coatings permeability 
when well oriented within the paint film [8,149]. Figure 2.7 schematically shows the proposed 
mechanism for impeded diffusion by lamellar pigments.
PVC <  CPVC
Figure 2.6 The proposed model for void formation due to heterogeneous pigment dispersion at 
PVC<CPVC in the densely packed. The polymer molecules are represented by squiggly lines 
[148].
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Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the diffusion hindered by flake-like pigments [15].
Effective pigmentation can significantly lower the water transport in coatings. However, 
factors like incomplete dispersion, flocculation and poor binding between pigment and resin
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may diminish this effect substantially and may even lead to an overall rise in water transport 
[150]. Also it was shown recently that hydrophilic pigments may increase the water 
permeability by transport of water through the interface between polymer and pigment 
particles [151].
2.5.3 Solution composition
Type of the ions present in the environment plays an important role as smaller size ions 
(particularly cations) with higher mobility in solution penetrate the coating more easily. Several 
studies have revealed that the mobility of cations and hence their corrosive properties are 
inversely proportional to their size [95,152-154]. It was shown that the ion exists within the 
polymer in the hydrated state which decreases as cation size increase resulting in faster 
permeation and subsequent adhesion loss (table 2.1) [155]. The mobility of hydrated ions of 
alkali metals increases in the order of Cs+ > K+ > Na+ > Li+ with the Li+ being the least mobile. In 
contrast, the hydrated ion size and thus diffusion rate of halides are proportional to their anion 
size (e.g. Cl' > Br ). It was also shown that rate of both water and cationic migration through 
coating films is increased when a cathodic potential is applied to the coated metal.
Table 2.1 Dimensions of the alkali metals ions in non-hydrated and hydrated form [154]






Several studies have considered the effect of coating thickness on protective properties of 
organic coating all generally agreeing that increasing the thickness of coating improves the 
barrier properties and corrosive resistance [95,116,156,157]. However, a number of studies
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may nothave obtained dissimilar results suggesting that higher thickness of paint film 
necessarily result in better protection. Raja et al. [158] studied the effect of thickness and 
pigmentation on water uptake and electrochemical impedance of alkyd coatings. They found 
that coating resistance is fairly independent of thickness for high water absorbent coating (Ti02 
pigmented alkyd) while for alkyd varnish with far less water uptake, increasing the thickness 
increased the coating resistance. It has been shown that increasing the coating thickness has 
almost no effect on the amount of water up taken by the coating [70,159]. It appears that there 
is a possible critical minimum film thickness above which coating protective performance was 
greatly enhanced and that there was also a maximum limiting film thickness above which 
increasing film thickness made little contribution to corrosion protection [160,161].
An special care must be taken in applying thicker coatings as they are more prone to solvent 
entrapment and consequent micro defects and blistering [162]. Also a significant increase of 
coating's internal stress by increasing the thickness has been shown by Islam [163]. The stored 
internal stress may result in early delamination of coating upon exposure to aqueous media. 
The general trends in the protection of metal structures by coatings go towards the use of 
thicker systems with several different layers resulting in very high barrier properties with newly 
developed coatings. For such systems, the critical parameter for the protection is related to the 
ability to maintain good interfacial properties.
2.5.5 Chemical consistency
Monetta et al. [164] also examined the effect of molecular inhomogeneity of coating on 
protective properties by altering the crosslinking agent/epoxy ratio and curing temperature. It 
was found that performance of the coating improves by approaching the stoichiometric ratio of 
curing agent and epoxy and by increasing the curing temperature which was attributed to 
lowering the uptake of water and ingress of chloride. The role of cross-link density on resistance 
behaviour of UV light curable paint was studied by Rais-Ali and Richardson [165]. Different 
cross-link densities were obtained by varying the UV light intensity. Changing D type behaviour
I type was found by increasing the cross-link density. Leidheiser et al. [166] studied the effect
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of curing condition on temperature dependence of electrolytic resistance for eleven different 
coatings. Their results showed better heat stability of the coatings which were cured at 
elevated temperature. Temperature dependence of the coatings which were cured at lower 
temperature was attributed to the presence of unreacted hydrophilic components or residual 
solvents in the cured coating.
In waterborne coatings residues of surfactants, used to emulsify the polymer in aqueous 
solution, remain in the dried film which increases the hydrophobicity and the film water uptake 
when exposed to aqueous media [167,168]. The lower level of protection afforded by 
waterborne paint has been shown elsewhere [169]. Polymeric materials are present in form of 
particles/micelles, which are separated by the continuous aqueous phase. Heterogeneity in 
such systems is additionally affected by particle size distribution, hydrophobicity, glass 
transition temperature (Tg) and molecular weight distribution [170].
2.6 Surface preparation methods
Selection of preparation method depends particularly on the substrate specification, type 
and thickness of coating, final exposure environment and economic considerations [103]. The 
efficiency of surface preparation depends on the type of contaminant and the surface 
preparation method. Various cleaning techniques may be used but none is truly universal, to 
achieve an optimum surface will depend on the cleaning methodology. Simply washing the 
surface with water, for example, will have a nominal effect on removing low energy organic 
contaminants such as oil films and grease deposits. Solvent washing and solvent vapor 
degreasing, which may effectively remove oils and greases, will have little effect on inorganic 
salts. These contaminants may be removed more easily with water. Heat and mechanical 
energy will improve the efficiency of the cleaning operation when applied with water, solvent 
or detergent solution. Wiping, rubbing, scrubbing, sanding and water and abrasive blasting 
represent increasing levels of force that can be used to remove surface contaminants.
Techniques that provide sufficient energy to remove the contamination and scarify the 
surface may be particularly useful because they will simultaneously clean the surface and
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increase the true surface area of the substrate compared to its apparent planar area. The 
surface profile which is resulted by these methods can be controlled precisely by careful 
selection of abrasive type, velocity, size and application method [171,172]. Chemical cleaning 
techniques such as acid etching and alkaline passivation accomplish the same thing as blasting 
for metal, although alkaline cleaning gives no profile. Abrasive blasting and acid pickling will 
also chemically remove tightly bonded oxides and other scales that cannot be removed by 
other techniques. These techniques strip away oxide films that chemically saturate metal 
surfaces and free up reactive groups on the surface for subsequent reaction with potentially 
complementary groups on the paint binder [173].
2.7 Methods of coating characterization and assessing 
protectiveness
2.7.1 Visual assessment
Visual observation is the primary assessment method which deals with macro defects such 
as pitting, blistering, and flaking. Optical devices are often helpful to describe the observations 
in detail. Ratings based on pure visual and subjective assessment of appearance involve a high 
personal factor. Subjective assessments are made of the evaluation of each type of defect by 
comparison with standard charts, and a percentage area of specimen surface affected is 
estimated in each case [174]. Visual assessment gives a quick measure of the extent of 
corrosion, however in some cases results might be misleading and cannot be reported and 
analyzed as easy as the quantitative data [175]. Also visual assessments are incapable of 
predicting the paint performance since they can evaluate failure only after they have happened 
at a reasonable level.
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2.1.2 Ionic resistance by DC measurement
The simplest and quickest quantitative method of measuring the protection properties of 
organic coatings is by measuring the current flow through the film as in indicator of the ionic 
conduction, thereby the effectiveness of barrier properties of the film [176], Figure 2.8 
illustrates the simple classification for coatings protectiveness made by Bacon, Smith and Rugg 
[57].
Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of behaviour of resistance for "good', "fair" and "poor" 
coatings after exposure to electrolyte [57]
2.7.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
The application of DC electrical resistance measurements for evaluation of protective 
properties of paint coatings was questioned by Mikhailovskii et al. [177,178] by observation of 
some disagreement between DC resistance and anti-corrosive ability of paint. They pointed out 
that in some cases the DC resistance may not necessarily be a true measure of the anti-
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corrosive ability of paint and that many coatings are found whose DC resistance is low but 
which have a good anti-corrosive ability. They suggested that a more meaningful term was that 
of a resistance related to a retardation of the electrochemical process occurring at the coating 
metal interface. With aid of new EIS analysis programs and sensitive AC response analyzers 
detailed information on the permeability of coatings, delaminated areas and delamination rate, 
the formation and density of the oxide scale beneath the coating and diffusion mechanism can 
be studied [66,179]. Precise selection of equivalent electrical circuit to simulate the actual 
elements of electrochemical system and fit the collected data is the essential key to data 
analysis [180]. The amount of water up-taken by coating has also been an important parameter 
determined by EIS and extensively studied using the capacitance element of coating extracted 
from EIS data [181-184]. Amirudin and Thierry [185] reviewed the usefulness of EIS for studying 
the polymer coated metals with the ultimate emphasis on unique capabilities of the technique 
on determining the parameter which no other simple technique could yield, e.g. very minute 
areas of disbondment, water uptake and the prediction ability.
2.7.4 Electrochemical Noise Measurement (ENM)
Use of ENM for assessment of corrosion resistance was first introduced to the field of 
organic protective coatings by Skerry and Eden in the late 90s [186]. Since then it has found 
extensive use in examining coatings performance [81,187-190]. Bierwagen and his co-workers 
have made a major contribution to establishment and validation of the technique by applying it 
to a range of polymeric coatings to study the performance of technique for a large range of 
organic coatings as well as studying thermal and water plasticization effects [145,191-195]. 
Several studies have gone on in the past decade by Mills and his co-workers [196-199] to 
overcome the field limitations ENM for assessment of protective organic coatings. 
Development of new practically useable cell configuration and field testing protocol render the 
ENM a promising electrochemical technique for laboratory and on-site coating testing. The next 
chapter of this thesis continues the previous works in this field with the aim to unify the ENM
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protocol and overcome the difficulty of measurement in the awkward shape immersed 
surfaces.
2.7.5 Adhesion measurement
As discussed earlier, strong interfacial bonding between coating and metal substrate is 
essential for a high level of corrosion protection. Therefore, it is important to utilize a reliable 
and reproducible method of adhesion testing in order to examine the coating performance and 
understand the failure mechanism. The ASTM D4541-02: Standard test method for pull-off 
strength of coatings using portable adhesion testers, defines the testing criteria for adhesion 
measurement using pull-off method. ASTM 4541 is also equivalent to ISO 4624 and EN 24624. 
Several studied utilized pull-off test method to examine the effect of surface preparation on 
anticorrosion performance of organic coatings [108,113,115,200-202]. Pull-off adhesion testers 
measure the force required to pull a specified diameter of coating away from its substrate. The 
measured pull-off force provides a direct indication of the bond strength between the coating 
and the substrate. During operation, the flat face of a pull stub (dolly), shown in Figure 2.9, is 
adhered to the coating to be evaluated. The main advantages of pull-off method over the more 
traditional cross-hatch method are the provision of quantitative result, improved 
reproducibility and recognition of different failure modes [203,204]. Apart from the inherent 
inconsistency of bonding across the coating/metal interface, several other parameters may 
introduce variation of result and must be eliminated including: pull rate, coating thickness, 
curing time, dolly preparation and adhesive used for attaching the dolly to coating [205].
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Metal substrate/
Dolly
Figure 2.9 Cross-sectional view of pull-off adhesion measurement mechanism [206].
2.7.6 Physico-mechanical properties
Physico-mechanical test methods such as dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA) and
paint performance in certain environmental, conditions as well as studying the morphology of 
coating [207,208]. In the context of anticorrosion coatings, physico-mechanical testing is mainly 
used to study the relevance of structural and morphological changes of paint film to the 
protection afforded by coating [209]. Mechanical properties may be analysed by DMA in a 
range of temperatures (DMTA) or a range of stress-strains. DMTA and DSC have been widely 
applied to organic coatings to study their cure mechanism [210], UV aging [211], and the 
relationship between permeability of coatings, morphology and temperature [145,212-214].
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) have extensive use in the paint industry to evaluate the
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Development of Electrochemical Noise Technique:
towards a practical method for assessing 
performance of organically coated metal on-site
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 History of noise technique
Electrochemical noise measurement comprises simultaneous measurement of potential 
and current fluctuations caused by spontaneous electrochemical reactions. It is a non- 
destructive/non-intrusive technique capable of monitoring basic changes in an 
electrochemically active system. The technique has been used to calculate Rn as a measure 
of corrosion resistance [1,2] and also statistical methods have been applied to evaluate the 
corrosion regime [3-5]. ENM provides mechanistic information about the corrosion 
uniformity/localization of uncoated systems which may not be acquired by the techniques 
such as EIS and DC measurements. The sensitivity of electrochemical noise to the local 
electrochemical activity on steel surface has been shown by Wharton et al. [6].
Since first introduced to the field of organic coatings in 1986 [7] the Electrochemical 
Noise Method (ENM) has found increasing use as an effective way of assessing the 
protection afforded by organic coatings on metals [8-11], It has been shown frequently that 
the noise resistance conforms with the protection level afforded as measured by other well- 
established techniques such as EIS [12-16] and linear polarization resistance (LPR) [14]. 
Noise resistance has been also used as equal to polarization resistance, both practically [17] 
and theoretically [18], to calculate the corrosion rate. Sanchez-Amaya et al. [19] successfully 
utilized electrochemical noise to distinguish between the different stages of degradation of 
an epoxy coating. High sensitivity of ENM to the changes at coating/metal interface and its 
ability to measure very high resistances, e.g. E+12-E+14 Q.cm2, has been recently reported 
by Deya et al. [20]. Conner et al. [21] used ENM for assessing the effectiveness of plasma 
surface pre-treatment prior to coating. The high sensitivity of ENM to the ionic composition 
of electrolyte, its ability to distinguish the onset of corrosion and good correlation with EIS
result was reported.
The usefulness and simplicity of the ENM technique plus the relatively quick 
measurement and inexpensive instrumentation makes the method potentially ideal for in- 
s,tu corrosion assessments. It has been successfully implemented as a fast electrochemical 
technique in conjunction with wire-beam multi-electrodes where a quick examination of a 
large number of electrodes is required [4,22,23]. It also offers the advantage of being a non-
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interfering measurement compared to DC techniques (e.g. DC measurement of resistance 
using electrometers) where the applied potential alters the system from the steady state. 
The DC measurements by means of an external potential/current, and its consequent 
interference, will not ideally represent system characteristics in a self-corroding and 
uninterrupted condition and also more time will be required to reach the steady state [12].
3.1.2 Methods of data analysis
- Graphical data analysis for un-coated metal
The simplest approach to data analysis is the visual assessment of the noise data to 
acquire mechanistic information about corrosion pattern. The shape and the occurrence 
frequency of current and potential transients may be considered as an indication of 
corrosion pit formation and its repassivation/propagation [5,24]. This approach has been 
solely used for analysis of ENM data collected from uncoated (bare) metal surfaces and 
gives qualitative results for comparative corrosion studies. Therefore this method will not be 
further discussed in here as this chapter aims at the application of ENM on organically 
coated metals. Figure 3.1 shows potential/current transients caused by meta-stable pitting 





F|gure 3.1 Current and potential time records for bare steel in 0.05M Ca(OH2)+0.025M NaCI 
solution showing the pitting event [24].
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.  Statistical data analysis for coated metal
The transients of potential and current are not normally found in noise data obtained
from coated metal. Figure 3.2 shows a typical noise data collected from polymer coated 
steel with relatively high performance.
Figure 3.2 Typical current and potential noise data of a polymer coated steel.
In addition to the high frequency fluctuation, in many cases, the data set contains a 
general drift that deviate the signal from the stationary state. The drift is usually in one 
direction and caused by a DC source, such as the potential shift of sample during 
measurement or the small external potential/current from the instrumentation. It is 
important to remove the DC drift from the noise signal when applying the statistical analysis 
to the noise data [25]. Drift removal is normally performed by subtracting a linear regression 
line from the raw data resulting in a smaller variation around the mean value zero (Figure
3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Effect of treating a drifting data set to eliminate the DC part of signal and prevent 
erroneous statistical analysis of electrochemical noise data.
The basic quantitative derivative of poise date is the noise resistance in the time domain, 
Rn, which is calculated in accordance with Ohm's law, equation (1).
( 1 )
a ( I )
where a(V) and o(l) are the standard deviations of potential and current fluctuations. In
order to derive a valid Rn< potential and current noise data should have a Gaussian (normal)
distribution. The equation 1 implies that o(V) decreases and o(l) increases as the coating
degrades [26,27], However, increase of both o(V) and o(l) as a result of coating degradation
has been also reported elsewhere [28]. The usefulness of Rn for basic assessment of organic
coatings and ranking their performance has been extensively demonstrated elsewhere [29— 
32],
Mansfeld and co-workers have performed electrochemical noise (ECN) measurements for 
a nunfiber of coating systems and have emphasized the need for analysis of ECN data not 
onlV in the time domain, but also in the frequency domain in order to extract mechanistic 
'"formation [27,33], It has been suggested that Rn is equal to Rsn and DC limit of impedance 
sPectrum in bode plot only when diffusion process dominates the corrosion process. For
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highly protective coatings with capacitive behaviour Rn is frequency dependant and 
therefore may not have a definite relationship to a particular coating property [34-36]. The 
time domain data can be transferred to frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) or Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) algorithms. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
plot may be used to calculate the spectral noise resistance, Rsn, according to the equation
(2):
R J f )  =
M / )
M / ) ( 2 )
where V v and V/ are the PSD's of potential and current noise respectively. The minimum 




N • At f max
1
2 * A/ (3)
with N the total number of samples and At the time increment between samples. Typical 
sampling times of 1024 s and sampling rates of 2 points/s applied in the present studies lead 
to a frequency range from 1 Hz to 1 mHz. The degradation process of a paint coating may be 
analysed by contributions from charge transfer reactions at high frequencies and mass 
transport reactions at low frequencies.
Other analytical approaches such as statistical modelling [37], wavelet analysis [38-40], 
fractal analysis [41], artificial neural network [42,43] and Cluster and discriminant analysis 
[44,45] have been implemented mainly in order to acquire mechanistic information about 
the active/passive state and the corrosion pattern of bare metals. Statistical analysis have 
been also applied to determine the corrosion localization underneath the paint films with
limited success [46-48].
3.1.3 Alternative arrangements with a view to develop an on-site
method
The ENM technique with the original arrangement, for instance with a salt bridge (Figure
3-4), is well established and is common ly applied for studying electrochemical behaviour of
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corroding systems in the laboratory. This method uses two nominally identical but separate 
working electrodes and works effectively for both bare metals and coated metals. The 
current between the two working electrodes is measured by a zero resistance ammeter 
(ZRA) simultaneously with the potential of these electrodes (now in effect coupled together 
by the potentiometer) with respect to a noiseless standard electrode (normally a Saturated 
Calomel Electrode (SCE)). However, it will usually be impractical to find two nominally 
identical but separate working electrodes in the real/site environment, e.g. a bridge or a 
ship. A first step towards making the technique more practically useable for organically 
coated metal on site was taken by Mills and Mabbutt in 1998 [49]. The so-called "Single 
Substrate" (S.S.) (Figure 3.5) arrangement is a re-arrangement of the original salt bridge 
arrangement. It replaces the working electrodes (the two substrates) by SCEs and uses the 
substrate as the pseudo reference. Noiseless SCE's make electrolytic contact with the 
corroding surface and the current perturbation measured by ZRA originates from the 
electrochemical activity of the two coupled areas of the specimen. This arrangement was 
also successfully utilized for in-situ monitoring of corrosion behaviour and degradation rate 
of coated substrates using embedded Pt electrodes by Bierwagen et al. [46]. There has been 
further work carried out on the validation of the technique, mainly by Mabbutt [12,50-52],
Figure 3.4 Standard "Salt-Bridge" electrochemical noise configuration in which the current is 
measured by a zero resistance ammeter (ZRA) between two nominally identical working 
electrodes (WEI and WE2) simultaneously with potential using a saturated calomel 
reference electrode (SCE) (left) and a schematic representation of the electrical circuit 
utilised for the measurement (right).
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Figure 3.5 Schematic laboratory arrangement for Single Substrate (SS) measurement [12].
A further development was made by Woodcock et ol. mainly to eliminate the need for 
electrical connection to substrate and to make the technique more practically useable 
[53,54]. In this new, so-called "NO Connection to Substrate" (NOCS) arrangement, potential 
noise is measured against the third SCE which, similar to the working electrodes, is in 
electrolytic contact with the specimen. The NOCS arrangement is shown is Figure 3.6. Main 
advantages of this configuration are elimination of wired electrical contact to substrate (no 
need for paint removal when the sample is fully coated) and the use of a highly stable 
reference electrode. The usefulness of the NOCS arrangement has been also reported 
elsewhere [43].
Figure 3.6 Schematic laboratory arrangement for NOCS measurement [12].
An overview of the newly developed ENM arrangements and practical approach to 
implement these for in-situ measurement has been discussed by Mills in Ref. [55]. Despite 
all the efforts to make ENM a practical on-site method, field evaluation offers a significant 
challenge, particularly in the case of submerged structures and awkwardly shaped 
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NOCS arrangements respectively) may be impractical. Also in contrast with most laboratory 
experiments, field measurements are usually performed on random surfaces with unknown 
resistance values. So, practically all the proposed noise data collection arrangements 
introduce a significant uncertainty in regards to which oreo has dominated the measured Rn.
In this chapter a summary of work associated with asymmetry of electrodes in NOCS 
arrangement is presented. The main part of the chapter deals with a new arrangement for 
ENM with the intention to make noise measurement on a single working electrode. The so- 
called "Single Cell" (SC) arrangement is introduced to provide the capability of measuring 
noise resistance for immersed objects or inside storage tanks without the need for two 
isolated working electrodes. Also since only one area (WE) is involved in the measurement, 
it eliminates the uncertainty introduced by multiple working electrodes. Also efforts have 
been made to develop a testing protocol for on-site noise measurement.
.2 peri enta
Sample Preparation
A range of coating systems from low to high protection properties were selected to 
achieve relatively low, medium and high resistance. The low resistance coating was a 
maintenance alkyd paint (supplied by Pronto Paint Co., Derbyshire, UK) based on a long oil 
alkyd resin pigmented with zinc phosphate at thickness of about 90pm on steel Q panel. A 
single coat epoxy and a two coat epoxy primer/polyurethane topcoat systems (both 
supplied on Q panel by Liquid Plastics Ltd) at overall thicknesses of 290pm and 320pm 
respectively, were chosen to represent medium and high resistances. The very high 
resistance coating was a double coat system consisting of a glass-flake pigmented polyurea 
topcoat on an iron oxide primer with overall thickness of about 380pm on a garnet blasted 
steel panel supplied by Akzo-Nobel. These four coating systems were each used as 
represents of typical coatings with low, medium, high and very high resistances as 
measured using a high impedance DC instrument (solid state Keithley Electrometer model 
610C). They all had at least 3 weeks exposure to 0.5M NaCI in cells attached with silicone 
adhesive to expose 11.4 cm2 of the coated metal to the solution.
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DC resistance measurement
A solid state Keithley Electrometer model 610C, made by Keithley Instruments, Inc., 
Cleveland, USA, was used to measure the DC resistance of samples against a SCE in a two 
electrode arrangement.
AC impedance measurement
AC impedance measurements were performed using an automated CH instrument 
electrochemical 660D workstation with a SCE as the reference electrode. A standard 3 
electrode arrangement was used for EIS measurements using a platinum electrode as 
auxiliary electrode within ±10 mV around OCP within lOkHz-lOmHz range of frequency. All 
the results presented have been corrected for area (i.e. per cm2).
Noise data acquisition
The two ZRA/potentiometer electrochemical workstations used for noise measurement 
were an ACM Gill AC and a CH instrument 660D. The instrumental noise was checked by 
measuring the noise without samples being connected. Noise signal was collected at 2 Hz 
sampling rate for 1024 data points unless otherwise mentioned. SCE was used as reference 
electrode in all experiments. The DC drift in the time domain was removed by "ENANALIZ" 
programme developed by Prof. R Cottis, School of Materials, The University of Manchester. 
DC drift is the superimposed DC voltage/current on noise signal generated by instrument, 
electrode's asymmetry or other sources of over potential. In addition to the noise 
resistance, Rn, the spectral noise resistance, Rsn, was also computed using two mathematical 
transformation methods to frequency domain, fast fourier transform (FFT) and maximum 
entropy method (MEM). The Rsn at 0.002Hz was taken as the DC limit and was compared to 
the coating resistance given by other techniques. Spectral noise resistance was also plotted 
as a function of frequency and compared to the Z(f) given by EIS.
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3 3 sy etric e ectrode measurement with NOCS
arrangement
As briefly described above (section 3.1.3), NOCS arrangement engages three areas of 
paint surface for measuring electrochemical potential noise (EPN) and electrochemical 
current noise (ECN) simultaneously. The noise resistance measured using NOCS 
arrangement on samples with "known" similar resistances has shown a good agreement 
between Rn obtained by NOCS and the actual resistance of individual samples [12,32,54]. 
Accuracy and reproducibility of the ENM measurements made by NOCS configuration is 
studied [56] (data not presented here) and it has been shown that NOCS arrangement 
produces satisfactory results, in-line with other well-established electrochemical 
techniques, when all three engaged paint samples have similar resistances. However, in 
practice a fairly common situation is a distribution of resistances across the paint surface, 
e.g. bimodal D and I type resistance inhibition of most paint films. Therefore, in order to 
extend the NOCS usefulness as a stand-alone assessment technique, it is crucial to 
determine the influence of individual samples on the Rn when dissimilar resistances are
involved.
NOCS arrangement has been extensively studied in the early stages of this work in order 
to determine the effect of asymmetric electrodes [56], ENM was performed with NOCS 
arrangement on three samples where one of the three resistances forming a group in the 
NOCS measurement differed significantly from the other two. The aim was to find out which 
electrode dominates the Rn in NOCS arrangement. Some important remarks of tms study
were that:
- In most cases the noise resistance is, to a large extent, governed by the potentia 
rather than by the current flowing between the two working electrodes.
'The RE does not seem to entirely dominate when the cells connected to bo 
M* resistance and the cell connected to the RE Is lower. Here R„ takes a »al„e in between
the WEs and the RE.
' It was shown that the NOCS arrangement is insensitive to the changes of current no 
c°nsequently it was suggested that SCE might not be an ideal tool for measuring the cu 
noise between asymmetric electrodes. SCE reference electrode is a non-polarisable
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electrode by definition, and produces a very low level of potential noise [57]. However, 
similar to other noisy reference electrodes, it is not immune against current noise and may 
evolve high levels of current perturbation when coupled with a noisy electrode (this 
hypothesis is further investigated in the section 3.4.6 of this chapter). It is suggested that in 
combination of one low and one high resistance WEs, the SCEs used for data collection 
adapt to the noisiest signal, thereby reflecting the noise level of the noisier electrode (low 
resistance). An alternative explanation is that the ZRA connection between a low resistance 
sample (high level of potential noise) and a high resistance sample (low level of potential 
noise) results in one low resistance sample that in overall exhibits high level of potential 
noise. Therefore the potential of the low resistance sample dominates the potential noise 
and to a large extent the resultant Rn.
- Maximum entropy method (MEM) was compared with fast Fourier transformation (FFT) 
for production of PSD plots. It was shown that MEM produces smoother plots which are 
easier to analyse and compare with Bode plots from EIS measurement.
The work was continued by Mills, Jamali and Tobiszewski [58] to further investigate the 
reproducibility and the frequency dependence of Rn when measured by NOCS arrangement. 
The Rsn(f=0.1Hz) was found in good agreement with |Z| at f=0.1Hz from the Bode plot which 
suggests a reasonable frequency dependence of the ENM. In most cases the Rsn did not 
change much in the frequency range 0.1Hz to fmin which can be attributed to the dominance 
of resistive behaviour rather than a capacitive behaviour in this range of frequency. It was 
also shown that NOCS arrangement may result in erroneous Rn when used on very low 
resistance coatings, e.g. R-4E+4 Q.cm2. It was also shown that in an asymmetric 
configuration with one low resistance sample and two high resistance samples, the effect of 
the low resistance sample is more pronounced when connected to either of the WEs rather 
than when it is connected to the RE. This is consistent with the second hypothesis advanced 
earlier to explain the insensitivity of NOCS arrangement to the one "good" WE when the 
other has low resistance.
In a more recent work by Mularczyk, Mills and Picton [59] NOCS was utilized to identify 
the "odd" electrode among the three, when the other two had similar resistance. An 
asymmetry within the ZRA/potentiometer was found advantageous for measuring individual 
resistances of electrodes by exchanging samples between WEI, WE2 and RE. The
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asymmetry within ZRA/potentiometer was also proposed in the previous study [58] as a 
possible mean of differentiation between non-identical electrodes.
As a conclusion to all the above studies in regards to the NOCS arrangement, special care 
must be taken when measuring unknown resistances in practice. Repeating the ENM by
exchanging samples between the WEs and RE seems a necessity in order to distinguish the 
level of performance of each electrode.
  easuring e ectroc e ica  noise resistance on a sing e 
e ectrode
3.4.1 he ingle Cell arrangement and data ac uisition
The SC set-up suggested here comprises one working electrode and a noiseless reference 
electrode as shown in Figure 3.7. Unlike previous experimental procedures, the 
electrochemical current noise (ECN) and electrochemical potential noise (EPN) are not (and 
cannot be) measured simultaneously, so it is essential to be sure that the corroding sample 
remains in an unchanged condition throughout the time of experiment. Since the noise 
data collection is relatively quick (e.g. 512 data point at 2 Hz takes about 4 min) and the 
process of data collection imposes no external stimulus this is a reasonable assumption. In 
most cases under field conditions the coated structure was well equilibrated by the time the 
measurements are made.
The EPN was carried out by recording the sample potential against a SCE. This was 
performed (similar to a conventional three-electrode ENM) under open-circuit conditions 
where now only the electrochemical potential noise is measured. Then the SCE was 
attached to the auxiliary electrode as well as the RE and ECN was performed by holding the 
sample at its mean free corrosion potential under potentiostatic control. ECN cannot be 
made directly using a ZRA due to the potential difference between the substrate and the 
SCE that would generate a DC current flow. Accordingly the substrate potential was 
determined as the mean value of electrochemical potential noise data set. This was then 
implemented electronically by the potentiostatic technique, with the SCE serving as both
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reference and auxiliary electrodes. This is permissible for high resistance coatings where
the current is too small to perturb the reference electrode. A separate auxiliary electrode 
can be added where necessary. The ECN was carried out by taking 512 current 
measurements at 2 Hz at the free corrosion potential.
Figure 3.7 Single cell (SC) electrochemical noise arrangement [60].
The concept of sequential measurement of electrochemical potential noise and 
electrochemical current noise may also be applied to a two working electrode arrangement 
without electrical connection to substrate. Similar to NOCS arrangement (Figure 3.6), EPN 
may be measured between two SCEs in electrolytic contact with areas of interest. 
Subsequently, current noise can be measured between the same two electrodes. One 
advantage of this could be the less ambiguous result due to using fewer numbers of cells. It 
should be noted that the previous ENM arrangements have all used more than one working 
electrode which leaves an uncertainty with which electrode dominates the result. The first 
intention of this new arrangement is to obtain noise data from a single working electrode. 
However same concept is applicable to two working electrodes configuration when no 
electrical connection to substrate can be made.
3.4.2 alidity of n measured by C arrangement
The accuracy and validity of the method was examined by comparing the Rn obtained by 
SC arrangement with the AC impedance at 0.01 Hz and the DC resistance all taken at the 
same time. Figure 3.8 reveals a very good agreement between Rn(sc), IZ | o.oihz and RDc values 
across the whole range of coating resistances. It is clear that for the purpose of monitoring 
the coating performance this new method agrees with the others within normal tolerances.
PC
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S.C. arrangement is capable of differentiating the coatings with different levels of protective 
properties, i.e. low, fair, good and excellent, which is associated with their level of ionic 
resistance. The coatings used for this study were quoted earlier in section 3.2. It should be 
noted that some differences could originate from difference in the electrochemical signals 
used for measurements. The external potential applied to the sample in DC measurement 
and sinusoidal potential perturbation applied in EIS measurement may alter the mechanism 
of ionic conduction inside the polymer film which results in slightly different resistance 
values.
Figure 3.8 Comparison between values obtained from DC measurement, EIS and ENM (S.C. 
arrangement) for a range of coating protection abilities from poor to very high.
3.4.3 E amining the reproducibility of SC on similar coatings
Assessing the performance of a paint coating in practice involves testing different areas 
of the paint to obtain an average value of protection properties. Therefore, it is crucial for 
an electrochemical method to reliably and reproducibly examine different areas of the paint 
with slightly different properties and obtain results within an acceptable tolerance. Here SC 
arrangement is used to examine three different areas of coated steel with an alkyd paint
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with 80±5 |im thickness. EPN and ECN were independently performed using SCE at 2 Hz 
sampling rate to collect 2048 data sets. DC resistance and AC impedance were also used as 
complementary tests of accuracy. Figure 3.9 compares the resistance values acquired by the 
three techniques for each cell. None of the techniques ranks the coatings similar to one 
another. This could be due to the experimental error or different nature of each test. For 
instance DC method only measures the resistance of coating against ionic transport 
provoked by an external DC potential while ENM also considers the passivation state and 
stability of potential underneath the paint. Consequently under-film passivation, e.g. at the 
cathodic sites, may have a significant influence on the resistance measured by ENM while it 
may be ignored by the DC resistance. Table 3.1 shows the statistical analysis of results 
obtained by three measurements using each method. Coefficient of variation (Cv) is 
calculated by dividing the standard deviation by mean value as a normalized measure of 
dispersion. By definition Distributions with CV < 1 are considered low-variance, while those 
with CV > 1 are considered high-variance. All three methods shew low variance in their 
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Figure 3.9 Reproducibility of SC arrangement for testing different areas of a painted metal 
with relatively close resistances.
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Table 3.1 Statistical analysis of reproducibility and comparison between DC measurement, 






























Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 provide further information on the conformance of the EIS and 
Rsn in the frequency domain as well as DC method and Rn. Reasonable coherence between 
EIS and Rsn/ within the overlapped area, indicates the promising potential of ENM by SC 
arrangement as an alternative to EIS for practical assessments of a single area of interest in 
the field.
Figure 3.10 Comparison between different methods and data analysis approaches for an
alkyd paint film with moderate resistance sample 1.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison between different methods and data analysis approaches for an 
alkyd paint film with moderate resistance sample 2.
Figure 3.12 Comparison between different methods and data analysis approaches for an 
alkyd paint film with moderate resistance sample 3.
It should be remembered that the \Z\fmin parameter from EIS may include the 
impedance of two or more individual electrochemical processes that are distinguishable as 
separate semi-circles in a Nyquist plot. However, Rn typically represents the sum of the 
coating resistance and the charge transfer resistance. As it happens in these particular 
samples no evidence of two time constants was apparent from the Bode plots. The overall 
conformance of the Rn with Rsn(fmin) implies the resistive behaviour (frequency independent) 
of bating rather than capacitive behaviour over the frequency at which the noise resistance
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was measured. This may suggest that, in most cases, ions have penetrated into the paint 
film at the time of measurement and the system was in a steady state.
3.4.4 Frequency domain data analysis
A 2048 point data set acquired from independent ECN and EPN measurements of the 
"good" coating were transferred into the frequency domain and PSD of noise resistance 
(RsM  was produced. The Bode plot from the AC impedance experiments is superimposed 
on the same graph to compare the RSN(f) to the | Z(f) | plot obtained from EIS and check how 
closely the Bode plot can be reproduced mathematically from a single cell noise 
measurement. Although the value from the noise method falls off at the lowest range of 
frequencies, Figure 3.13 reveals close agreement between RSN(f) and |Z(f)| plots. This 
observation has an important implication which is that it indicates the possibility of using 
noise measurement technique to monitor corrosion behaviour in a single cell and get the 
same result as one would get using the more complicated and time-consuming AC 
impedance technique. The similar slopes of PSD plots of current and potential (Figure 3.14) 
indicate that Rn is a frequency independent measure of the corroding system [36,61]. This is 
also confirmed by equality of Rn and Rsn that implies the resistive behaviour of the paint film 
rather than a capacitive behaviour (frequency dependant).
Jk Yd varnish film with relatively high resistance.
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Figure 3.14 PSD plots of current (left) and potential (right) data obtained by MEM for an 
alkyd varnish film with relatively high resistance.
3.4.5 Noise data repeatability/consistency
Since the EPN and ECN data collections are not simultaneous it is crucial to ensure that 
corroding system has reached an acceptable steady state. To assess this the set of the 2048 
noise data points, used for the frequency domain data analysis, was divided into 8 separate 
groups of 256 data "sets" and the Rn was calculated for each set individually. Figure 3.15 
compares the Rn computed for 2048 data points (the whole set) to the Rn calculated for 
smaller sets of data extracted from the whole range. Although the shorter data sets imply a 
cut-off at a slightly higher (e.g. in this case 8x) low frequency limit, good agreement 
between the overall Rn and the Rn of each sub-group without any significant trend shows 
that system is in steady state and noise resistance does not change significantly over time.
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Figure 3.15 Rn values showing Repeatability of 2048 point data set when divided into eight 
sequential sections.
Rn values of 6 sets of data are within lxo  (standard deviation) around the mean value 
which shows a normal distribution of data. This method may be considered an efficient way 
to assess the state of corroding cell in the laboratory. In a practical situation on site, several 
measurements may also be made and compare the Rn to ensure that steady state has been 
reached.
3.4.6 Role of the reference electrode
When a reference electrode is being used in noise measurements, a minimal contribution 
of RE in the noise signal is desirable. The Ag/AgCI reference is well known to be light 
sensitive and may generate reasonable level of noise, thus it is suggested that is be avoided 
for electrochemical noise measurement [61]. It should be noted that, similar to single 
substrate [49] and NOCS [53] arrangements, the contribution of RE in the current noise 
signal is as important as potential noise when the single cell arrangement is used. This is 
unlike the traditional salt-bridge arrangements where RE is only involved in measuring the 
noise potential. Cottis and Turgoose [24] explain that high resistance electrode confines the 
current passing through the circuit, therefore the electrode with higher resistance will
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dominate the current noise within an asymmetric couple. In simple terms the reference 
electrode noise will be applied across the cell by the action of the potentiometer. This will 
cause a current to flow through the cell. Consequently the reference electrode potential
noise power will generate a current power given by E ^ re^ / Z l ,  where E ^ ref  is the potential
noise power of the reference electrode (defined as variance of noise signal) and Z sis the 
impedance of the cell generating the current noise [57]. Therefore a larger impedance of the 
corroding sample will reduce the influence of the RE on the current noise signal.
Concerning the noise potential, as little as possible standard deviation of RE is desirable 
so that the measured potential noise signal reflects only the sample perturbation. Figures 
3.6 and 3.17 show the standard deviation of current and potential noise generated by SCE, 
Ag/AgCI reference electrodes and the samples used for this study. The relatively large 
current noise generated by SCE is very close to the noise generated by low resistant painted 
sample. This reveals the practical limit of the SCE used for this study and suggests that the 
use of SCE for measuring the electrochemical current noise of very low resistance, e.g. 
R<lE+5 Q.cm2, and highly noisy samples should be avoided. In practice, in the case of high 
impedance, less noisy, electrodes the noisiness of current will be confined with the barrier 
effect of coating thus SCE will have minimal influence on the measured current noise. 
Further studies on other REs, such as Cu/CuSCU, may be undertaken to find a better RE 
which does not impede the current noise generated by the very low resistance specimen. 
Figure 3.23 indicates 7 to 10 orders of magnitude lower potential noise generated by SCE 
compared to painted samples. It also shows the relatively noisy characteristic of Ag/AgCI 
reference electrode which explains why Ag/AgCI REs are not recommended for 
electrochemical noise measurement.
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Figure 3.16 Standard deviation of the current noise generated by SCE and Ag/AgCI reference 
electrode and painted samples.
F^ r e  3.17 Standard deviation of the potential noise generated by SCE and Ag/AgCI 
reference electrode and painted samples.
Instrumental noise was also checked by measuring the electrical current noise and 
Potential simultaneously without any electrochemical noise source being connected. The 
standard deviation of the instrumental noise was measured 1.09E-11 for the current noise
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and zero for the noise potential. The actual current and potential noise data are shown in 
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 respectively. No evidence of systematic noise was observed which 
indicates acceptable filtering of the systematic noise generated by power source. Therefore 
the current noise cannot be interfered by the instrument and/or the computer. It should be 
noted that the electrical current noise also indicates the limitation of instrument in 
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Figure 3.18 Instrumental current noise of the CH instruments Potentiostat/Galvanostat 
model 660D measured in an open circuit without electrodes.
Figu^  3.19 Instrumental potential noise of the CH instruments Potentiostat/Galvanostat
m°del 660D measured in an open circuit without electrodes.
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Use of a noisy reference electrode was investigated and compared to standard noiseless 
RE set up in a 3 or 4 electrode configurations by Bertocci et ol. [62-65] both theoretically 
and experimentally. Their model revealed the necessity of symmetry between RE and WEs 
when a noisy RE was used in order to avoid systematic error. The experimental work was 
performed on bare metal where the impedance values are necessarily much lower than 
coated substrates and the current flow is not impeded by a barrier coating. It was also 
assumed that the corrosion process takes place under the activation control which is highly 
unlikely in the case of polymer coated metal. It was shown that the validity of Rsn depends 
on the assumption that both working electrodes have the same impedance and that the 
corrosion process takes place under the activation control. However, the assumption about 
the identical impedance of both test electrodes is hard to fulfil in practice. Cottis has 
discussed the possibility of the use of a Pt probe as an asymmetric second working electrode 
for measuring Rn on bare corroding metal and considered it impractical [66]. It was shown 
that a small (thereby high resistance) Pt probe will dominate the current noise flowing 
through the ZRA while a large Pt probe will render the working electrode a large anode thus 
largely affecting the potential noise. This makes the accurate and independent 
measurement of both elements of noise, the current and the potential, impossible. The 
importance of electrode symmetry when measuring electrochemical noise on bare metal
has been also shown elsewhere [67].
Bautista and Huet [68] discussed the theoretical aspects of ENM on asymmetric coated 
electrodes when one has higher impedance than the other. It was shown that the current 
tends to be dominated by the electrode with higher impedance while the other electrode 
controls the potential fluctuation. Mansfeld et ol. [69] studied noise measurement on 
asymmetric electrodes consisting of a highly protective coating and a defective coating by 
the salt bridge arrangement. They observed slightly lower o(V) and significantly higher o(l) 
on defective coatings when coupled together. On the other hand, Rn measured for one 
defective and one undamaged coatings was almost identical to that of two undamaged 
coatings. They concluded that Rn is dominated by the current flow which is hindered when 
one electrode is a good barrier and renders the defective coating insignificant. They made a 
suggestion as a future work about the usefulness of measuring current noise data for one
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polymer coated electrode coupled with bare metal of the same type or a small Pt wire by a 
ZRA as a measure of its performance. In the SC arrangement, introduced here, it is believed 
that the high impedance of the coating governs the current noise (similar to that of 
proposed by Bautista and Huet [68], Mansfeld et ol. [69] and Cottis [66]) while the non-noisy 
SCE does not contribute to the potential noise leading to a relatively independent noise 
signal mainly reflecting characteristics of the sole working electrode. This brings about the 
possibility of accurate measurement of current and potential noise and a valid calculation of 
Rn in reasonable agreement with other electrochemical techniques (e.g. EIS, DC).
Also as a final remark on the S.C. arrangement, it should be noted that although the 
potential drifts over time in open circuit, using potentiostatic current noise measurements 
results in an extremely small superimposed DC current (typically 1-2 pA for the high- 
performance coating). This is a result of superimposed potential in the second step of 
measurement when measuring the noise current. The DC current drifts over time, but as 
suggested earlier by good agreement between S.C. results and other methods, i.e. DC and 
EIS, this does not appear to affect the Rn measurement significantly if data is treated 
appropriately and DC trend is removed from the raw noise data. This is also evident from 
the good repeatability of the noise data using S.C arrangement.
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3.5 Practical electrodes and measurement criteria for on-site
applications
3,5.1 Practical reference electrodes for on-site use
The noise level of Pt, Cu and printed Carbon (C) electrodes was investigated. The aim was 
to select the best practical electrode as Reference electrode in SS, SC or NOCS 
configurations for on-site measurements. It is very important that the RE contributes as 
little as possible to the measured noise signal. SCE is generally accepted as a reference 
electrode with negligible level of potential noise and hence the three other pseudo 
references were compared against that SCE to measure the potential noise. Current noise 
was measured directly between two identical Pt, Cu, C electrodes. Each of the above 
electrodes was immersed as nominally identical pairs in a glass beaker containing 0.5M NaCI 
solution and the current noise was measured. The Figure 3.20 shows the actual set-up for 
measuring the potential noise and current. The factor of noisiness has been calculated for 
the above electrodes as a criterion of their effectiveness as reference electrodes for noise 
measurement. Coefficient of variation, the standard deviation divided by the mean, was 
calculated as a measure of the noisiness of the signal [24]. The factor of noisiness for current 
noise and potential noise is plotted in Figures 3.21a and 3.21b respectively. The noise level 
of Pt, Cu and C electrodes (for both current and potential) is in the order of C > Cu > Pt 
indicating that Pt is the most practically stable RE while the C is the least stable.
figure 3.20 Experimental set-up for measuring electrochemical noise produced by Cu a
electrodes.
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Figure 3.21 Noisiness of current (a) and potential (b) generated by two nominally identical 
Pt, Cu and C electrodes.
3.5.2 Actual m easurem ents with Pt, Cu and carbon reference
electrodes
Pt, Cu and C electrodes were used in a SC arrangement to reveal which electrode can 
more accurately be used for electrochemical noise measurement. In order to provide 
electrolytic connection between the electrode and coated panel, a conductive pad was 
made by cutting a filter paper into 3x3 cm pieces and soaking in 0.5 M NaCI [70]. Figure 3.22 
shows the actual experimental set-up for noise data collection. The DC resistance value has 
been used as the validity criterion. The result presented in Figure 3.23 confirms that 
more accurate electrode for electrochemical noise measurement with the least 
from DC value compared to Cu and C. However all of the electrodes have shown an
accePtable performance and can be used for ENM in the field.
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Figure 3.22 Experimental set-up for electrochemical noise measurement with Single Cell 













ure 3.23 Validity of the noise resistance measured by carbon, Pt and Cu electrodes in
single cell arrangement.
3.5.3 Sampling rate
" order to investigate the effect of sampling rate and number of data points on the 
JracY of Rn, the noise data was collected at 1 Hz, 2 Hz and 10 Hz with 512 data points 
- recorded. The time needed for data collection was 8.5 min, 4.3 min and 51 sec 
actively. Also the noise at 10 Hz was measured with 215 data points in a fairly quick, 25
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easurement. All of the noise measurements were performed with single substrate 
arrangement. The DC resistance and AC impedance were also measured. These values 
compared with the noise resistance to define at which sampling rate the Rn is still 
reliable and gives a consistent result. A range of coating resistances were studied in contact 




the result was reproducible and the average of two measurements is reported. Figures 3.24, 
3 25, and 3.26 show the effect of signal sampling rate on the Rn compared to |Z|0.oihz and DC 
resistance for low, medium and high resistant coatings respectively. Figure 3.30 reveals that
the noise measurement on relatively low resistance coatings (<108O.cm2) is quite sensitive 
to sampling rate and gives higher values at high frequencies. Thereby it is suggested that 
making noise measurement at frequencies higher than 2 Hz is avoided. It appears that using 
shorter times and higher frequencies tend to generally overestimate the low resistances. It 
has been also suggested that at high frequency noise sampling, other sources of noise, e.g. 
instrumentation and electronic devices, become significant and therefore data collection at 
high frequencies should be avoided [27]. The poor correlation of Rn and DC results with EIS 
is attributed to the instrument limitation and the need for EIS scan at lower frequencies, e.g.
0.001 Hz.
figure 3.24 Influence of sampling rate on Rn(ss) examined by DC resista 
identical working electrodes with relatively low resistances ( 1x10 O.cm )
Z l o . o i H z  o n
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Figure 3.25 Influence of sampling rate on Rn(ss) examined by DC resistance and | Z | o .o i h z  on
identical working electrodes with medium resistances (~2.5xl08 Q.crrC).
Figure 3.26 Influence of sampling rate on Rn{ss) examined by DC resistance and | Z|0.o ih z  on 
identical working electrodes with relatively high resistances (~ lxlO  Q.cm ).
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3.5.4 Equilibrium time required to reach a steady state for ENM on 
thick/high resistance coatings
In order to study the effect of coating thickness and high resistances on the minimum time 
required for coating to be in contact with solution, electrochemical noise measurement has 
been performed on three different thicknesses of coating within 5-10 min intervals. 100 pirn 
Epoxy primer, 300 pm Polyurea topcoat and 800 pm Epoxy primer were exposed to 0.5 M 
NaCI solution and electrochemical noise data was collected using single substrate set-up 
with 2 Hz sampling rate and 512 data points. As it is shown in the Figure 3.27, the first two 
systems (100 pm Epoxy, 300 pm Polyurea) have gained a consistent Noise value after about 
20 min contact with electrolyte. The gradual drop of Rn after 20 min is connected with the 
natural process of corrosion and opening up of micro-pores within the coating.
Figure 3.27 Rn value as a function of time of contact with 0.5 M NaCI solution for a typical 
corrosion resistance epoxy paint coating (with 100pm thickness) and a polyurea coating
(with 300pm thickness).
Unlike the first two paint systems shown in Figure 3.27, no "meaningful" potential noise 
signal could be detected on the 800 pm Epoxy primer system (Figure 3.28) before 10 hrs 
contact with electrolyte. It must be noted that all above coatings were fresh and dry prior to 
the experiment. In the case of noise measurement on the organic coatings which have been
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under service condition for a while, the electrochemical system is anticipated to be already 
stabilized and the electrochemical noise can be measured more quickly. However, for dry 
and non-degraded paint film a relationship between the resistance of the paint, Rn, and 
equilibrium time seem to exist as suggested previously by Mills et al. [70]. It was suggested 
to leave the sample for 30-45 min to reach the equilibrium state. However, for very high 
thickness coating, e.g. 800 pm epoxy system, the results obtained here suggest a longer 
time is required. For high resistance thick coating systems, repetitive ENM is recommended 
until similar results are obtained to indicate the system has reached equilibrium.
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Figure 3.28 Sequential ENM with 24 min interval between each two measurement on 800 
^  Epoxy primer system after contact with 0.5 M NaCI solution.
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3.6 Summary
A new arrangement, single cell (SC), for electrochemical noise data collection has been 
proposed and utilized to examine the protective properties of a set of organic coatings. The 
reliability of the method was checked with complementary DC and EIS measurements. The 
noise resistance (Rn) calculated with single cell arrangement was in line with the impedance 
IZI measured by EIS at 0.01Hz and with the DC resistance. Repeatability of the measurement 
was examined by dividing a large set of data into several small data sets. Noise resistance 
was measured for each group separately and compared to the overall noise resistance. 
Good agreement was observed between the Rn from each segment and the overall Rn. 
Further verification was given by transferring time domain data into the frequency domain 
and comparison between spectral noise resistance plot (RSn) and the Bode plot obtained 
from EIS. Spectral noise plot has revealed a very good compliance with IZfl. Also the current 
and potential PSD plots were compared to examine the independency of Rn from sampling 
frequency. Similarity of the slopes of current and potential PSD plots reveals that Rn is 
frequency-independent and therefore it is a representative parameter of the corroding 
system.
It is clear that this method does not replicate the measurements that would be obtained 
using two identical samples and a ZRA where the shifts in potential of the isolated sample 
are free from any polarization by the second electrode. Therefore the shifts in potential will 
be larger here. Meanwhile the current shifts will also be larger because the potential is 
constrained at a fixed free-corrosion potential. It appears that these two factors balance out
giving results that agree with other methods.
This new arrangement shows promise to solve the problem of measuring electrochemical 
noise where preparing two isolated working electrode is difficult, or characterization of one 
particular area is required. It has shown great potential to be a functional method for 
electrochemical noise data collection on a single working electrode.
Further steps were taken towards making ENM a practically useable assessment technique 
in the field by studying use of a pseudo-reference electrode as data collection terminals. The 
noisiness of Pt, Cu and printed Carbon (C) electrodes was ranked in the order: C > Cu > Pt. 
This result was confirmed by the actual Rn measurement with SS arrangement on painted
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steel. More accurate result was obtained by Pt reference electrode followed by Cu, with C 
being the least accurate. However all of the electrodes have shown relatively acceptable 
performance when compared with EIS and DC resistance measurements and may be used 
for ENM in the field.
Effect of data collection rate on accuracy of ENM was studied by measuring noise resistance 
at 1, 2, 5 and 10 sampling frequency on a range of coating resistances. The most reliable, yet 
relatively fast, sampling frequency was determined as 2 Hz. Inaccurate result was obtained 
by ENM at 5 and 10 Hz on relatively low resistance coatings (<108 Q.cm2). Also the time 
required to reach the steady state for ENM was studied for a range of thick paint films with 
relatively high resistance (>1010 Q.cm2). Different equilibrium times observed for different 
systems indicate the necessity of repetitive measurements until a steady result is obtained.
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4,1 Introduction
A well-prepared surface is the foundation on which the paint system is built. It is 
generally accepted that inadequate surface pretreatment is the major cause of protection 
failure of organically coated metals in the early stages [1]. The primary purpose of metal 
pretreatment is to remove loose scales and dirt and roughen the surface for the subsequent 
paint application [2]. Dense oxide layers, e.g. mill scale, can to some extent protect steel 
from atmospheric corrosion [3]. However they are quite unstable in contact with aqueous 
corrosive media and can lead to early delamination of coating and therefore they have to be 
removed prior to painting [4,5]. Surface pretreatment improves the interfacial bonding by 
strengthening the electrostatic bonds (Van der Waals) and the mechanical interlocking 
between the coating and substrate irregularities [6]. Almost all generic types of industrial 
anti-corrosive coatings possess highly polar chemical structure and the electrostatic bond 
between the coating and metal substrate plays an important role in the interfacial adhesion. 
Oils, greases, and other organics may reduce the surface energy of normally high-energy 
metal surfaces from values near 400 dyne/cm to values < 20 dyne/cm, thereby reducing 
wetting and impeding or even eliminating adhesion of the film [7]. So theoretically metal 
surface pretreatment activates the surface and promotes adhesion. Also an increased 
surface profile enhances the chance of entanglement of polymeric chains into the surface 
irregularities. As surface roughness increases the specific surface area, it provides more 
electrical and mechanical sites to improve the coating bond with substrate. Most adhesion 
theories consider a rough surface to be favourable for achieving a high adhesive strength 
with a given organic coating [8]. In spite of this, some investigations have shown no 
relationship [9,10] or inverse relationship [11,12] between corrosion protection properties
of the organic coating and the surface roughness.
Mills and Schaefer used water-jetting, wet garnet blasting and abrasion methods to 
prepare steel surface prior to painting with alkyd and examined the performance of coating 
[12]. Immersion in 3% NaCI solution and accelerated condition, salt fog, tests were used 
with somewhat limited correlation. However in most cases hydroblasted substrate 
produced the second best performance after non-treated, control, sample. There was a 
slight difference between the samples prepared by hydroblasting at two different pressures 
(20 K(psi) and40K(psi)) that was considered insignificant. Their results, as illustrated in
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Figure 4.1, showed detrimental impact of garnet blasting. They suggested that oxide layer 
characteristic varies by the preparation method and is responsible for changes in corrosion 
resistance. This study mode the baseline and triggered the current research described in this 
chapter. In the present study, surfaces produced by five common surface preparation 
methods have been characterized and the anti-corrosive performance of coated substrates 
have been examined both electrochemical and mechanically. The Mills and Schaefer work 
gave a clear indication of poor performance of abrasive blasted surface and good 
performance of hydroblasted surface, however it was felt necessary to repeat that work 
with different set of coatings along with in-depth characterization of the bare metal surface 
to understand how surface preparation alters the coating performance.
Figure 4.1 DC resistance as a function of time for (a) alkyd and (b) vinyl coated steel in 3% 
NaCI previously prepared with five different surface preparation methods (Figure 
reproduced from Ref. [12])
4.1.1 Background on the effect of surface preparation
In neutral conditions in air, a thin layer of protective oxide layer instantaneously forms on 
the clean steel surface. The initial corrodibility of steel when exposed to aqueous solution 
depends both on the species present in the solution and on the resistance of this oxide layer 
against breaking down [13]. The corrosion resistance of mild steel in, say, a neutral NaCI 
solution has been shown to depend highly on the formation of a passivating iron oxide layer
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and the extent to which this layer is partially destroyed by pitting [14]. It has been shown 
that break down of the protective oxide layer and formation of the meta-stable and stable 
pits is, to a large extent, governed by the presence and concentration of chloride ions 
[3,15,16]. Geometrical depth of the surface irregularities plays a part in providing potential 
sites for pit formation and active localized corrosion. Deeper surface irregularities 
encourage the formation of stable anodic sites where the surface has the lowest access to 
oxygen and gives the highest value of local current density [17]. Also it has been revealed 
that the steel surface with a deeper surface profile, when coated with a thin layer of organic 
coating, exhibits lower corrosion resistance [18], Apart from the geometry of the surface 
profile, the characteristics of the oxide film produced by each surface preparation method 
play a key role on the corrosion resistance. Atmani et al. [15,19] showed that on steel 
prepared by acid etching the oxide layer was more sensitive to chloride than the oxide on 
as-received cold-rolled and abraded steel. The surface characterization results revealed that 
a pre-existing thicker oxide layer mainly composed of Fe20 3 and FeOOH was removed after 
surface preparation and was substituted by a thin layer of Fe20 3. Higher stability of as- 
received surface was attributed to the structural difference and higher thickness of the 
oxide layer.
There have been several studies on the effect of poorly prepared surface on corrosion 
resistance of organically protected steel [20-22]. The results generally implied that the poor 
surface preparation accelerates corrosion and blistering due to the osmotic effect and the 
presence of contaminant underneath the paint film. In another study Vesga et al. [23] 
reported a better performance of protective coating on sand blasted steel compared to wet- 
blasted surface. Their results showed an early failure of the wet-blasted surface due to the 
presence of water in the preparation method and its influence on the surface 
characteristics. Eisner et al [24] achieved the same result comparing wet and dry sand-
blasted steel. Their results also showed the detrimental effect of millscale or a thick and 
deadherant oxide layer which may form on the surface after preparation. Knapp and Taylor 
[25] compared the adhesion of a thermal sprayed metallic coating on waterjet and grit 
blasted steel surface. Their result showed better adhesion on waterjetted surface. Poor 
Performance of grit blasted surface was attributed to the contamination and inclusion of 
embedded grit particles into the surface resulting in a weakened interface. In contrast, the
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surface structure of waterjet roughened samples showed a high degree of microroughness 
and a high negative skewness of the surface height distribution that was considered 
favourable for mechanical bonding. Patel et ol. [26] studied adhesion of a powder coating of 
degreased, acid etched and grit blasted stainless steel surface. They showed that despite the 
cleanness and activity of the acid etched surface, it had a poor adhesion to the coating while 
the high profile of grit blasted surface produces good bonding with the coating, regardless 
of the reasonable oxide layer.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
The five surface pretreatment methods used were : degreasing the as-received Q-panel 
with iso-propanol; abrasion with 180 grit emery; acid etching (in 20%W hydrochloric acid for 
100 sec followed by rinsing with distilled water); UHP (ultra high pressure) water-jetting at 
40K psi; wet abrasive (garnet) blasting at 10K psi (garnet entrained in water). The latter four 
preparation methods remove the existing oxide layer and/or introduce surface roughness. 
Degreasing, abrasion and acid etching methods were performed on steel Q-Panels and wet 
abrasive blasting and hydroblasting were applied on the low carbon steel panels provided 
by Rentajet Group Ltd. All samples were placed in a desiccator immediately after 
preparation. Figure 4.2 shows ultra high pressure (UHP) hydroblasting process in practice.
Figure 4.2 Preparation of steel panels using UHP hydroblasting method at 40K psi pressure. 
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The alkyd varnish was based on a short oil soya based alkyd resin with 40% v/v solid 
content. The solvent was Xylene. The alkyd paint was based on the same resin pigmented 
with calcium diphosphate, (also known as calcium pyrophosphate with the chemical 
structure of Ca207P2). Both alkyd varnish and alkyd paint were supplied by Pronto industrial 
paints Ltd.
Two coats were applied on steel panels by spray to obtain a final DFT of about 120 pm. 
Air spray application was particularly chosen with the intention to minimize the chance of 
air pockets entrapment within the irregularities of rough surfaces.
Solvent base and waterborne polyurethane coatings were acrylic polyol (OH functional) 
resins crosslinked with polyisocyanate. The solvent based acrylic was SETALUX 1196 XX-60 
polyol with 60%v/v solid content and Xylene as solvent. Waterborne acrylic was SETAQUA 
6515 which was a polyol emulsion in Dl water/butylglycol/solvesso 100 (85.8/7.6/6.6). Both 
poly-acrylic resins were supplied by Nuplex. Both poly-acrylic resins were crosslinked with 
Tolonate HDT-LV2 which was a solvent free, low viscosity aliphatic polyisocyanate based on 
Hexamethylene Diisocyanate trimer (HDI homopolymer) supplied by Perstorp. 
Stoichiometric mixing ratio of 1:1 of NCO:OH was used for solvent base PU. Mixing ratio of 
1.25:1 (excessive polyisocyanate) was used for waterborne PU to compensate for NCO- 
water reaction. The waterborne and solvent based polyurethanes were applied with 
thickness of 95 pm and 75 pm, respectively.
The epoxy coating was an epoxy/polyamine coating with 100 pm film thickness. Epoxy 
resin was EPIKOTE 1001 (supplied by Hexion) which is a solid epoxy resin produced from 
bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin with epoxy equivalent group (EEW), or epoxy molar mass, 
of 450-500 g/eq. Polyamine was diethylenetriamine (DETA) supplied by Dow with MW of
103.17 and H active index of 20.6.
Bearing in mind the high surface profile of wet abrasive blasted and hydroblasted 
surfaces, special attention was given to ensure that the 120 pm thickness of paint had
covered all the peaks and irregularities of the surface.
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A Hitachi S-3000N SEM equipped wi*h Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), 
Princeton Gamma-Tech Inc., was used for morphological examination and elemental 
analysis. SEM creates a magnified image of the surface by scanning it with a focused beam 
of electrons. The electrons interact with electrons in the sample, producing various signals 
that can be detected and that contain information about the sample's surface topography 
and composition. EDXS is an analytical technique used for the elemental analysis or 
chemical characterization of a sample. This spectroscopy technique relies on the energy of 
the electron beam to excite the electrons in the sample. These excited electrons change 
orbitals and give off x-rays with characteristic energies. These x-rays are collected and allow 
for both characterization and quantification of the elements in a sample.
(ii) Profilometry
The contact surface profile was measured for wet abrasive blasted and hydroblasted 
surfaces using Taylor Hobson equipment, model Talysurf Series 2, provided at Department 
of Materials Engineering, University of Swansea, UK. Optical profilometry was performed 
using a wyko NT9100 optical profilometer (Veeco instruments Inc.) provided at Intelligent 
Polymer Research Institute (IPRI) at University of Wollongong, Australia. The increase in 
actual surface area and the missing volume which resulted by roughening the surface were
calculated.
(iii) Surface free energy measurement
Contact angle was measured as an indicator of the surface free energy and its wettability. 
The sessile drop method was measured by a contact angle goniometer to capture the profile 
of pure water on steel substrate. The angle formed between the liquid/solid interface and 
the liquid/vapour interface is the contact angle as shown in the Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Contact angle of a sessile drop
Contact angle may be used to quantify the wettability of a solid surface by a liquid via the 
Young equation, equation 4.1. A given system of solid, liquid, and vapour at a given 
temperature and pressure has a unique equilibrium contact angle.
Ysl=Tsv-Y l v(Co s 0) (Eq. 4.1)
where solid-vapour interfacial energy is denoted byYsv, the solid-liquid interfacial 
energy byYSL, the liquid-vapour interfacial energy (i.e. the surface tension) byYLV, and the 
equilibrium contact angle is 0. If the liquid molecules are strongly attracted to the solid 
molecules then the liquid drop spreads out on the solid surface, corresponding to a small 
contact angle.
- Bulk electrochemical testing methods
Open circuit potential (OCP), EIS and potentiodynamic polarization measurements were 
performed using an automated ACM GillAC potentiostat/galvanostat/FRA. Exposed area of 
sample was 3.8 cm2 and SCE (Standard Calomel Electrode) was used in all cases as reference 
electrode. EIS was performed within lOkHz-lOmHz range with lOmV voltage perturbation 
ar°und OCP. Potentiodynamic polarization was performed within ±250 mV around OCP at 
the scan rate of 120mV/min. (3a and (3C were calculated by fitting anodic and cathodic 
action lines on anodic and cathodic branch of Evans curve at 100mV-150mV
overpotentials.
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-Scanning Vibrating Electrode Technique (SVET)
SVET experiments were performed using an in-house built SVET facility provided at 
Department of Materials Engineering, University of Swansea, UK. The micro-positioning XYZ 
stage and the microelectrode tip are shown in Figure 4.4. The exposed area was approx. 
10x10 mm and the rest of surface was masked using an adhesive tape to avoid interference. 
All surfaces were assumed flat and so the 4 point height scan method was employed to 
adjust the 150 pm distance between the vibrating probe and the metal surface. 
Measurement resolution was 100 pm between each pair of consecutive points. A map of 
current density was obtained using the integrated program. Repetitive scans were 
conducted to track changes in surface activity.
Figure 4.4 SVET XYZ stage (left) and the rastering microelectrode tip (right) over degreased 
Q-panel specimen in 0.001 M NaCI solution.
• DC resistance
The DC resistance of coated samples was measured by a solid-state Keithley electrometer 
m°del 610C in a two electrode configuration against the SCE. This instrument can make 
accurate measurements on samples with impedances up to 1E+12 ohms.
A"the electrochemical experiments on the bare metal surfaces were conducted in 0.001 
^ NaCI solution at RT (18-22°C). The electrochemical experiments on coated metal were 
Performed using PVC cells affixed to the coating by epoxy glue. The PVC cells were filled
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with 0.5M NaCI exposing 11.4cm of surface to electrolyte. For each coating on a given 
substrate, 5 cells were measured and the average is reported.
-Adhesion
The adhesion strength of coated surfaces was measured using an automatic Defelsko 
PosiTest Pull-off adhesion tester model AT-A at pull rate of 100 psi/s with 20mm size of 
dollies. To measure wet adhesion, samples were masked on the back and edges of the 
panels and then they were placed in a water bath containing 0.5 M NaCI solution at 55 °C. 
To make the adhesion measurements the samples were removed from the water bath, the 
surface was swabbed dry and then they were left for a few minutes before aluminium 
dollies were attached to the coating by means of cyanoacrylate super-glue.
4.3 Results and discussion. Part 1 
Bare metal characterization
4.3.1 Elemental analysis
SEM micrographs of surfaces produced by different techniques are given in Figures 4.5- 
4.9. Degreased as-received Q-panel (Figure 4.5) shows minimal surface irregularity with a 
number of defects across the relatively dense oxide film. Abrasion with emery appears to 
remove the pre-existing oxide film leaving a surface with shallow, well oriented grooves 
(Figure 4.6). The acid-etching as shown in Figure 4.7 has effectively attacked the grain 
boundaries without generating a reasonable surface profile. EDXS elemental mapping of the 
acid etched sample (data not presented here) showed a highly homogeneous surface. 
Hydro-blasting has remarkably changed the surface structure and generated a porously 
patterned oxide film with submicron sized irregularities (Figures 4.8a and 4.8b). EDXS 
elemental analysis and mapping showed heterogeneous distribution of oxygen (Figure 4.8c) 
with higher concentration of oxygen at areas of high carbon content, supposedly grain 
boundaries. Grain boundaries are regions of atomic mismatch and less dense atomic 
Packing [27]. Thus grain boundary oxidizes more rapidly compared to the crystalline lattice 
[28,29]. This is usually referred to as "grain-boundary penetration where oxygen diffuses
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along the grain boundaries, reacts with the steel, and forms iron oxide preferentially at the 
grain boundaries. SEM micrographs of the wet abrasive blasting are shown in Figures 4.9a 
and 4.9b. Abrasive blasting produces a very coarse structure with a number of foreign 
particles embedded into the steel. EDXS mapping micrographs, Figures 4.9c-4.9e, show 
elemental distribution of Si, 0 and Al, respectively. Further EDXS analysis, Figure 4.10, 
identified these particles as AI2O3, MgO and Si02 which is similar to the chemical 
composition of garnet particles used in the blasting process suggesting that the particles are 
fragments from crushed garnet originated from the preparation material. Oxide form on all 
surfaces was identified Wustite (FeO).
Figure 4.5 SEM micrographs of as-received (steel) Q-panel from different locations with 650 
magnification, accelerating voltage of 20kV.
Figure 4.6 SEM micrograph of abraded steel at (a) 650 and (b) 2,300 magnifications with 
accelerating voltage of 20kV.
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Figure 4.8 SEM micrograph of UHP hydroblasted steel at (a) 900 and (b) 25,000 
magnifications (accelerating voltage 20kV) and EDXS elemental mapping for (c) oxygen, (d)
carbon and (e) Fe.
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Figure 4.7 SEM micrograph of acid etched steel with 2.3k magnification and accelerating 
voltage of 20kV.
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Figure 4.10 Single point elemental analysis of an embedded particles on the surface of wet 
abrasive blasted steel by EDX Spectroscopy. The particle was differentiated earlier in EDXS 
elemental mapping as a spot with relatively higher percentage of Si, 0 and Al.
4.3.2 Surface morphology
Profilometry experiments showed Sz1 of 62pm and 119pm for the hydroblasted and wet 
abrasive blasted surfaces, respectively, indicating a very coarse surface produced by wet 
abrasive-blasting, twice as much as the surface roughness produced by hydro-blasting. 
Other surface preparation methods produced relatively smooth surfaces with S2 in the range 
of 3-5 pm. The Ra2 was not significantly altered by acid etching compared to the as-received 
Q-panel, however abrasion slightly flattened the surface resulting in a submicron Ra as 
illustrated in Figure 4.12. Figures 4.11-4.15 demonstrate the optical profilometry results 
provided with a colour scale, red representing the peaks and blue representing the valleys. 
The abrasion, as shown in Figure 4.12, has removed the large irregularities while it creates 
more low height irregularities. Figure 4.13, shows that acid attacks the surface uniformly 
during the etching process resulting in a surface profile very similar to that of the as- 
received Q-panel. Despite the visual presence of the etched grain boundaries, they could 
not be detected in the roughness map.
The true areas of the surfaces with 1.7*2.3 mm (3.91 mm2) of apparent area are given in 
Figure 4.16. The slightly higher surface area of plain Q-panel corresponds to the
1 Sz is the Ten Point Height over the complete 3D surface and represents the average difference
between the 5 highest peaks and 5 lowest valleys
is the average roughness calculated over the entire measured array as the arithmetic average of the
distance between the roughness profile and its mean, imaginary, line.
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irregularities resulted by cold-rolling processing of steel, illustrated in Figure 4.5. Acid 
etching and abrasion have not altered the surface area significantly. Hydroblasting with 40K 
Psi has increased the surface area by about 27% while the wet abrasive blasting further 
increased the surface area by 2.45 times. The increased surface area can potentially provide 
a larger interface for the subsequent organic coating to adhere to.
00 05 10 15 20 23
Figure 4.11 Surface profile of degreased steel within 1.7x2.3 mm area acquired by optical 
profilometry at 2.73X magnification with 3.63 pm sampling step.
Figure 4.12 Surface profile of abraded steel within 1.7x2.3 mm (2.73X magnification) (left) 
174x232 pm (27.3X magnification) areas (right) acquired by optical profilometry with 3.63
pm sampling step.
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Figure 4.13 Surface profile of acid etched steel within 1.7x2.3 mm (2.73X magnification) 
(left) 174x232 pm (27.3 magnification) areas (right) acquired by optical profilometry with 
3.63 pm sampling step.
Figure 4.14 Surface profile of hydro-blasted steel within 1.7x2.3 mm (2.73X magnification) 
(left) 174x232 pm (27.3 magnification) areas (right) acquired by optical profilometry with
3.63 pm sampling step.
abrasive blasted steel within 1.7x2.3 mm (2.73XFigure 4.15 Surface profile of wet 
magnification) (left) 467x623 pm (10.IX magnification) areas (right) acquired by optical
profilometry with 3.63 pm sampling step.
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Figure 4.16 Actual surface area produced by applying different surface preparation methods 
on 3.91 mm2 area of steel.
4.3.3 Missing volume
Figure 4.17 shows the amount of liquid required to submerge the surface profile to its 
highest peak in mm3 (or in other words the missing volume). Abrasion with 180 grit emery 
has decreased the missing volume indicating that this level of abrasion flattens the surface 
to some extent. This is due to the removal of the large irregularities from the surface of 
cold-rolled steel resulting in a somewhat flatter surface. Etching by acid has slightly 
increased the missing volume. The hydroblasting has remarkably increased the missing 
volume by more than an order of magnitude, 2.90*10"2 mm3 (3.29E-2 - 0.387E-3), compared 
to the plain Q-panel. The wet abrasive blasting dramatically increased the missing volume to 
7.56*10‘2 mm3 compared to the plain Q panel. Therefore, to submerge and cover the 
surface profile to its highest peak and avoid flash rusting, for hydroblasted surface an extra 
7.4 cm3/m2 and for an abrasive blasted surfaces an extra 18.7 cm3/m2 amount of paint is 
required. For example, if the targeted thickness of coating was 100pm, this represents 7.4% 
and 18.7 % extra paint respectively (calculated for 100% solid paint).
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Figure 4.17 The volume of the liquid required to submerge the surface profiles produced by
different preparation methods.
4.3 A Surface free energy
Figure 4.18 (a-d) illustrates the results of contact angle measurement for the surfaces of 
subject of this study, degreased Q-panel, abraded, acid etched, hydro-blasted and abrasive 
blasted steel. The lowest contact angle was observed on the surface chemically etched by 
HCI indicating its very high free surface energy and excellent wettability. Significantly higher 
contact angle on degreased surface with similar surface profile to the acid etched surface 
reveals the effectiveness of acid etching in chemical activation of the steel surface. Surface 
abrasion also reduced the contact angle compared to the as-received Q-panel. Hydroblasted 
and abrasive blasted surfaces show the largest contact angle indicating their hydrophobicity. 
By definition, surfaces with contact angle of larger than 90° are considered hydrophobic.
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Figure 4.18 Contact angle measured on (a) degreased Q-panel, (b) abraded by 360 grit 
emery, (c) acid etched with 20% HCI for 100 Sec, (d) hydro-blasted and (e) abrasive blasted
steel surface.
Apart from the surface free energy, the contact angle also depends on the surface 
roughness. It has been shown that wettability of steel surface improves by roughening the 
surface and varies slightly by the type of steel [30]. However, certain surface profiles may 
increase the contact angle by so-called the lotus effect [31] as shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19 Schematic of a liquid droplet in contact with (i) a smooth solid surface (contact 
angle, 0O) and (ii) a rough solid surface (contact angle, 0)[32].
To examine the effect of oxide structure on surface free energy it is necessary to 
calculate the corrected contact angle for smooth surfaces. For a rough solid surface with 
typical size of roughness details smaller than the size of the droplet as shown in Figure 
4.19(ii), without air pockets, the contact angle is given by:
cos 0 = Rf cos 0, (Eq. 4.2)
where 0 is the contact angle for the rough surface; 0O is the contact angle for a smooth 
surface; and Rf is a roughness factor defined as the ratio of the solid-liquid area A Sl  to its 
projection on a flat plane, AP,
RF ASL Ap
(Eq. 4.3)
Surface roughness was not considered a significant factor in varying the contact angle 
between degreased, abraded and acid etched surfaces since they all possess very similar 
Asl/Af values. From the Figure 4.16 RF for hydro-blasted and abrasive blasted surfaces 
calculates 1.31 and 2.45. Thereby, the corrected contact angles of hydro-blasted and 
abrasive blasted surfaces are 105° and 99.5°, respectively. This implies that hydroblasting 
produces the most hydrophobic oxide layer with the lowest surface energy followed by the 
abrasive blasting. Contact angle measurement ranks the surface preparation methods in 
terms of surface free energy in the following order
Acid etch > abrasion > degreasing > abrasive blasting > hydroblasting
The very high surface energy produced by acid etching indicates that the oxide layer is an 
inconsistent film that leaves parts of the surface, chemically cleaner (oxide free) and very 
active [26]. The presence of oxide on the bare metal surface can significantly increase the
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contact angle [33]. Takeda and Fukawa [34] found that contact angle is highly dependent on 
the presence and density of OH groups when measured for metal oxide surfaces.
4.3-5 Bulk electrochemical properties
OCP was measured during the first few hours of contact with 0.001 M NaCI. As shown in 
the Figure 4.20, in all 5 cases the potential dropped steadily down to more negative 
potentials suggesting a relatively quick breakdown of the air formed oxide layer and a 
growing anodic area. Decreasing OCP is a typical characteristic of porous oxide/hydroxide 
layer that only slows the rate of corrosion, but does not protect metal from further 
corrosion [35]. The fall in potential was too fast to be due to reducing oxygen concentration 
in the solution. Also the surface was open to air and thus oxygen was readily replenished. 
The hydroblasted and acid etched treatments show the largest potential drop (~ 0.45 V) 
indicating a reasonable conversion of cathodic area to anodic. The equation 4.4, Barnartt 
[36], explains how the change in anodic/cathodic area alters the corrosion potential.




where/0 and/c are the fractions of anodic and cathodic area respectively so that/0 + f c 
=1, ba and bc are the anodic and cathodic slopes and E0.5 represents the corrosion potential 
when anodic and cathodic area are equal (fa -  fc -  0.5). The mechanism by which the 
potential drop may be explained relates to the faster movement of Fe(ll) compared to OH . 
Due to the high solubility of FeCI2 and OH" they can move through the electrolyte and form 
the Fe(OH)2 which is the initial form of solid corrosion product. As a result of higher mobility 
of Fe(ll) to hydroxyl ions the ferrous hydroxide, Fe(OH)2, usually precipitates at cathodic 
sites. Consequently the anodic area expands due to the build up of corrosion deposits on 
cathodic area which impedes the access to oxygen in those areas. The lower oxygen 
concentration shifts the potential towards negative direction (Nernst equation) which 
converts the cathodic site to anodic. This so-called differential aeration mechanism may 
be enhanced by presence of the hard-to-access sites on deep profiled (coarse) steel 
surfaces. The initially noble potential of hydro- and wet abrasive blasted surfaces is 
associated with the dense oxide layer formed as a result of the preparation method. In 
contrast, the noble potential of the acid-etched sample is believed to be a result of relatively
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homogeneous surface after removal of grain boundaries which leaves an electrochemically 
more homogeneous surface.
Figure 4.20 Open circuit potential (OCP) of the bare surfaces during the first 100 minutes of 
contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
Figure 4.21 compares the corrosion current density for different surfaces as measured by 
potentiodynamic polarization technique in 1 mM NaCI. In all cases the corrosion current 
increases in the early stages of contact with solution. This can be due to the process of 
establishment of anodic dissolution sites as described earlier in discussion of the OCP result. 
Further immersion in aqueous media results in the hydration and thickening of the pre-
existing oxide that forms a porous layer and somewhat slows down the corrosion by 
diffusion polarization. This later stage can be clearly seen for degreased, abraded and acid 
etched surfaces resulting in a continued decrease in voltage. It takes significantly longer 
time until corrosion rate starts to drop for hydroblasted surface and for the abrasive blasted 
surface the corrosion rate continues to increase for the whole duration of measurement. 
This can be due to the higher stability of the pre-existing oxide film that delays the chloride 
induced break down and reformation of hydrated oxide film. A stable pre-existing oxide can
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potentially act as galvanic cathode and accelerate the corrosion process. The reduction 
process of oxygen is believed to be the usual rate determining step in most forms of 
corrosion of bare steel. Therefore an efficient and stable cathode will significantly increase 
the corrosion rate. Also increased surface roughness and surface area provide larger 
number of anodic nucleation sites.
To further investigate the rate determining step of corrosion for these bare steel surfaces 
the changes of anodic and cathodic slopes, pa and pc, are plotted as a function of immersion 
time as shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23, respectively. Relevance of pa and pc to the corrosion 
rate is described in appendix A. From comparison between corrosion current and pa and pc, 
it appears that pa leads the changes in corrosion rate of hydro- and abrasive blasted surface. 
In other words the anodic process is the rate determining step in the corrosion of these two 
surfaces. This result further confirms the hypothesis of oxide film being a better cathode in 
the case of hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces that obviate the cathodic polarization. Also 
this is in line with the assumption of larger number of anodes on these two surfaces 
provided by the increased roughness.
Figure 4.21 Corrosion current density measured by potentiodynamic polarization technique.
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The results from an EIS examination after 2 hr contact with ImM NaCI solution is shown in 
Figure 4.24. Table 1 provides the electrical double layer capacitance, Cdi, and charge transfer 
resistance, Rct, extracted from EIS results after 2hr immersion. Cdi expresses the relationship 
between the double layer dielectric constants, Er, surface area, A, double layer thickness, d
via the equation 4.5:
Cdl
e0 £r A (Eq. 4.5)
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different preparations.
Table 4.1 Rct and Cdi after 2 hrs contact with O.OOlmM NaCI for different surface 
preparations (extracted from EIS results given in Figure 4.24 using Randles equivalent 
electrical circuit).




Rrt [Q.cm2] 9143 4737 5988 1683 739.1
Cdi [F.cm2] 1.248E-4 2.531E-4 1.617E-4 1.539E-3 2.929E-3
The immediate implication of the table 1 is that the charge transfer is much easier on hydro- 
and abrasive blasted surfaces than on the degreased, abraded and acid etched surfaces. 
Although the rougher surface of hydro- and abrasive blasted steel provide larger surface 
area that independently results in smaller Rct and larger Cdi, but differences are far larger 
than could be caused by only the larger surface area. As suggested earlier, the oxide layer 
on these two surfaces makes a good cathode which facilitates the charge transfer process 
and reduction reaction. The larger Cdi of hydro- and abrasive blasted samples can be 
explained by their higher anodic activity. It was concluded from OCP results that a larger
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fraction of hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces are anodes compared to the other three 
surfaces. In other words larger fraction of surface is covered by corrosion product which is a 
highly dielectric material. Consequently, general capacitive behaviour of surfaces increases 
which is indicated by larger Cd|.
Resistive/capacitive behaviour of hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces was further 
investigated by studying the Cdi and Rct components of EIS result as a function of time. In 
both cases, capacitance initially increases and then consistently decreases as shown in 
Figures 4.25 and 4.26. The initial rise of capacitance is attributed to the build up of corrosion 
deposits and hydration of the pre-existing oxide film that forms a layer with higher dielectric 
constant.
Figure 4.25 Capacitance component from EIS spectrum of Hydro-blasted steel in ImM NaCI
Figure 4.26 Capacitance component from EIS spectrum of abrasive blasted steel in ImM
NaCI.
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The more interesting observation was variation of charge transfer and mass transfer 
resistances at high and low frequency regions, respectively, for hydro- and abrasive blasted 
surface, Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The low frequency range represents the mass transfer 
phenomena or diffusion resistance. Both Figures indicate an initial drop and then rise of 
diffusion resistance. The initial drop is attributed to the initial break down of the pre-existing 
oxide which facilitates the access to surface and reduces the diffusion resistance. This is 
followed by build-up of corrosion deposit on the surface which forms a porous oxide film 
and impedes the diffusion. From the high frequency range the charge transfer phenomena 
can be studied. Figure 4.27 shows an initial drop and then slight rise of charge transfer 
resistance for hydroblasted surface. This is connected with the formation of relatively dense 
and adherent oxide that limits the access of electrolyte to metal in the long term. In 
contrast, a significant decrease of charge transfer resistance is observed for abrasive blasted 
surface indicating that the aqueous formed oxide layer affords less protection than the pre-
existing oxide. The new oxide does not adhere to the metal surface as good as the pre-
existing oxide resulting in a larger area exposed to electrolyte as the new oxide replaces the 
pre-existing one.
Figure 4.27 Resistance component from EIS spectrum of Hydro-blasted steel in ImM NaCI.
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Figure 4.28 Resistance component from EIS spectrum of abrasive blasted steel in ImM NaCI.
4.3.6 Local electrochem ical m apping
Figures 4.29 -  4.33 illustrate the electrochemical activity and the map of local current 
density 5 min and 2 hr after contact with 0.001 M NaCI. The areas with red colour represent 
the anodic sites. The least anodic activity is observed on the as-received sample where no 
chemical or mechanical preparation was applied other than degreasing. The most active 
sample was the wet abrasive blasted surface which had the largest surface profile. It 
appears that the number of initial anodic sites plays a key role in the long term 
anodic/cathodic activity and it varies by the surface preparation method. Surfaces with 
coarse surface profile present a larger active area. This is due to the larger number of 
defects and irregularities that increase the chance of anode formation.
In all cases the surface has became more anodic after 2 hr contact with electrolyte in 
comparison with 5 min immersion. This is a result of precipitation of the corrosion product 
on the surface that limits the access to oxygen. As suggested earlier by OCP results (Figure 
4.20), these local areas turn into anodic sites resulting in a generally more noble potential. 
The number of initial anodic sites plays a key role in the long term anodic/cathodic activity 
and it varies by the surface preparation method. Comparison between different surface 
treatments reveals that the surface roughness has a significant effect on the number of 
initial anodic sites. According to the profilometry results the surface roughness can be
ranked in following order:
abrasive blast > hydroblasted »  degreased = acid etched > abraded
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In the case of hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces the anodic activity seems to follow the 
surface geometry and the roughness profile. Also a relatively large number of anodes are 
observed on the abraded surface. This can be due to the larger number of anode nucleation 
sites compared to the degreased surface as shown earlier by profilometry results (Figure 
4.12), even though the irregularities produced by abrasion have slightly lower depth. 
Comparison between anodic activity of degreased, acid etched and abraded surfaces, 
suggest that apart from the effect of surface profile, the type and structure of the pre-
existing oxide film also play an important role in determining electrochemical activity. It was 
shown earlier (section 4.3.3) that the oxide film on the acid etched surface has much higher 
surface free energy than that of the degreased surface. This could explain the higher anodic 
activity of acid etched surface despite their similar surface profile.
’ * •
*
Figure 4.29 local current density maps of degreased sample after 5 min (left) and 2 hrs 
(right) contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
-Of
Figure 4.30 local current density maps of abraded sample after 5 min (left) and 2 hrs (right)
contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
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Figure 4.31 local current density maps of acid-etched sample after 5 min (left) and 2 hrs
(right) contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
Figure 4.32 local current density maps of hydroblasted sample after 5 min (left) and 2 hrs
(right) contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
Figure 4.33 local current density maps of abrasive blasted sample after 5 min (left) and 2 hrs
(right) contact with 0.001 M NaCI.
The importance of anodic/cathodic activity of metal surface is more pronounced by 
comparing the SVET results with bulk corrosion measurements. SVET results confirmed that 
there is an inverse relationship between the charge transfer resistance and anodic activity of 
surface as suggested earlier from bulk electrochemical measurements. The SVET results also 
imply that current density at individual anodes is inversely proportional to the surface free 
energy. The largest local current density was detected on the acid etched and the abraded 
surface with higher surface free energy (section 4.3.3) while the local current density was 
lowest on hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces with lowest surface free energy.
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4.4 Results and discussion. Part 2
Effect of surface preparation on corrosion resistance of 
organically coated steel
4.4.1 Electrochemical examination
The DC resistance was used as a general indication of corrosion protection afforded by 
the coating. This was regularly measured for both the alkyd paint (Figure 4.34) and alkyd 
varnish (Figure 4.35) coatings in 0.5 M NaCI solution at ambient temperature. The highest 
resistance, with both coating systems, was obtained with the hydroblasting surface 
preparation while the most remarkable deterioration in resistance was observed on the 
abraded and wet abrasive blasted surfaces.
Figure 4.34 DC resistance of alkyd paint on differently prepared steel surfaces during 75
days immersion in 0.5 M NaCI.
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Figure 4.35 DC resistance of alkyd varnish on differently prepared steel surfaces during 104 
days immersion in 0.5 M NaCI.
As-received, hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces were further studied with water-borne 
polyurethane (WB PU), solvent based polyurethance (PU) and epoxy-polyamide coatings. 
Samples were placed in oven at 40°C to accelerate the experiment. Results, as shown in 
Figures 4.36-4.38, reveal the poor performance of abrasive blasted surface which is in-line 
with the earlier results obtained from alkyd systems.
Figure 4.36 DC resistance of water-borne polyurethane on differently prepared steel 
surfaces during 99 days immersion in 0.5M NaCI at 40 C.
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Figure 4.37 DC resistance of solvent based polyurethane on differently prepared steel 
surfaces during 101 days immersion in 0.5M NaCI at 40°C.
Figure 4.38 DC resistance of epoxy-polyamide on differently prepared steel surfaces during 
101 days immersion in 0.5M NaCI at 40°C.
The fluctuations observed during the first 10-15 days of immersion of alkyd systems 
(Figures 4.34 and 4.35) are probably due to the pore plugging process [37]. In the early 
stages of immersion the aqueous pathways are not opened up enough yet to transport the 
solid corrosion product away. Soluble anodic reaction products, mostly Fe2+, while travelling 
through ionic pathways may meet oxygen and turn into insoluble oxide forms, Fe . 
Consequently the ionic resistance increases temporarily until pathways expand further and
micro-capillaries open up again.
After 24 hrs the DC resistance has dropped down by about 1.5 orders of magnitude on 
the abrasive blasted and abraded surfaces coated with alkyd paint. It should be noted that
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both abraded and wet abrasive blasted surfaces had high level of anodic activity as observed 
by SVET (Figures 4.30 and 4.33) with large number of anode nucleation sites. This suggests 
that surface activation is beneficial for making stronger electrostatic bonds with polar 
groups of polymeric coating and high level of corrosion protection before water molecules 
reach the substrate. However, in the long term highly active surface may provide a stronger 
driving force for the other polar substance, e.g. water molecules, to adsorb on the metal 
surface [38]. This result suggests that the surface preparation without producing 
appropriate surface morphology and oxide characteristics will be detrimental for the 
protection afforded by an organic coating.
Severe surface contamination after abrasive blasting as demonstrated in Figures 4.9a- 
4.9e and 4.10 and porous structure of oxide as indicated by EIS results (Figure 4.28) are 
suggested as the main reasons for poor performance of coating on abrasive blasted steel. 
Also large variation of coating thickness due to the surface profile may contribute to 
formation of differential aeration corrosion cells as a result of resistance variation across the 
coating [39,40], This provides additional driving force for under-film corrosion and the 
subsequent coating degradation.
After 75 days DC resistance has dropped by about 4 orders of magnitude on the abrasive 
blasted and abraded surfaces coated with alkyd paint. This was despite the fact that both 
systems offered the highest protection at the early stages of test. In the long term, coating 
disbondment occurs and the wet interface spreads beneath the coating. This is mainly due 
to the hydrolysis of polymer bonds and/or dissolution of pre-existed oxide film on the metal. 
Consequently a larger fraction of the substrate will be exposed to electrolyte which 
drastically reduces DC resistance and the protection level.
As-received and hydroblasted surfaces provided highest level of protection with both 
alkyd systems. These observations are consistent with earlier findings of Mills and Schaefer 
[12], Despite the high anodic activity of hydro-blasted steel (SVET results, Figure 4.32), it 
affords consistently high level of protection when coated by either paint or varnish alkyd 
systems. This can be explained by the passivity of the pre-existing oxide film. The relatively 
noble behaviour of hydroblasted surface was previously illustrated by OCP measurements. 
Also EIS studies (Figure 4.27) suggested formation of a dense and adherent oxide resulted 
by aqueous corrosion. It is believed that the hydroblasting produces a relatively stable oxide
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film capable of making effective bonds with the alkyd coating to afford consistent corrosion 
protection. Also it should be noted that both hydroblasted and as-received surfaces had 
relatively low surface free energy indicating the chemical passivity as measured by contact 
angle test (section 4.3.3). Hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of oxide layer to a large 
extent determine the structural changes of the coating/substrate interface after ingress of 
water [41]. Therefore the expansion of wet interface is minimized which results in the long 
term better performance of as-received and hydroblasted surfaces.
Studies with water-borne and solvent base polyurethane and epoxy-polyamine coatings 
further confirm the above findings. In the cases of solvent base PU and epoxy-polyamine 
coatings, an initially high resistance of abrasive blasted sample is followed by decreased 
resistance in the long term. As explained earlier, the good performance in the early stages is 
due to the strong interfacial bonding in the absence of water. Subsequently, after the 
ingress of water, surface contaminations and weak oxide film promote the corrosion 
process in the long term. This is more pronounced in the case of water-borne PU coating 
where high hydrophilicity of coating warrants extensive access of water to substrate. 
Thereby micro corrosion cells are formed even after 2 days resulting in very poor 
performance of coating on abrasive blasted steel.
In general these results agree with the work conducted previously on alkyd and vinyl 
painted surfaces [12]. This is also in agreement with a previous study revealing increased 
susceptibility to corrosion of organically protected metals with more active surface, e.g. 
more deterioration of coating on aluminum substrate compared to steel substrate [42]. 
Higher ionic resistance was also observed for an alkyd coating when applied to a platinum 
substrate compared to the same coating when it was applied to steel substrate suggesting 
that the degree of activity of the substrate assists the delamination and increases the
likelihood of corrosion [43].
4.4.2 Adhesion
As part of the studies to elucidate the effect of surface preparation on protection 
afforded by organic coating, adhesion was examined. The aim was to determine whether 
the anti-corrosive performance is dominated by the coating barrier properties or by the 
interfacial adhesion quality. Wet adhesion results as function of time of contact for alkyd
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paint and alkyd varnish coated samples are given in Figures 4.39 and 4.40 respectively. The 
results for the hydroblasted and the wet abrasive blasted samples are much higher, with 
hydroblasted giving higher wet adhesion than the abrasive blasted. The results also show 
that there is not much difference between the wet adhesion of the as-received, acid etched 
and abraded samples. Throughout the experiment they were all several orders lower than 
the highly profiled hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces.
Figure 4.39 Wet adhesion of alkyd paint on differently prepared steel surfaces after 2 and 7
days in 0.5 M NaCI.
Figure 4.40 Wet adhesion of alkyd varnish on differently prepared steel surfaces after 2 and
7 days in 0.5 M NaCI.
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The immediate implication of adhesion results is the key role of surface profile on 
adhesion regardless of the protection level. An increase of available surface area for 
adhesion or more mechanical interlocking sites for the coating to adhere would explain 
superior adhesion to highly profiled surfaces. All samples show a drop between two days 
and seven days as a result of wet interface spreading underneath the paint film. They 
continue to show a reduction in adhesion up to 42 days with the higher adhesion of the 
hydroblasted samples compared with the wet abrasive blasted being maintained.
Dry adhesion measurement (data not presented here) revealed similar performance of 
hydro- and abrasive blasted surfaces both taking the form of cohesive failure of the coating. 
Wet adhesion measurement on the hydro- and abrasive blasted preparations shows a 
reasonably higher level of adhesion on hydroblasted steel with both coating systems. This is 
due to the higher surface free energy of wet abrasive blasted surface which adsorbs more 
water and expands the wet surface at interface. It has been shown that 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of oxide layer are directly reflected by differences of the 
polymer/substrate adhesion forces and will be maintained during the subsequent stages of 
immersion [41]. Abrasive blasting increases the surface area remarkably by 2.37 times 
(Figure 4.16) thus provides larger interface and improves the adhesion despite localized 
coating degradation and corrosion. Hydroblasting also increases the roughness and surface 
area by about 27% hence promotes the adhesion through the mechanical interlocking. 
However in the long term electrochemical stability seems to be more effective resulting in 
better adhesion on hydroblasted surface compare to the abrasive blasted.
This is believed that detachments initially take place at locally lower resistance areas of 
paint so-called "D" type areas with Direct relationship between the diffusion and ionic 
strength. Since these detachments take place at relatively small regions of coating/metal 
interface, the general adhesion level is significantly higher on abrasive blasted surface 
compared to the smooth surfaces, degreased, abraded and acid etched. However the 
corrosion protection was probably more greatly influenced by local detachments. Work in 
the next chapter looks at the concept of D areas, their origin and distribution on a range of
organic coatings.
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4A3 Further discussion on the adhesion results with respect to the 
surface profile
If the varying heights along a profile of a (rough) surface are considered as a distribution, 
it is possible to gauge whether a profile is skewed towards broad peaks and spike-like 
valleys, or towards broad valleys and spike-like peaks. The parameter used to give this 
information is skewness or S Sk - it has been shown that negatively skewed profile may 
prevent the perfect wetting of substrate by paint and result in poor bonding between the 
surface irregularities and the paint [26]. Figure 4.41 shows a very simple schematic of how 
positively and negatively skewed surfaces may impact the wetting and resultant bonding. 
Liquid paint on a negatively skewed surface would not flow into the sharp valleys as much as 
it flows into broad valleys. Average skewness of surface profiles as measured by optical 
profilometry were: as-received 0.34, abraded -0.17, acid etched -0.23, Hydro-blasted -0.37 
and abrasive blasted -0.57 with the as-received specimen being the only positively skewed 
surface. Abrasive blasted was the most negatively skewed profile followed by the 
hydroblasted surface. However with the very large irregularities on blasted surfaces it is 
highly unlikely that paint does not penetrate inside the grooves to wet the substrate. Also 
very similar dry adhesion result (data not presented here) on as-received, abraded and acid 
etched surfaces suggests that liquid paint has established the maximum interface with all 
surfaces regardless of their skewness. This conclusion is very important since it proves that 
differences in wet adhesion are originated from spreading the wet interface underneath the 
paint and electrochemical phenomena and not due to the lack initial bonding between 
coating and substrate. However, the insignificance of dry adhesion on anti-corrosive 
properties of organic coating has been shown elsewhere [44-46] and therefore dry 
adhesion was not considered a criterion of ranking the protectiveness of coatings.
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Negative Skewness Positive Skewness
Surface Surface
Figure 4.41 Simplistic schematic showing possible splat interaction with negative and 
positive skewness value surfaces [26]
Contrary to traditional beliefs, this result implies that the overall adhesion strength may 
play a minor role on the anti-corrosive performance of organic coating. It is believed that a 
certain level of adhesion is required to eliminate the short circuit between anodic and 
cathodic regions underneath the coating, but as long as this condition is fulfilled, ionic
resistance controls the corrosion rate.
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4.5 Summary
This study shows that activation of the surface by means of a surface preparation method 
could be detrimental to protection afforded by an organic coating, when it does not 
produce an appropriate oxide film which can withstand breakdown underneath the paint 
layer. Bare metal surface characterization provides valuable insight into the effect of surface 
profile, surface free energy and electrochemical properties of pre-existing oxide on the 
performance of organic coating.
UHP hydroblasting has shown great promise as a modern environmentally friendly 
replacement for the traditional wet abrasive (garnet) blasting surface preparation method. 
The reduced surface profile produced by UHP hydroblasting will save a significant amount of 
the paint required to fill in the surface irregularities when compared with the coarse surface 
finish obtained by the wet abrasive blasting. It also improves the anti-corrosive properties of 
organic coating in the long term by producing a contaminant free surface and a densely 
packed oxide layer capable of making effective bonding with the paint system.
Results of this study have shown that also the level of wet adhesion may not be a reliable 
criterion for the corrosion protection in some cases. Corrosion may proceed through the 
small regions of relatively lower ionic resistance causing local detachments while the overall 
adhesion maintains an acceptable level. It is believed that the absolute value of adhesion 
beyond the minimum requirement for elimination of the short circuit (between anodic and 
cathodic sites underneath the coating) is of little importance in determining the anti-
corrosion performance of an organic coating.
It is believed that upon the exposure of painted steel to water, spreading the wet 
interface as a result of ingress of water initially weakens the interfacial bonding even in the 
absence of corrosion. Subsequently micro galvanic cells establish underneath the paint 
initiating the oxidation/reduction process. Here ionic resistance of the paint film will decide 
whether the corrosion can make any further progress or it should stop.
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5.1 Introduction
The second part of chapter 4 showed the impact of metal surface preparation when 
protected by an organic coating. These results showed that different surface finishes caused 
different levels of protectivity. The physical and chemical characteristics of metal were 
discussed and theories were proposed in attempt to explain the connection between the 
state of substrate and protective efficiency of organic coating. To understand the anti 
corrosion behaviour of an organically coated metal, it is also essential to study the physical 
and chemical changes in the coating independently and identify how its performance can be 
improved. Therefore, it was felt necessary to study the fundamental structure of the organic 
coatings, particularly the ionic conduction and the heterogeneity of coating in this respect 
which manifests itself in what are known as D and I areas. The main objective of this chapter 
is to try to understand the factor(s) that cause coating heterogeneity (D type behaviour) so 
they can be eliminated in practice to enhance the protection afforded by organic coatings. 
Also an effort has been made to develop a predictive model for distribution of D areas 
across coatings with the intention to predict number of D areas in a large surface based on D 
to I ratio of coating measured using small lab size specimens. Although the main body of 
work in this chapter is on the properties of detached organic coatings, in some cases results 
from coated samples are also given to highlight the relevance of properties of detached 
coatings to the protection afforded by the organic coatings.
5.2 Background on the heterogeneous nature of coating films
A study conducted over 100 years ago by Walker and Lewis showed how discontinuity in 
a protective lacquer can lead to highly localized corrosion and early failure of the food 
storage cans[l]. They reported severe corrosion damage of tin cans coated with copal- 
linseed oil varnish six to eight weeks after they were packed with strawberries resulting in a 
leak. The corrosion started from crimped joints and quickly spread under the varnish. They 
found that when the oil lacquer was baked sufficiently long at 250°C the corrosion 
disappears. Therefore they concluded that the oil varnish is porous in nature and allows the 
penetration of electrolyte towards the metal substrate. It was also pointed out that the 
varnish was applied to uncut tin sheets hence the coating could have been damaged in the
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process of making the cans which later became where the corrosion started. While the 
defects mentioned in Walker and Lewis work were rather of macro defect type, around 5 
decades later a series of systematic studies at Cambridge University in the laboratory of Dr J. 
E. 0. Mayne (1960-1980) revealed an unusual aspect of intact organic coatings. Organic 
coatings were found to be electrochemically inhomogeneous in nature with two distinct 
conduction mechanisms for ions, moreover which conduction mechanism was operative had 
a major influence on the corrosion protection afforded by the coating. In the first 
mechanism the resistance of the film was Inversely proportional to that of solution, resulting 
in higher resistance at higher solution concentration. Coatings with such behaviour were so- 
called T '  or inverse type coatings. The second mode of through-film transport that was 
identified was named "D" or direct type conduction where the film's resistance follows that 
of the solution. Figure 5.1 illustrates the typical resistance exhibited by D and I type films as 
exposed to different concentration of salt solution. It was suggested that the water activity 
plays the key role in ionic conduction through I type coatings whilst the ionic strength 
controls the transport through D type coatings where the size of conduction pathway is 
remarkably bigger [2,3]. Further studies [4]revealed that under-film corrosion initially occurs 
at D type areas and then spreads across the interface.
In the interest of improving the protection properties of organic coatings, it is important 
to identify the phenomena that originate D type areas and try to eliminate them. A series of 
studies investigated the effect of electrolyte [3], thickness [5], temperature [6], 
pigmentation [7] and solvent [8] on D/l type ratio of paint film. A review on these classic 
studies, written by Greenfield and Scantlebury, can be found in reference [9]. The bulk of 
these works was conducted by measuring DC resistance on several pieces of 1 cm of 
detached film to statistically determine the fraction of D or I type behaving paint film. One 
conclusion from this was that the D type area only occupies a small fraction of a 1 cm area
of film (e.g. V ioQ t/i to V iQ ootn) but this area has a remarkablV higher Permeability thus 
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Figure 5.1 Effect of KCI concentration on the DC resistance of D and I type alkyd varnish. 
Dependence of coating resistance to solution concentration is shown as the direct 
relationship between ionic strength and coating conductivity for D type coatings and inverse 
relationship for I types (figure reproduced from Ref.[4]).
As mentioned earlier, most of the early studies on inhomogeneity of the resistance on 
organic coatings were conducted using 1 cm2 area of film that suggested, in the case of D 
type behaviour, highly permeable area occupying small fraction of film. To further study the 
distribution of resistance within a D type coating, a wire beam electrode (WBE) is used in 
this study. A wire beam electrode, first introduced by Tan [10], is a multi-piece electrode 
constructed with an array of metal wires embedded into an insulating material. The surface 
of each individual electrode serves as a small metal substrate. The principle of this type of 
electrode is based on subdividing a continuous area of a metal surface into many small parts 
and measuring the electrochemical properties of each part by means of individual isolated 
connections. WBE has been successfully utilized for studying inhomogeneity and localized 
corrosion at surfaces such as steel [11,12], aluminium [13] and a range of organic coatings 
[14-18]. Tan [16,17] studied the effect of prolonged exposure to salt water on electrical 
homogeneity of organic coatings using a WBE. His results suggested a homogeneous 
electrochemical behaviour across the surface of each individual wire while the large 
statistical distribution of resistance revealed the presence of heterogeneity from wire to 
wire across the whole surface of the multi-electrode. More recent work by Wu et al. [15] 
utilized a wire-beam electrode with 121 independent steel arrays to investigate the 
influence of thickness on homogeneity of paint when coated on a steel surface. Their results
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revealed the significance of thickness on the homogeneity of paint and its ionic conduction. 
They also confirmed the early results of Mills and Mayne [5] in regards to the higher 
homogeneity of a double coat system compared to a single coat with the same overall 
thickness. This latter work particularly suggests that either artefacts arising from solvent 
evaporation and/or insufficiently crosslinked polymeric areas could be potential origins of D 
type behaviour.
Traditionally most thermoplastic polymers are considered semi-crystalline materials with 
varying crystalline fraction. The crystalline phase is considered the impermeable phase while 
the amorphous phase is the more permeable phase with relatively loose structure. It has 
been shown that thin films of thermoplastic polymers with high degree of crystallinity such 
as a bi-oriented polypropylene film can be made to exhibit 100% I type behaviour with a 
uniformly very high resistance across the film [5]. The small crystalline regions may even 
immobilize the surrounding amorphous phase and as a result significantly reduce 
permeation rate [19]. It has been suggested that addition of lamellar nano clay has similar 
effect and improves the barrier properties by immobilization of the polymer chain-segment 
[20,21]. However, all of the coatings used in this study are cross-linking, thermoset, 
polymers and therefore they do not contain crystalline phase. Factors affecting ionic 
permeability in such polymers will be investigated in the following sections.
5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Materials
The alkyd varnish was based on a short oil soya based alkyd resin with 40% v/v solid 
content. The solvent was Xylene. The alkyd paint was based on the same resin, pigmented 
with calcium diphosphate (also known as calcium pyrophosphate with the chemical 
structure of Ca20 7P2). Both alkyd varnish and alkyd paint were supplied by Pronto industrial
paints Ltd, Derbyshire, UK.
A typical soya bean oil is composed of linoleic (54%), linolenic (5%), oleic (30%), palmitic 
(9%), stearic (4%) and arachic (1%) acids that are esterified with polyols (e.g. glycerol) and 
polyacids (e.g. phthalic anhydride or maleic anhydride) to form alkyd (alcohol-acid) polymer.
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The resulting polymer contains C=C bonds owing to the unsaturated fatty acids; linoleic, 
linolenic and oleic acids. The polymer is crosslinked through its C=C bonds in the air by an 
oxidative radical co-polymerisation.
Solvent base and waterborne polyurethane (PU) coatings were acrylic polyol (OH 
functional) resins crosslinked with polyisocyanate. The solvent based acrylic was SETALUX 
1196 XX-60 polyol with 60%v/v solid content and Xylene as solvent. Waterborne acrylic was 
SETAQUA 6515 which was a polyol emulsion in Dl water/butylglycol/solvesso 100 
(85.8/7.6/6.6). Both poly-acrylic resins were supplied by Nuplex Resins, Nuplex, Netherlands. 
Both poly-acrylic resins were crosslinked with Tolonate HDT-LV2 which was a solvent free, 
low viscosity aliphatic polyisocyanate based on Hexamethylene Diisocyanate trimer (HDI 
homopolymer) supplied by Perstorp, France. Stoichiometric mixing ratio of 1:1 of NCO:OH 
was used for solvent base PU. Due to the NC0-H20 reaction in aqueous media, mixing ratio 
of 1.25:1 (excessive polyisocyanate) was used for waterborne PU to compensate for NCO- 
water reaction.
Solvent base, waterborne and solvent free epoxy paints were supplied by AkzoNobel 
International paints, Newcastle, UK, with 63%v/v, 52%v/v and 100% solid contents, 
respectively.
The nano particles used in this study was BYK-LP-X 21390 which was a pre-dispersed nano 
silica (Si02) with 50%wt solid content in TMPTA (trimethylolpropane triacrylate), 20 nm 
particle size and acrylic surface treatment. The nano particles were supplied by BYK, Wesel, 
Germany, and were incorporated by 2.5 wt% in the alkyd varnish.
5.3.2 Sample preparation
A set of alkyd coatings were prepared using the alkyd varnish to study the effect of curing 
temperature, thickness and nano-additive on electrochemical inhomogeneity. A range of 
thickness was obtained using a number of spreader bars.
All coatings were prepared at Room Temperature (RT), i.e. 18-22 C, unless otherwise 
stated.
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The alkyd varnish with 85±5 |im film thickness was also cured at 60°C to examine the 
effect of curing temperature.
To examine the effect of structural change and partial polymerisation the liquid alkyd 
varnish was incubated at 60°C for 10 days before it was used to prepare the detached film.
Triple layer alkyd varnish was prepared through a layer by layer procedure with the 
overall film thickness of 85±5 pm. Second and third layers were applied after the former 
layer was fully cured.
In order to obtain the detached film, the liquid paint was applied on a non-stick PTFE 
(Polytetrafluoroethylene) sheet (for alkyd coatings) or Polypropylene sheet (for epoxy and 
PU coatings) using the spreader bar and carefully delaminated after it was fully dried. The 
coating thickness was then measured by a Defelsko PosiTest DFT thickness gauge.
5.3.3 Wire beam multi-electrode construction
98 steel wires with 1.5 mm diameter were embedded in an acrylic mould to form a 
square array (figure 5.2 left). The cross-section was carefully cut and polished using 240 grit 
emery to obtain a flat surface while each steel wire was left protruding at least 2 cm from 
the other side of the mould for further electrical connection and measurement. With 98 
steel wires, each with 7.06 mm2 area, embedded in a 4x4.5cm (18 cm2) area, the wires 
cross-section composed about 7 cm2 of the whole area. The coatings were then applied 
using a spreader bar. The coatings were also applied with the same thickness to a steel panel 
for thickness measurement. The DC resistance of each coated wire was measured in 0.5 M 
NaCI solution using a 610C solid state Keithley electrometer against a calomel electrode 
(figure 5.2 right). The multi-electrode was in solution for 24 hours before the DC
measurement. All measurements were made at RT, 18-22 C.
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Figure 5.2 Optical image of the WBE surface with 98 steel wires (left) and the set-up used for 
measuring DC resistance of individual wires using an Electrometer and saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) (right).
A distribution map of resistance was produced for each coating using Microsoft Excel 2007 
program. Values of individual wires were entered into a data sheet and the missing values 
(corresponded to the gap between wires) were estimated by averaging from the 
surrounding measured values. Subsequently the 13x15 matrix of values was plotted with a 
"3-D surface" format and the image was also rotated to show the top view.
5.3.4 D/I type measurement protocol
The D/I ratio was determined by measuring DC resistance of 3.1 cm2 detached coatings 
using a 610C solid state Keithley electrometer. Detached films were cut into approx. 4cm2 
squares (figure 5.3-left) and mounted in U shape glass cells (figure 5.3-middle) where the DC 
resistance could be measured in a two electrode arrangement across the coating using two 
calomel electrodes (figure 5.3 right). The DC resistance was measured with 0.001M KCI and 
3.5M KCI solutions to identify the conduction type of each piece. If the resistance was lower 
in the 3.5M solution than that in 0.001M solution it was classified as a D type. If resistance 
was higher in the 3.5M solution than that in the 0.001M solution it was classified as I type. 
Coatings were in contact with each solution for at least 2 hrs before the measurements was 
made. All measurements were performed at room temperature, 18-22 C. Consequently the 
D/I type ratio was statistically calculated over 20 samples. Different size of specimen used in 
this study (3.1 cm2) makes direct comparison with Mayne results difficult. The 3.1 cm2 
specimen used in this study will result in higher D to I ratio due to higher chance of inclusion
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of a D area in each specimen when compared with Mayne method which used 1 cm 
specimens.
Figure 5.3 Experimental set-up for detached film measurements [22]
.3.  ther e perimental methods for electrochemical  physico  
mechanical and chemical characteri ation
- EIS was performed using an automated ACM G i 1 AC potentiostat/galvanostat/FRA within 
lOkHz-lOmHz range with the ac amplitude of lOmV rms around OCP. SCE was used as 
reference electrode and Pt electrodes were used as counter and working electrodes. A 
standard 3 electrode configuration was used with one Pt electrode in each side of U cell and 
SCE in the same side with the WE. EIS measurements were performed in 0.001M, 0.5M and
5M NaCI solutions at RT.
- ENM was performed using single cell configuration described in chapter 3. SCE was used 
as reference electrode and a steel bar was used as working electrode to measure potential 
and current noise across the coating with the SCE in one side of U cell and steel bar in the 
other side. ENM was performed in 5M NaCI solution at RT.
- FTIR-ATR was performed using SHIMADZU FTIR-8400S spectrophotometer with a Smiths 
Detection DuraSampI//? II ATR attachment in transmission mode within 750-3950 cm 
wavelength range. 1ml of liquid resin was used as samples to fully cover the diamond crystal 
detector. Background spectrum was collected from the overhead sample holder and
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subtracted automatically from the sample spectrum. Three samples from each resin were 
measured to ensure the repeatability of spectrum.
- Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed using DSC 
facility provided at the Intitute for Creative Leather Technologies (ICLT), University of 
Northampton, UK, with a METTLER TOLEDO DSC 821 at 5 °C heating rate with the range of 
-10°C to 150°C under N2 atmosphere. Standard 40 pL crucible aluminium pans were used 
and the weight of samples was 8-12 mg. Samples were cut from fully cured detached films. 
All data presented here are normalized in regard to the weight of samples.
- Dynamical thermo-mechanical analysis (DMTA) experiments were performed by a DMA 
Tritec 2000, Triton-technology at 5 °C/min heating rate, 1 Hz oscillation under 1 N force and 
20 pm displacement. Storage and loss modulus were measured within the temperature 
range of 20 to 120°C. Specimens were rectangular detached films with a fixed length of 11 
mm and approximate width of 8 mm fixed to a single cantilever with tension mode. Tg was 
determined at the maximum of the a transition peak of the tan6.
.  Practica  aspects o  type e aviour
.4.1 elevance of  behaviour to the protective properties of 
coating on steel
Previous studies [4,23] revealed that D type areas are the locations at which the 
corrosion of metal starts under organic coating. It has been also pointed out that I type 
coatings may change to D type over long period of exposure to electrolyte due to high ion 
exchange capacity of coating. In practice when coating is attached to an electrochemically 
active substrate, e.g. steel, other functions such as under-film contamination or osmosis can 
gradually cause coating degradation and change the I type behaviour to D type. A long term 
experiment was hence designed to look at resistance inhibition of alkyd varnish and its
relationship with D/I type behaviour.
Figure 5.4 shows the change of DC resistance for four similarly prepared alkyd varnish 
coatings on steel with 70±5 pm thickness and 4.15cm of exposed area. DC resistance was 
measured over 5 month in 0.5 M NaCI solution and D/I type behaviour of coated specimens
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was examined using 0.001 M and saturated NaCI solutions after 1 and 24 days. Out of 4 
samples, 3 samples retained high resistance over the period of measurement. An unusual 
observation was the high resistance of sample 1 in the long term despite its D type 
behaviour and relatively low resistance after one day. One probable explanation for the 
unexpected behaviour of sample 1 could be the pore plugging mechanism. Since the alkyd 
structure is normally negatively charged with carboxylic acid groups, it may confine the 
diffusion of chloride ions which results in a permanent settlement of insoluble oxides in ionic 
pathways. However, this is in contrast with previous findings indicating D areas to have non- 
selective permeability (unlike I type areas). An alternative explanation was proposed by 
Heyes [24]. He observed that once the paint causes passivation of the metal, the system 
adopts I type conduction characteristics even though the detached coatings that he studied 
were 100% D type. The coatings he studied contained inhibitive pigments capable of 
passivating steel while the coatings studied here were alkyd varnish with no pigmentation. 
However, increased pH beneath the high resistance varnish after initial electrochemical 
process may establishes passivation of steel even in the absence of inhibitive pigments. This 
was confirmed by noble potential of all 4 samples in the early stages of immersion.
After one month the early I type behaviour of sample 3 was changed to D type behaviour 
when checked with 0.001M and 3.5M KCI solutions. This so-called slow change occurs as a 
result of high pH generated by corrosion and partial hydrolysis of polymer network. The 
important observation was that at the time of measurement the resistance of sample 3 was 
no different from the rest of samples. Thereafter sample 3 underwent a significant decrease 
of resistance. This observation highlights the significance of coating degradation in slow 
change" process and also reveals the potential of D/l type identification method as a
predictive method.
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Figure 5.4 DC resistance of 4 similarly prepared samples of alkyd varnish on steel with 70±5 
pm thickness.
.4.2 dentifying  type behaviour using electrochemical noise 
method E
Measuring DC Resistance has been the major method of identifying D/I type behaviour. It 
provides a relatively quick and reproducible measurement. However, limitations of DC 
method, as discussed in chapter 3, make it hard to use in the field. Here electrochemical 
noise measurement with single cell arrangement is implemented to check if the technique is 
capable of recognizing D/I behaviour of detached coatings. Figure 5.5 shows the results of 
individual potential and current noise measurement and noise resistance obtained from 
these two values for 7 samples. Highly concentrated salt solution (5M NaCI) was used in 
order to pronounce the effect of conduction mechanism on resistance and maximize 
detection power of ENM. D/I type behaviour of samples were previously defined using DC 
method. Results show significantly higher level of potential noise through I type coatings 
while the level of current noise is hardly different from D type films (except the very low 
resistance sample no. 2). The important implication of this experiment is that the ionic 
conduction is mostly triggered by a potential gradient. This potential gradient is supplied by 
the small external potential applied by electrometer in DC method of measurement. In case 
of coated metal the inherent electrolytic potential of metal substrate provides this potential
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gradient. However due to the absence of this driving force in ENM it is hard to discriminate 
between the current flow through I and D type coatings.
In absence of ZRA during potential noise measurement the potential gradient is 
established across the coating which is reflected by large difference of level of potential 
noise measured for I and D type coating. Thereby, it is also reflected by the Rn which can 
identify the different resistance of D and I type coatings. Note the ZRA is in action 
throughout the whole measurement when other ENM configurations, i.e. salt bridge, single 
substrate and NOCS, are used. Further work is required to examine the capability of other 
ENM configurations for D/l type identification.
Figure 5.5 o(v), o(l) and Rn measured in 5M NaCI solution for a set of alkyd varnish detached 
films with different ionic conduction (D or I type) mechanisms revealing the capability of 
ENM for identifying D and I type behaviour.
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.  actors a ecting  ratio
. .1 hic ness
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show the distribution map of DC resistance across alkyd films with 18 
pm and 32 pm thickness. The immediate implication of multi-electrode results is that the 
electrochemical heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic of polymer film which is more 
pronounced as the film thickness decreases. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 
permeable or D areas are very small areas with remarkably different conduction properties 
as also stated elsewhere [9]. The number of spots with low resistance (1E5 -  1E7) has been 
significantly decreased from 20 to 6 by increasing the thickness from 18 pm and 32 pm. 
Resistance values have been converted to represent the resistance of each wire on Q.cm2 
basis. Different shades of each colour (e.g. dark green to light green) appears to be an art 
effect used by MS Excel and may not represent a differentiation of values. Five categories of 
colours (cyan, purple, green, red and dark blue) have been assigned to represent different 
classes of DC resistance from high to low. The statistical analysis (results not presented) 
showed that increasing the film thickness also narrowed down the distribution of resistance 
values. In other words, increasing thickness improved the electrochemical homogeneity of 
alkyd film. It should be noted that the resistance measured by a multi-electrode may not 
directly indicate D or I type behaviour. It has been shown previously that coating may exhibit 
up to two orders of magnitude higher resistance when the coating is adhered to metal


















Figure 5.6 DC resistance map acquired by WBE from alkyd coating on steel with 18 pm of 
film thickness after 24 hours immersion in 0.5M NaCI.


















Figure 5.7 DC resistance map acquired by WBE from alkyd coating on steel with 32 pm of 
film thickness after 24 hours immersion in 0.5M NaCI.
Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of resistance for 89 alkyd varnish specimens of different 
thicknesses in 0.001M and 5 M NaCI solution regardless of D or I type characteristics. Larger 
range of distribution in 5 M NaCI is a result of different ionic activity in D and I type films in 
strong solutions while similar water absorption makes it harder to differentiate D and I type 
films in dilute solution. Figure 5.9 shows the same data (presented in fig. 5.8) divided by type 
of film and solution concentration. Figures 5.9b and 5.9d show a general increase of 
resistance of D type films in both solutions as a function of coating thickness along the line L. 
This can be explained by the longer conduction pathway in thicker coatings which dominates 
the resistance of D type films. Distribution along the line W is attributed to the different 
number and sizes of D areas within samples as also shown elsewhere [25]. I type resistance 
appears to be independent of coating thickness however it has been reported in the past 
that resistance of both I type and D type films increase by increasing the thickness [5].
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Figure 5.8 Distribution of resistance for 89 samples alkyd films in 0.001 M and 5 M NaCI
solution.
































Figure 5.9 Distribution of resistance of I and D type alkyd films in 5 M (a & b) and 0.001 M NaCI
(c & d) solutions.
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Figure 5.10 shows the effect of thickness on D/l type ratio of alkyd varnish, waterborne 
PU, solvent base epoxy/polyamide paint and solvent free epoxy/polyamide paint coatings 
based on 3.1cm2 areas. Increasing the thickness, as expected, increases the homogeneity 
and I type behaviour. The presence of a highly conducting continuous aqueous pathway is 
the essential requirement for D type behaviour. Thickening the polymer layer can potentially 
block or interrupt the conduction by impermeable polymeric regions (e.g. regions of higher 
cross linking density). This is however insignificant for highly hydrophilic waterborne PU 

























Figure 5.10 Effect of thickness on the D/l type behaviour of alkyd varnish, waterborne PU, 
solvent base epoxy/polyamide paint and solvent free epoxy/polyamide paint coatings.
Alkyd varnish films were kept immersed for two weeks to see if any films changed from I 
type to D type. Although a slight decrease was observed in some cases, no I type to D type 
change was observed. D type resistances dropped significantly after two weeks immersion 
which is in-line with the earlier results [5]. This could be as a result of formation of water 
clusters in the long term in D type film [26]. Earlier works however showed instability of
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some I type alkyd films in the long term exposure to strong chloride solution. This was 
attributed to the high ion exchange capacity of the alkyds common at the time. Chemical 
characterization of the alkyd varnish used in this study showed very high conversion ratio of 
polymer evidenced by negligible OH peak at 3350-3550 cm'1 range of FTIR spectrum. This 
implies the presence of a very small ratio of carboxylic groups in the chemical structure of 
resin thus a low ion exchange capacity. The ion exchange process in the case of alkyd results 
in replacing the -H  from carboxylic functional group by cations such as Na\ This process in 
the long term leads to drastic increase of ionic content within the coating and decrease of 
resistance. The negligible OH peak in FTIR spectrum indicates the absence of carboxylic 
groups and low ion exchange capacity of alkyd resin resulting in the stability of I type films 
over time. It also confirms the hypothesis advanced in the past for explaining the instability 
of some I type films in strong solution in the long term due to the ion exchange process.
5.6.2 Curing temperature
Figure 5.11 illustrates the resistance map of alkyd film with 32 pm film thickness which 
was force cured at 60°C for 24 hr. In comparison with figure 5.7, force drying of the alkyd at 
60 °C has significantly decreased the number of low resistance spots compared to the 
sample cured at RT. Also statistical analysis shows a significant increase of the average 
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Figure 5.11 DC resistance map acquired by WBE from force cured alkyd coating at 60°C for 
24 hr with 32 pm of film thickness after 24 hrs immersion in 0.5M NaCI.
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Figure 5.12 shows the D/l type ratio of alkyd coating when cured at RT and 60°C. The 
significantly lower D/l ratio of alkyd when cured at elevated temperature can be explained 
by two mechanisms. First explanation is based on enhanced crosslinking as a result of higher 
temperature and higher yield of oxidative co-polymerisation reactions. It can also be a result 
of more efficient solvent evaporation at higher temperatures. Solvent pockets when 
entrapped inside the film may produce hollows and permeable areas. At higher 
temperatures, increased molecular motions increases the intermolecular space (or free 
volume) therefore the solvent can be removed more efficiently while the coating is not
completely set.
Figure 5.12 D/l type ratio of alkyd films cured at RT and 60 °C with 85±5 pm film thickness.
Thermal analysis results, shown in figure 5.13, reveal a significantly higher residual post-
cure exothermic peak for the alkyd coating that was cured at RT compared with one cured at 
60°C. This result confirms that there are a larger number of unreacted functional groups 
when the alkyd is cured at lower temperature and helps to explain the enhanced I type 
behaviour of the coating which was cured in the oven. Figure 5.14 shows DSC results of wet 
alkyd films in which larger endothermic peak under 100 C is associated with the water 
removal from the film. DSC pans were pierced to let the moisture out. Result shows 
significantly higher water absorption by the RT dried coating compared to the force dried 
coating. Although the C=C or unreacted alkyd functional groups are no different from C-C
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groups in terms of hydrophilicity, the free space in absence of cross-linked polymers 
provides larger space for water accumulation.
It should be noted that the presence of larger number of unreacted groups does not have 
a significant effect on the measured glass transition temperature, Tg. This also has no 
significant effect on the storage modulus of alkyd as measured by DMTA. Figure 5.15 shows 
similar storage modulus for the wet alkyd coatings cured at RT and 60°C. Generally the lower 
storage modulus of wet films compared to dry film can be attributed to the presence of 
water in the film and its plasticizing effect. This plasticizing effect was shown clearer in figure 
5.16 as the first (and smaller) peak of tan 6 in the range of 20 to 25°C. This peak, which was 
not observed for the dry film sample, is associated with the plasticization effect of water 
within the polymeric structure which facilitates movement of polymeric chains and softens 
the film [27,28]. The DMTA technique did not show adequate sensitivity to differentiate the 
structural change of alkyd films cured at different temperatures.
Figure 5.13 DSC thermograms of the alkyd coating cured at room temperature and at 60°C
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Figure 5.15 Storage modulus of dry and wet alkyd coating cured at RT and at 60°C measured 
by DMTA.
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Figure 5.16 Tan 6 of dry and wet alkyd coating cured at RT and at 60 C measured by DMTA
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More recently, the beneficial effect of extended curing time on lowering the porosity of 
polyester coating and its permeability was shown by Worsley et al. [29]. Post annealing of 
thermoset or crosslinked coatings has been shown to make no significant difference to the 
homogeneity or D/l type ratio of coatings [5]. However a more recent study on a 
thermoplastic polycarbonate coating showed that post annealing can reduce the size and 
the number of pores and increase the homogeneity [30]. The effect of temperature of cure 
was further studied using polyurethane varnish cured at 20°C, 70°C and 110°C. Steel Q-panel 
was coated with 100±2 pm PU and immersed in 0.5M NaCI for 42 days. Results, as shown in 
figure 5.17, revealed that elevated curing temperature up to 110 °C can improve DC 
resistance of coatings by about two orders of magnitude that remained consistent for the 
duration of experiment. The improved performance of coating is attributed to higher 
crosslinking density and uniformity of chemical structure as revealed by thermo-mechanical 
characterization (data not presented). Increase of Tg and crosslinking of organic coatings as 
a result of force drying at higher temperature is discussed in detail in ref. [31].
Figure 5.17 Effect of curing temperature on DC resistance of steel Q-panel coated by 
polyurethane varnish with 100+2 pm thickness immersed in 0.5 M NaCI solution showing the 
beneficial effect of curing at elevated temperature (reproduced from ref. [32]).
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5.6.3Effect of solvent
100% solid epoxies are normally made by using reactive diluents as viscosity modifiers 
[33]. These reactive diluents are epoxidised molecules that participate in crosslinking 
reactions of epoxy and become a part of polymeric network. They are mainly used in the 
paint industry to meet the increasingly strict environmental regulations that push 
manufacturers towards low VOC paints. Reactive diluents may also be used to impart 
properties such as flexibility and impact resistance. From the permeability point of view, 
solvents have always been suspected to play a part in making "escape ways" during the 
drying process which will later turn into highly permeable areas or D areas [8]. Therefore, 
the inhomogeneity of 100% solid paints are particularly interesting to study since the volatile 
matter has been eliminated from the paint formulation and it cannot contribute to D area
formation.
Another interesting group of paints (in terms of the solvent used in the paint formulation) 
are waterborne coatings. Waterborne paints also gained attraction in the paint industry 
because of their low VOC characteristics but they are also interesting because of their 
homogeneous chemical structure. Waterborne resins are pre-polymerized polymer micelles 
with relatively narrow and uniform molecular weight distribution. Final coating forms as a 
result of evaporation of water and co-solvent followed by inter-diffusion (coalescence) of 
polymer micelles and poly-functional curing agent.
Here the effect of solvent is studied by comparing a solvent free epoxy/polyamine paint 
(65±5 pm), a waterborne epoxy/polyamine paint (110±10 pm) and a solvent based 
epoxy/polyamine paint (60±5 pm) and also a solvent base and waterborne PU varnish with 
65±5 pm and 85±5 pm thickness respectively. Result of D/l ratio is shown in figure 5.18. The 
immediate implication of result is the very poor performance (100% D type behaviour) of 
waterborne coatings. The solvent base PU varnish performed reasonably well (25% D type) 
while the solvent base epoxy paint was 90% D type. The solvent free epoxy paint stood in
between with 57% D type behaviour.
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solvent free waterborne Solvent based waterborne solvent based 
epoxy paint epoxy paint epoxy paint PU varnish PU varnish
(65±5 pm) (110±10pm) (60±5 pm) (85±5 pm) (60±5 pm)
Figure 5.18 D/l type ratio of epoxy/polyamine paint and polyurethane varnish coatings.
There are in essence three main ways of achieving water dispersible resins such as 
waterborne epoxy and PU including: (1) preparation of an emulsion in water by either 
dispersing a fully formed resin or polymerising comonomers in an aqueous phase, (2) 
preparation of an acid rich resin and neutralization with a base hence the resin can be 
dispersed in water, (3) preparation of a base rich resin and neutralization with an acid [34]. 
In all cases, the hydrophobicity of coating increases due to the presence of surface active 
agents (emulsifiers) in the film or a highly ionic structure of resin. The remarkably higher 
water absorption of waterborne epoxy paint is also confirmed by thermal analysis results 
shown in Figure 5.19. Similar result was also achieved for PU varnishes (data not presented). 
The water-uptake induces increases of the polymer permittivity and molecular mobility due 
to the plasticizing effect [35]. The latter increases also the permittivity of polymer by dipolar 
relaxation. The highly hydrophilic resin in both cases of waterborne epoxy paint and 
waterborne PU varnish is believed to be the reason of their 100% D type behaviour. Earlier 
study by Mayne and Mills [4] also showed 100% D type behaviour of waterborne styrene- 
butyl acrylate paint with a very uniform resistance behaviour. The unsatisfactory level of 
protection afforded by waterborne epoxy paint on steel was also stated by the 
manufacturer (AKZO Nobel, International paints) which could be a result of D type
characteristic of the coating.
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Mayne [8] in his last contribution to this field, published in 1989, compared a solvent free 
epoxy/polyamine varnish (75-80 pm) with a solvent based epoxy/polyamine varnish (~98 
pm). His results showed 100% I type behaviour of solvent free epoxy which was attributed 
to the absence of interference of solvent with the curing process thus achieving a highly 
homogeneous structure. It is believed that a small amount of solvent remains in the coating 
for a relatively long time after the chemical crosslinking process is completed. Solvent may 
impact the structural inhomogeneity in two ways. The first is by introducing a spatial 
hindrance between reacting functional groups during the crosslinking process that results in 
a lower crosslinking density. The second way that solvent affects inhomogeneity is through it 
late removal from the paint layer which leaves behind solvent "escape ways". By elimination 
of solvent from the paint system such detrimental effects are theoretically obviated 
resulting in an improved I type behaviour. It should be noted again that all works at the 
Mayne group were performed using 1 cm2 specimens while here 3.1 cm2 specimens are 
used and therefore a direct comparison between these results and Mayne's results is
9
incorrect. However the one case of exception is the 100% I type behaviour at which the size 
of specimen makes no difference (further detail is given in section 5.9). Compared to the 
earlier results of Mayne indicating 100% I type behaviour of solvent free epoxy varnish, 
pigmentation seems to have negatively influenced the homogeneity of solvent free epoxy 
paint that is studied here. This could be as a result of void formation or poor interfacial 
interaction between pigment and resin [36]. It should be noted that all epoxy paints used in 
this study were recommended by manufacturer as primer or as intermediate layer in a 
multi-layer coating system. Such layers are usually pigmented to near CPVC and therefore 
they are particularly susceptible to void formation. Unfortunately due to the confidentiality 
of ingredients and formulation of the industrial epoxy paint system no further information 
on chemical structure could be obtained and so no further comment on chemical 
compatibility of the pigment and resin can be made here.
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Figure 5.19 DCS thermograms of wet solvent base, waterborne and solvent free epoxy 
paints.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show tan 5 and storage modulus of wet films of solvent base, 
waterborne and solvent free epoxy paints. The water plasticization effect is observed on 
both solvent based and waterborne epoxies while the solvent free epoxy does not show 
such effect. Also an interesting observation is that the Tg of solvent free epoxy is lower than 
Tg of solvent base and waterborne epoxies in water despite its better performance. The 
relationship between Tg and polymer permittivity has been addressed elsewhere [37,38]. It 
appears that as long as the Tg of coating is higher than ambient temperature the 
permittivity is no longer influenced by thermal properties. Figure 5.22 shows the specific 
volume of a typical amorphous polymer as a function of temperature. The free volume of an 
amorphous material is the volume not occupied by the molecules making up the material. 
As temperature increases above Tg, the specific volume increases. There is no additional 
matter, hence the same molecules are occupying more space as a result of increased 
molecular motions. Below the Tg, temperature has no influence on the free volume of 
polymer. The significant increase of free volume is also the reason for increased permittivity 
and ionic conduction above Tg. A recent study by Li et al. also showed that the polarity of 
resin dominates the equilibrium water content while the free volume is the main factor for 
diffusion coefficient and activation energy of water sorption [39].
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Figure 5.22 Tan 5 of solvent base, waterborne and solvent free epoxy paints after being 
soaked in Dl water for 24 hrs. DMTA was performed at 5 oC/min heating rate, 1 Hz 
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Figure 5.23 Storage modulus of solvent base, waterborne and solvent free epoxy paints after 
being soaked in Dl water for 24 hrs. DMTA was performed at 5 oC/min heating rate, 1 Hz
oscillation under 1 N force and 20 pm displacement.
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Tg Temperature
Figure 5.22 relationship between polymer specific and free volume with temperature [40].
The resistance inhomogeneity of waterborne polyurethane varnish on steel was further 
studied using the wire-beam multi-electrode. The thickness of coating was 45 pm and it was 
immersed in 0.5 M NaCI solution for 24 hr before the measurement was made. Results 
showed a relatively homogeneous low resistance across the electrode surface with around 
82% of resistances in the range of 1x10s - 2xl08 Q.cm2. The results are also in-line with an 
earlier study on waterborne acrylic and vinylidene coatings [41]. Compared to solvent based 
coatings a generally lower resistance with less variation of value among nominally identical 
samples was reported. This work involved examining large areas of coating on steel panel 
with DC technique and ENM. A localised breakdown of coating was also suspected in which 
case the SRET technique was suggested for local examination in the further works. The 
multi-electrode result presented in figure 5.23 provides evidence for local breakdown of a 
low resistance waterborne coating as well as locating the breakdown areas.
















Figure 5.23 DC resistance map acquired by WBE coated by waterborne polyurethane varnish 
showing distribution of resistance on steel substrate. The film thickness was 45pm and the 
measurement was made after 24 hrs in 5M NaCI.
5.6.4Effect of solid particles
Effect of addition of nano-silica and pigmentation with zinc phosphate on alkyd resin on 
D/l type behaviour is shown in figure 5.12. Coatings thickness was 85±5 pm. No reasonable 
change was observed due to addition of nano particles. It may be that the relatively lower 
density of nano particles compared to the alkyd has resulted in accumulation/flotation of 
these particles on the surface and minimal effect on the bulk properties. Improved barrier 
properties and corrosion resistance of alkyd [42], epoxy [21], polyurethane [43] and a model 
semi-crystaline thermoplastic polymer film [20] has been reported elsewhere. The key 
factors of effectiveness of nano particles seem to be the perfection of dispersion [44] and 
appropriate bonding between nano particles and polymer [45]. Further studies on the effect 
of addition of nano-silica were conducted using a polyurethane varnish. Earlier results 
published in reference [32], showed that incompatibility or flocculation of nano silica can 
negatively influence the protective properties of polyurethane coating. Incompatibility of 
nano particle could be due to their inappropriate surface treatment, i.e. functional groups 
on nano particle do not interact with functional groups of polymer, resulting in the phase 
separation. Silica nano particle are often added into clear coats to improve the mechanical 
and optical properties such as scratch resistance, mar resistance and UV resistance. Results
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presented here shown that such nano particles impart no deleterious effect of protective 
properties of alkyd coating.
Pigmentation by calcium phosphate has improved the I type behaviour by about 8%. It is 
suggested that good interfacial bonding between pigment and resin have reinforced the 
network thus improved the barrier properties. It has been shown that a poor 
pigment/polymer interface or presence of porous pigment flocculation due to poor 
dispersion can cause inhomogeneity [36,46]. This result is also in line with early findings of 
Scantlebury [47] that showed an increased homogeneity of alkyd due to pigmentation with 
iron oxide. An interesting observation was that unlike alkyd varnish majority of I type alkyd 
paints changed to D type after 2 weeks immersion in concentrated KCI solution. This is 
believed to be due to the hydrophobic groups incorporated by calcium diphosphate 
pigment. It has been shown that even slightly soluble pigments have a remarkable effect of 
resistance properties of coating [24]. It is also useful to mention the generally lower 
resistance of alkyd paint on steel, section 4.4.1 figures 4.34 and 4.35, compared to alkyd 
varnish in the long term. It seems that a critical parameter for an anti-corrosive organic 
coating with barrier mechanism is not just the I type behaviour in the short term but also
retention of such behaviour in the long term.
Figure 5.24 Effect of solid particles on D/l type ratio of 85±5 pirn alkyd films.
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5.6.5Effect of multi-layers
Figure 5.25 shows triple coat alkyd (85±5 pm) exhibiting 100% I type behaviour compared 
with 50% I type behaviour of a single coat alkyd with the same overall thickness. Note that 
the triple layer was composed of three coats each about 30 pm. The superior homogeneity 
of multi-coat system can be due to better solvent removal (similar to the effect of curing 
temperature) when the layers are applied as a number of thin films. Also it can be a result of 
D areas being very small and hence most likely they will be overlaid by I type areas present 
in the subsequent layers. Similar explanation was proposed by Wu et al. [15] for better 
performance of double layer phenolic resin compared to that of the single layer.
Figure 5.25 Effect of multi-coat application on D/l type behaviour of 85±5 pm alkyd
Solvent retention (also called solvent entrapment) can significantly change the 
permeability of coating. When the solvent is lost first from the top of alkyd film, a high 
viscosity, low free volume layer forms at the top of the film through oxidative crosslinking 
while substantial amount of solvent is still present in the lower levels of the film [40], It 
should be noted that most organic coatings are engineered in such a way that Tg of dried 
coating is higher than the end use temperature. This is mainly because the barrier properties 
of organic coatings deteriorate as temperature rises above their Tg [48], The entrapped 
solvent evaporates through the crosslinked top layer in the long term leaving solvent escape 
ways. Solvent entrapment results in pinhole formation and macro defects in the worst
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scenario if the coating is too thick or if the diluent evaporates too quickly. To avoid this in 
practice a critical thickness is usually determined by the paint manufacturer. Multi-layer 
application with thin individual layers reduces the chance of solvent entrapment thus 
enhances the barrier properties of coating. Multi-layer application may also increase the 
crosslinking density by providing more accessible oxygen to each individual layer for 
oxidative drying. However, DSC results for wet and dry alkyd films, figure 5.26, and DMTA 
examination (data not presented) showed no reasonable difference between single and 
multi-layer alkyd films hence ruled out the higher crosslinking density hypothesis.
Figure 5.26 DSC thermograms of wet and dry films of single and triple layer alkyd varnishes
5.6.6 Effect of partially non functional polymer
One theory of "what D areas consist of" is that they are agglomerates of low functionality 
polymers that result in locally poor crosslinking in the final coating. A previous unpublished 
study involved separation of high and low molecular weight alkyd using centrifuge followed 
by film preparation and D/l ratio measurement. It was shown that the film prepared from 
low molecular alkyd contains fewer D areas. This was attributed to presence of clumps of 
non-functional (or dead) polymers in the higher molecular weight alkyd. However it could 
equally be due to the higher crosslinking density of low molecular weight alkyd film. The 
lower molecular weight fraction of a typical alkyd resin is mainly composed of esters of 
unsaturated fatty acids with polyols [49] and it is well known that lower molecular weight of
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functional resins produce higher crosslinking density. Both hypotheses stand on crosslinking 
deficiency as the main cause of D area formation.
In this study a comparison was made between detached films of alkyd from freshly 
opened container and the same material which was incubated at 60 °C for 10 days. Figure 
5.27 compares the FTIR-ATR spectrum of a fresh alkyd and the same alkyd resin after 
incubation. The intensity of spectrums are normalised in regards to the base line and control 
peaks of -CH3 and -CH 2 for the purpose of comparison.
The absence of a strong peak of OH group at 3350-3550 cm 1 range indicates a good 
degree of condensation polymerisation of alkyd that has successfully reduced number of 
carboxylic acid groups in esterification reaction. The lower number of carboxylic groups has 
a beneficial effect on reducing the ionic exchange capacity of resin which has been discussed 
in detail earlier in section 5.61. Asymmetric stretching peak of -CH3 at 2920 cm \ symmetric 
stretching peak of -CH2 at 2854 cm 1 and bending peak of -CH2 at 1450 cm'1, as well as, a 
strong C=0 carbonyl stretching around 1728 cm 1 are all typical of an alkyd. Also present are 
the C-H bending, C-0 and C-C stretching fingerprint peaks at 1261 cm'1 (likely due to the 
esters) and 1118 cm'1. The important peak at 1068 cm'1 corresponds to unsaturated (C=C) 
bonds that play the key role in oxidative curing of an alkyd [50]. It is evident from the 
spectrum that incubation has reduced the number of potentially active (C=C) groups of 
alkyd, thereby lower crosslinking density is anticipated from the incubated alkyd.
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Figure 5.27 FTIR-ATR spectrum of the fresh alkyd resin with the incubated at 60°C for 10 
days.
A number of mechanisms can potentially produce the initial radical for grafting co-
polymerisation shown in the figure 5.28. Metal catalysts used for preparation of alkyd resin 
in condensation polymerisation remain in the resin after packaging. These metal catalysts, 
such as Co3\  might participate in a hydrogen abstraction reaction (equations 5.1 and 5.2)
and produce a radical at high temperatures [51,52],
Co3+ +  RH -» Co2+ +R ° +H +
R -  CH — CH -  R + Co3+ -* R CH -  CH+ -  R + Co2+
(5.1)
(5.2)
Alternatively the condensation reaction between the residues of carboxylic acid groups 
and — CH3 groups on alkyd backbone may produce the initial radical for grafting co-
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polymerisation. All these reactions are negligible at ambient temperature so that alkyd 





graft is created along 




Figure 5.28 Grafting mechanism for addition through the double bond of alkyd (radical 
polymerisation) [53].
Figure 5.15 shows the increased percentage of D type from 64% to 78% as a result of 
incubation. This significant increase of D type behaviour is due to the reduced number of 
reactive C=C groups as shown by FTIR spectroscopy. The non-functional parts of resin do not 
participate in oxidative curing hence produce deficiently crosslinked regions with higher
permeability to ions.
Figure 5.29 Effect of incubation of D/l type behavior of a 75pm alkyd film
It should be noted that the incubation method used in this study for alkyd resin is widely 
used in paint industry as artificial aging to predict the shelf-life of paints. Changes in physico-
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mechanical properties of liquid paint after long-term storage on shelf are correlated with 
the changes after short-term incubation. Therefore similar increase of D type behaviour is 
anticipated for an aged alkyd resin (e.g. shelved for a year). The effect of material aging was 
also studied by Moongkhamklang and Taylor [25] for epoxy/polyamide coatings. They 
studied the effect of age of raw material on the number chloride clusters within epoxy film. 
Their results also showed larger number and size of chloride clusters in the filmed produced 
by old material.
5.7 Water absorption
Water absorption is a key feature in determining the conduction mechanism of organic 
coatings. As mentioned earlier, it is believed that ionic conduction is controlled by water 
activity at I type areas in the absence of continuous aqueous pathways while at D type areas 
ionic activity dominates the conduction mechanism. This is because of higher water 
absorption at D areas that is caused by structural inconsistency such as local lack of 
crosslinking or inclusion of hydrophobic chemical groups.
The water absorption by alkyd films of different ionic conductions (i.e. D and I types) 
behaviour was studied using the capacitive component extracted from EIS measurement. 
Capacitive component is frequently used, in Brasher-kingsbury equation [54], to calculate 
water absorbed by a polymer film in a given electrolyte. Rise of dielectric constant of 
polymer film in electrolyte is attributed to the absorbed water which has a remarkably 
higher dielectric constant, i.e. 80, compared to that of a typical polymer, which is 4-8. Here 
capacitive component is directly used as an indication of water absorption. Table 5.1 shows 
the resistance, capacitance and relative change of capacitance for alkyd films in different 
concentrations of NaCI solutions. The capacitance method, used by Brasher-Kingsbury [54] 
or by Sykes in the corrected equation [55], assumes the water absorption a uniform process. 
The similarity of the value of water absorption suggests that D areas are fairly small regions 
of the coating, with no major influence on overall water absorption.
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Table 5.1 Capacitance values of a set of alkyd varnish detached films with bimodal (D or I 
type) behaviour at different salt concentration, all having 85±5 pm film thickness.













Co.o o im /
' C sm
1 D 1.80E+06 6.73E-11 8.84E+06 7.69E-11 L14 1.03E+08 8.35E-11 L24
2 D 1.48E+07 7.54E-11 3.31E+08 8.51E-11 L13 6.88E+08 9.39E-11 L25
3 1 1.27E+09 3.01E-11 1.25E+09 3.60E-11 L20 8.66E+08 3.69E-11 L23
4 D 2.68E+06 4.89E-11 1.69E+07 5.81E-11 L19 3.75E+08 6.48E-11 L32
5 D 3.48E+07 4.55E-11 1.45E+08 5.49E-11 1.21 7.13E+08 5.86E-11 1.29
6 1 1.17E+09 4.66E-11 9.07E+08 5.46E-11 L17 8.06E+08 5.62E-11 L20
7 i 1.37E+09 4.29E-11 1.03E+09 4.78E-11 1.12 9.49E+08 5.08E-11 L19
5.8 Statistical model for distribution ofD type areas
Despite the comprehensive systematic studies performed by Mayne group in Cambridge, 
limited work was done in the area of theoretical modelling of D areas distribution. It has 
been suggested that D type areas obey the Poisson model of distribution. The wisdom 
received from the previous works [5] also showed that D ratios measured based on groups 
of 20 samples follows Gaussian distribution, e.g. D ratios are not exactly the same when 
measured for different groups of samples but they are distributed around a mean value with
Gaussian or Normal distribution.
The critical assumption here is that D areas are very small fraction of the film. It has been 
estimated that D type areas occupy a very small fraction, i.e. 10 3 -  10'4, of a 1cm2 film, 
while the conduction could be 107-108 easier than in I areas [5]. Miskovic st ot. estimated the 
radius of the pores in the range of 3 to 7.2 pm by statistical analysis of microscopy and 
spectroscopy results [56]. More recently Moongkhamklang and Taylor [25,57] developed a 
fluorescence microscopy technique using a chloride specific chromophore to image the 
areas at which chloride is clustered. Their results showed chloride clusters within areas of 10 
pm sizes or less. A recent EDX mapping study of epoxy coating by Eltai et al. [58] showed 
sodium accumulation sites within different sizes up to 40 pm. The very small size of D areas 
also explains the similarity of resistance of D type and I type films at low concentration of 
salt and also insignificance of D areas on macroscopic properties, e.g. water-uptake,
mechanical properties.
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To develop a statistical model for D areas distribution, several random distributions of D 
areas in a 2-D plane with varying number of D areas were generated using "homogeneous 
Poisson point pattern distribution" tool of "R" statistical programming software. Figure 5.30 
shows six examples of such data generations for a certain case of 20 D areas distributed in a 
10x10 area with 2x2 sampling size. D to I ratios for these examples are 64%, 56%, 48%, 44%, 
60% and 56%. It is apparent that choosing a smaller sample size, e.g. lx l ,  would result in a 
lower D to I ratio for a given number of D areas. To obtain a repeatable mean value a large 
number of these examples, i.e. 1000, were generated and the average D to I ratio was 
calculated using Monte Carlo simulation model. D to I ratio was defined as fraction of 
squares containing one or more D areas. Using Monte Carlo simulation model and a very 
large number of data generation for each given number of D areas and mesh size resulted in
virtually zero error for each D ratio calculation.
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Figure 5.30 Six random distributions of 20 D areas in a 2-D plane generated using Poisson 
point pattern". Numbers in each square represent the number of D areas.
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Resulting D to I ratios for a given number of D areas and mesh (sample) size had a normal 
or Gaussian distribution around a mean value. The mean value was taken as the average D 
to I ratio and used in subsequent modelling.
The above process was repeated for varying number of D areas distributed in a 100x100 
area with varying mesh size. Note, using the dimensionless window size brings about the 
possibility of applying the model to different size of samples, e.g. 10x10 m2,10x10 dm2, 
10x10 cm2 etc. Figures 5.31 and 5.32 plot the number of D areas against D to I ratio for 
different samples sizes. Figure 5.32 is basically magnified version of figure 5.31 for up to 200 
D areas. The first important use of these plots is that the number of D areas can be 
estimated in a large surface based on the D to I ratio measured in the lab. For example 
about 65 D areas are expected on a 100 cm2 coating when D to I ratio is 50% based on 1 cm2 
samples. The D to I ratio can be measured on a relatively few number of samples, e.g. 20 
samples, and the result is generalized for a large surface. This is due to an important 
assumption of the random distribution of D area that is a true assumption here. Therefore a 
smaller group of samples, e.g. 20, would be a true representative of the large group. The 
significance of D areas has been defined earlier as potential spots of corrosion initiation.
Figures 5.31 and 5.32 are also useful for converting the D ratio results obtained using 
different size of samples. For example all early studies in Mayne group were conducted 
using 1cm2 sample size while in this study 3.1 cm2 samples were used. Therefore a 50% D 
ratio measured in Mayne group (using 1 cm2 specimens) is equal to 88% D ratio if it was 
measured using 3.1 cm2 specimens. Such coating is also expected to contain approximately 
65 D areas within a 10x10 cm coating. It should be noted that all converted values extracted 
from these plots are statistical "expected values" and the actual value may differ due to the 
random distribution of D areas.
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Figure 5.31 Statistical predictive plots for number of D areas, up to 300 D area, in a 10x10 
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Figure 5.32 Statistical predictive plots for number of D areas, up to 200 D area, in a 10x10
area of coating based on the D to I ratio and the sample size.
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The early findings in Mayne's group (and the experiments here) strongly suggested that 
water absorption is remarkably higher at D areas therefore conduction in D type areas is a 
function of salt concentration independent of water activity. In fact, factors that attract 
water inside coating can potentially form D areas. The first big question is whether D type 
areas form due to the chemical or physical discontinuity. Three hypotheses were advanced 
from the early works as causes of D areas including:
- congregates of low molecular weight material in polymer film
- weakening the crosslinking as solvent escapes in certain areas
- presence of innate material in the resin
The sole chemical variables, such as partly non-functional polymer and hydrophilic 
functional groups (waterborne coatings), and sole physical parameters, such as coating 
thickness and multiple layers of coating, studied here suggested that both factors are 
significant. In the absence of both chemical and physical interaction, e.g. incorporation of a 
non-reactant nano silica, no significant change in D/l ratio was observed. Several theories of 
origins of inhomogeneity in organic coatings have been discussed. The experimental results 
presented here confirmed earlier hypothesis and the significance of the solvent escape 
ways, the dead or non-functional polymer parts and inherently hydrophilic functional groups 
as the mechanisms playing a part in formation of locally permeable areas or D type coatings.
In case of the improved homogeneity achieved by elevated curing temperature it is 
believed that more effective removal of solvent and enhanced crosslinking synergistically 
improved the coating. The DSC results indicated that the enhancement in resistance and in 
homogeneity brought about by force drying is associated with a higher yield of oxidative 
reactions and improved crosslinking at elevated temperature. However, since this 
improvement is most significant at small D type sites, the bulk physico-mechanical 
techniques (DSC & DMTA) could not detect the significance on the bulk physico-mechanical 
properties such as glass transition temperature, Tg. Previous findings [5] showed that 
annealing of alkyd coating after it has been dried does not make a significant change in D/l 
type ratio. This is due to the insignificant change that temperature makes on an immobilised 
network with crosslinked structure. It has been shown that annealing can improve the
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homogeneity of thermoplastic coatings with significant reduction in the size and the number 
of pores [30].
Crosslinking deficiency of polymers such as epoxy and PU seem to have a synergistic 
effect on coating permittivity and inhomogeneity by providing larger space between non- 
linked polymer chains and by providing larger number of unreacted hydrophilic groups such 
as -NH, -OH, -NCO. This study also showed that waterborne coatings are intrinsically 
hydrophilic and may not afford anti-corrosion protection by barrier mechanism. The surface 
active agents used for emulsification and/or high ionic content of resin remarkably increase 
the water uptake and results in 100% D type coatings. The D/l ratio results and resistance 
distribution map of waterborne coatings presented here are also consistent with earlier 
work [4] on styrene-butyl acrylate emulsion paint that revealed 100% D type behaviour with 
very uniform resistance behaviour. The result presented in the previous chapter, section 
4.4.1 figure 4.36, revealed a poor level of protection afforded by the waterborne PU varnish.
In case of most functional polymers, e.g. epoxy, PU, it is hard to separate the effect of 
crosslinking from the hydrophilicity of unreacted functional groups. For instance in case of 
epoxy resin, unreacted amine/amide groups cause more water to be absorbed while the 
lack crosslinking provides space for the absorbed water. Alkyd is particularly interesting 
since the unreacted, C=C, groups are not significantly different from C-C groups in terms of 
hydrophilicity, so that the effect of crosslinking can be investigated independently from the 
hydrophilic nature of polymer/functional groups. It has been also postulated from this study 
that highly hydrophilic polymers, such as waterborne coatings, are 100% D type.
The effect of presence of -COOH groups in alkyd is more pronounced in the long term. 
Ideally a fully polymerized alkyd resin should not contain any COOH groups as COOH groups 
(of fatty acid) are supposed to react with OH groups of polyols in an esterification reaction 
to yield a high molecular weight alkyd polymer. However in practice no polymerisation 
reached 100% yield and therefore COOH groups are remains of imperfect polymerisation. 
Although COOH groups do not participate in oxidative drying of alkyd film, they increase ion 
exchange capacity of coating which in the long term may result in the increased water 
uptake and change of I type films to D types. Similar process (turning I types to D types) may 
be triggered by pigmentation as observed in this study.
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Multi-electrode results showed that increasing the thickness of an alkyd film increases 
both the resistance and the homogeneity of the film. The multi-electrode also detected the 
changes in homogeneity and average resistance due to the force drying at 60°C. Similar 
results was achieved by measuring the D/l type ratio of detached pieces of coating which 
were about 4 times thicker and of 45 times larger surface area. It is therefore concluded that 
the Multi-electrode array method is a powerful way of finding out relatively quickly about 
important variables such as composition, drying conditions, thickness on the resistance and 
homogeneity of coatings.
The model suggested in figure 5.33 explains the synergistic effect of crosslinking density 
and solvent entrapment in a typical crosslinking polymer structure. A well crosslinked 
polymer is shown in figure 5.33a. If the major crosslinking occurs before the solvent is 
removed from the coating (figure 5.33b), the spatial hindrance caused by solvent molecules 
results in lower crosslink density in the locations of solvent entrapment (figure 5.33c). As the 
solvent evaporates in the later stages of drying, it leaves behind nano cavities. The 
permittivity of the resultant film is significantly higher within these cavities. As these cavities 
connect, they form a continuous easy pathway for ions (figure 5.34a) where relatively large 
volume of water can be accommodated, thus the ionic activity of solution defines the 
electrical resistance (characteristic of D type areas). By increasing the film thickness there 
will be higher chance of interruption of pathway by an insulating phase resulting in lower 
permittivity thus I type behaviour (figure 5.34b).
Figure 5.33 Schematic model of a crosslinking polymer with (a) an ideal network (b and C) 
the lack of crosslinking as a result of solvent entrapment.







Figure 5.34 Formation of continuous ionic pathways by adjoining the molecular size cavities 
(a) and interruption of continuous pathways by increasing the film thickness (b).
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and future works
The major findings of this study are reviewed in the first part of this chapter. This study 
was particularly concerned about the connection between theoretical and practical aspects 
of the research into organic protective coatings. In all three major areas of work attempts 
have been made to derive practical conclusions from the theoretical knowledge that was 
acquired. In the second part of the chapter suggestions are made for the future work.
.1 a or re ar s
In the first part of this thesis (chapter 3) work was described in which further steps were 
taken towards development of ENM method to become more practically applicable for 
assessing anti-corrosive coatings on-site. A new way of noise measurement that involved 
only one working electrode was introduced as single cell (S.C.) configuration. Unlike the 
previous ENM configurations that required recording both current and potential data at the 
same time, a sequential potential-current data collection was used. The repeatability and 
accuracy of the Rn measured with this configuration was tested and compared with the 
results of other electrochemical techniques, i.e. DC resistance and EIS. Single cell 
measurement showed a great promise as a practical in-situ testing method with a high level 
of conformance with other standard techniques. It is anticipated that this will find 
applications particularly where preparing two isolated working electrode is difficult, or 
characterization of one particular area is required. Necessary considerations for measuring 
electrochemical noise on a single working electrodes were defined as steadiness of system 
and the used of an appropriate reference electrode with low impedance and stable
potential (i.e. low level of potential noise).
It was found that ENM configurations that involve two or more electrodes are 
particularly sensitive to asymmetry of electrodes and may give an erroneous result if the 
limitations of reference electrodes and individual components of noise (i.e. potential and 
current) are not considered. Asymmetry of electrodes is a common situation in the real field 
application as most organic coatings exhibit inhomogeneous resistance properties. It 
appears that in asymmetric measurements the level of potential noise is controlled by the
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low resistance sample while the high resistance sample controls the current flow and hence 
the level of current noise.
Practical reference electrodes in the form of carbon, platinum and copper sheets were 
investigated as noise counter electrodes for in-situ application in section 3.5. Platinum was 
the most stable electrode while the carbon showed highest level of instability. However, all 
three electrodes showed adequate reliance for field measurement. Sampling rate was also 
investigated with an intention to determine the fastest yet reliable sampling rate to 
minimize the time needed for a noise measurement. It was found that very rapid data 
collection, e.g. at 5 or 10 Hz rate, results in invalid noise resistance that was calculated on 
coated samples. Also shortening the length of data set intensifies this error. Also the 
equilibrium time was studied for a range of thick anti-corrosive coatings. Results suggested 
the necessity of repetitive measurements on un-exposed coatings until a steady result is
obtained.
The second part of the work (chapter 4) looked at the effect of surface preparation of 
steel and its impact on the anti-corrosion performance of organic coatings. The earlier work 
of Schaefer and Mills on the electrochemical studies of the effect of surface preparation on 
the performance of anti-corrosive coatings was continued with five surface preparation 
methods and 5 different types of coating. The results presented in this thesis confirmed the 
earlier findings and revealed superior performance of organic coatings on hydro-blasted 
steel compared to that of the wet abrasive blasted substrate. Steel surface characterization 
revealed the presence of contaminants on the wet abrasive blasted steel as a result of 
preparation method. The poor performance of wet abrasive blasting was attributed to the 
presence of contaminants and the less protective nature of the oxide layer. The formation 
of differential aeration galvanic cells as a result of the very large surface profile may also 
play a part.
In contrast to the wet abrasive blasted steel, the hydroblasted steel was found to have a 
contaminant-free surface with about half the roughness of the wet abrasive blasted surface.
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Also electrochemical characterizations showed a more noble potential of hydroblasted 
surface and a relatively dense and adherent aqueous formed oxide film (section 4.3). In 
addition, to the better anti-corrosive performance of organic coatings on hydroblasted 
surface, it showed great promise as an environmentally friendly preparation technique with 
no pollutant residues left from the preparation method. The smoother surface produced by 
hydroblasting method also decreased the surface porosity, and hence the amount of paint 
required to fill the porosity, by approximately 150% compared to wet abrasive blasting. 
Despite the smoother surface of hydroblasted surface it maintained a higher level of wet 
adhesion compared to the abrasive blasted surface.
Adhesion testing (section 4.2.2) revealed that surface roughness has a major influence on 
the adhesion level measured by mechanical adhesion tester, pull-off method. Both wet 
abrasive and hydro- blasting methods produced excellent adhesion level before immersion 
and in the earlier stages of immersion compared to relatively smooth surfaces prepared by 
degreasing, acid pickling and abrasion. The adhesion level dropped significantly as 
immersion time increased which is due to the propagation of the wet interface underneath 
the coating. In addition to the major influence of surface roughness on adhesion level, it is 
suggested that the surface free energy plays an important role by attracting water 
molecules towards the interface. Results showed that surface activation by means of acid 
pickling or abrasion without producing an appropriate surface profile or a stable oxide layer 
can significantly decrease the performance of organic coating. However, the adhesion level 
on these surfaces was too low and could not be differentiated by means of mechanical
adhesion tester.
Comparing the resistance and adhesion testing results with visual assessment of the steel 
samples coated with different coatings revealed that adhesion testing is not sensitive 
enough to pick up the initiation of under-film corrosion. This is attributed to the corrosion 
starting under very small areas of coating at which the coating is highly permeable to ions. 
Electrochemical tests, such as DC resistance, ENM and EIS, are more sensitive to the lowest 
resistance in the electrical circuit. However, mechanical adhesion testing measures the
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average of mechanical work required to pull-off a relatively large area of the coating and so 
it is insensitive to the small local detachments. This is a very important concept which is 
most often neglected when adhesion results alone are used to call a coating, a "good" or 
"poor" anti-corrosion coating. It is suggested that both electrochemical and mechanical 
testings are used to evaluate the protective performance of organic coatings.
A third area of the work (chapter 5) looked in more detail at the local resistance 
properties of the organic coating itself. This confirmed the above assumption of permeable 
areas of coatings being locally very small areas and that the resistance behaviour was 
bimodal (D and I type areas). It was further confirmed that examining the conduction 
mechanism of organic coatings may be used as a predictive tool for its protective 
performance in the long term. Also it was shown that the new configuration of ENM, single 
electrode developed here, can be used as a practical way of detecting the D or I type 
behaviour. Bulk analytical methods such as DMTA, DSC and measuring water absorption 
were unable to differentiate between the D and I type coatings due to the small size of D 
areas. However, the physico-mechanical analyses were found useful in understanding the 
structural changes of coatings and relate these changes to the conduction mechanism of
coatings.
It was found that several structural and environmental factors play a part in formation of 
D areas (section 5.6). Excessive presence of non-functional polymer parts in the resinous 
phase of paint facilitates the formation of these continuous permeable pathways. It is likely 
that these “dead" parts of polymer are attracted to each other, possibly due to similar 
surface tension, and form agglomerates which later form D areas. Overlaying several thin
layers of coating instead of a single thick layer dramatically improves the homogeneity of 
coating. It is believed that, in multi-layered coatings, large I type areas in each layer are 
superimposed on small D areas of the other layers resulting in insulated D areas. This 
hypothesis is also in line with the results obtained from different thicknesses of a single 
coat. Although increasing thickness improves the homogeneity, it does not entirely
eliminate the D areas. Improvement is due to the increase of the
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the fact that there is a lesser chance of formation of a continuous pathway as the coating 
thickness increases. However, in practice, it is much more cost effective to apply several thin 
layers of coating instead of a very thick coating to effectively eliminate D areas.
Solvent escape ways were found an important mechanism of formation of D type areas. 
In the first stage of solvent evaporation from a film, the evaporation rate depends on the 
vapour pressure at the temperature, the ratio of surface area to volume and the rate of 
airflow over the surface. As the solvent evaporates, viscosity increases, Tg increases and the 
rate of loss of solvent becomes dependent on how rapidly solvent molecules can diffuse 
through to the surface of the film. As solvent loss continues, Tg increases, free volume 
decreases further, and solvent loss slows. If the film is formed at 25°C from a solution of a 
polymer that, when solvent free, has a Tg greater than 25°C, the film retains considerable 
solvent even though it is a hard "dry" film. Solvent slowly leaves the coating but, it has been 
shown experimentally elsewhere, 2-3% of solvent may remain in the coating after several 
years at ambient temperature. Curing the coating at an elevated temperature above the Tg 
of the solvent free polymer will facilitate effective removal of solvent resulting in increased 
homogeneity and enhanced anti-corrosion properties of organic coatings. In the case of 
crosslinking or thermoset coatings, elevated curing temperature also improves the coating 
homogeneity by increasing the crosslinking density of the polymer.
In case of waterborne coatings, the inherent hydrophobicity of resinous phase results in 
extensive water absorption and 100% D type behaviour. Multi-electrode measurements 
showed a homogeneously distributed resistance with very uniform D type conduction. 
Results of attached coatings on steel substrate revealed very poor protective performance 
of waterborne coatings. Further studies on the effect of solvent revealed that the type of 
solvent may also alter the inhomogeneity of coating. Studies were conducted using MEK and 
toluene as the sole solvent for the alkyd varnish. Compatibility level of solvent with 
polymeric phase and evaporation rate of solvent may each have an effect on the chemical 
homogeneity and thus the conduction mechanism of coating.
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Environmental factors such as exposure period and temperature may also change the 
conduction mechanism. Pigmentation of alkyd with calcium diphosphate improved the 
homogeneity of coating in the short term but most I type pigmented coatings will change to 
D type in the long term. It was suggested that inorganic pigments attract water which in the 
long term results in water clusters and formation of D type pathways. The significance of the 
retention of I type behaviour in the long term was pronounced by lower performance of 
pigmented alkyd on steel compared to the un-pigmented alkyd varnish. Further work on 
environmental factors involved examining the conduction mechanism of solvent based PU 
varnish at different temperatures. It was observed that the electrical resistance of coating 
decreases as temperature increases with a distinct thermal transition point corresponding 
to glass transition temperature (Tg) of the immersed coatings. The ingress of water was 
demonstrated by DMA results as the plasticisation effect on the coating film.
Recent findings of Sykes have elucidated that the substrate polarization plays an equally 
important role in protection of metal by organic coatings. This has been also reflected in the 
previous studies of Mills that showed remarkably larger resistance of coating on inert 
substrates compared to the same coating on an active substrate. The resistance decreases 
with increasing the electrochemical activity of substrate. It appears that there is a 
cooperative effect of coating homogeneity with substrate electrochemical stability that 
leads to a more efficient protection. In contrast a heterogeneous (highly D type) coating 
may not be able to polarize the substrate sufficiently to become passive. Consequently the 
depolarized substrate in areas of high permeability may not survive for long.
6.2 Future works
Despite the usefulness of ENM for studying different properties of organic coatings it has 
not received the attention it deserves. The very few groups who have worked on 
developing this technique for coatings are Prof. Bierwagen group at North Dakota State 
University (mainly on new applications of technique), Prof. Mansfield at University of 
Southern California (mainly on data analysis) and Dr. Mills group at University of 
Northampton (mainly on new data acquisition protocols). There are plenty of unexplored
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avenues of ENM such as development of more accurate and stable reference electrodes and 
development of an implantable electrode for long term monitoring of anti-corrosive 
coatings. The new generation of mobile and accurate ZRA/potentiometers provide endless 
opportunities for the field applications of ENM with the variety of data acquisition 
configurations that are already developed in the lab. Major developments are particularly 
required in regards to the effective isolation of the noise measuring device and data 
collection signal in order to become less affected by environmental electrical and 
electromagnetic noises. New electronic communication methods such as Bluetooth and 
other wireless communication protocols show great potential for providing an effective and 
isolated way of communication between the samples, data logger and the computer. 
Electrical noise data can be translated into coded signals, transmitted unaffected over a long 
distance and de-coded into a computer where the data is analysed.
UHP hydroblasting is a relatively new method of surface preparation in the industry and 
yet many contractors are hesitant to use it in the large scale. The superior performance of 
UHP hydroblasting over the more traditional abrasive blasting method brings a great 
promise for replacing the polluting traditional method with this new and environmentally 
friendly method. Future works in this field should focus more on the field applications of 
these preparation methods and their performance in the long term. Cathodic disbondment 
is a test method that examines the resistance of coating against detachment while under 
cathodic protection. The method is widely used to evaluate anti-corrosive coating 
particularly used in the field of transportation pipelines and on-shore corrosion protection. 
The test method is also known to involve the adhesion properties at interface and 
permeability of coating at the same time. Given the promising results of UHP hydroblasting 
method, future studies may involve the use of cathodic disbondment test method to further 
predict the performance of coating in the field using different surface preparation methods.
The author's earlier experience with bituminous coatings showed an exceptionally low 
level of water absorption and excellent retention of high resistance for coatings based on 
coal tar pitch. Despite the fact that these substances have been listed as environmental 
hazard, they are still used as modifier of epoxy coatings (i.e. coal tar epoxy) to lower their
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water absorption. The interesting point here is that bituminous materials are thermoplastic 
and they typically decrease the crosslinking density of epoxy systems, but they improve the 
protective properties of coating. Considering the influence of both low crosslinking density 
and hydrophobicity on formation of D areas, it is of major interest to study how D/l ratio 
changes by addition of hydrophobic materials into crosslinking coatings. A large number of 
literatures in the last few decades have reported improvement of anti-corrosion properties 
of organic coatings by making them more hydrophobic. However, the local resistance 
distribution and conduction mechanism in form of D/l type has been rarely investigated for 
such systems. Hence it is unclear whether the improvement in protective properties is due 
to the enhanced of the I type characteristics or it is a result of the decreased hydro-
sensitivity of coating/metal interface. Further studies in this area may be conducted on 
addition of hydrophobic agents, such as hydrophobic silanes or polyolefin waxes, into epoxy 
or PU coatings and studying their performance as a detached film and coating on metal
substrate.
Recent studies by the author with scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) on the 
electrochemical heterogeneity of poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid or PLGA) coatings on 
magnesium substrate showed heterogeneous permeation of hydrogen through the PLGA 
coating. H2 permeation sites were the location of corrosion of the magnesium substrate 
after 2 days immersion in simulated biological electrolyte. Heterogeneous accumulation of 
ions, e.g. chloride and sodium, has been shown elsewhere using elemental mapping tools of 
analytical microscopes such as Raman or SEM. However, there has been limited success in 
using electrochemical scanning techniques, such as SVET, SKP or LEIS, to characterise D 
areas mainly due to insufficient resolution and low sensitivity. Very high sensitivity of 
modern SECMs, i.e. up to 10'12 amp, and submicron resolution makes it an ideal tool for 
future studies on inhomogeneity of coatings. Ion-selective modes of scan may be used to 
examine the perm-selectivity of coatings at D areas and investigate their significance on the
protection afforded by the organic coating.
As a result of increasingly strict environmental regulations, solvent free coating systems 
such as waterborne and solvent free coatings have been the main subject of research and
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development, particularly in the commercial sector. Although conventional waterborne 
coatings showed a rather poor performance in this study, more advanced generation of 
waterborne paints, such as electro-deposition paints (also known as e-coat), have been the 
subject of study in the past and showed exceptionally good performance (100% I type 
behaviour). The secret may lie in the colloidal dispersed system which does not contain 
surface active agents (e.g. emulsifiers) but uses very small size of polymer micelle to obtain 
a stable colloidal system. The controllable application method of these paints produces 
highly uniform films which together with the elimination of hydrophobic agents results in a 
very high performance waterborne coatings. Future works may involve further studies of e- 
coats with an intention to reveal their secret and incorporate their concept into 
conventional waterborne paints. Hybrid powder coatings are also an interesting class of 
solvent-less coatings that are applied on the substrate using the same concept employed in 
the application of e-coats (i.e. adsorption of charged particles on the metal substrate with 
opposite charge). Lack of solvent, high crosslinking density and a very uniform film could 
potentially produce a highly homogeneous (I type) coating. However, the electrochemical 
inhomogeneity of these coatings has rarely been investigated and may be considered as 
future studies in this field. Also powder coatings have been traditionally regarded as 
coatings with relatively poor adhesion on metal. So studies in this field may further 
elucidate the role of adhesion and conduction mechanism on the protective properties of
organic coatings.
Further statistical studies of D areas may involve 3D-modeling of D areas in order to 
estimate the size of inter-molecular spaces by which their connections make a contentious 
pathway. The Poisson connectivity model in a 3D space may be used in combination with 
actual laboratory data of D ratios for different thicknesses of coating. Increasing thickness 
would reduce the chance of connectivity hence the model can be adjusted/trained to fit the 
known information of D ratio/thickness and predict the size of D areas. Also an important 
future work may include developing a theoretical basis to define a minimum thickness of 
coating at which, with 99% confidence, no D area will be expected for a very large surface 
based on D ratio measured in the lab. A "reliability factor" should be defined to add to the 
minimum thickness at which 100% I type behaviour is observed.
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Appendix A
Relationship between polarization resistance and the corrosion rate
Many researchers have experimentally observed that the applied current (iapp) was 
approximately linearly related to applied potential within a few millivolts of polarization 
from Ecorr- So the slope of the iapp-E curve at the corrosion potential within ±5 to ±10 mV 
defines the polarization resistance as shown in 4.6.
RAohm / cm2) =
app
(Eq. 4.6)
Stern-Geary 4.7 simplifies the relation between iapp and RP using the proportionality
constant B.
(Eq. 4.7)





With a known and constant B over the time, corrosion rate can be always determined by 
measuring the RP via LPR method.
Anodic and cathodic Tafel constants are determined by the kinetic controlling 
phenomena like charge transfer resistance and electrolyte diffusion resistance. Corrosion 
product precipitation and the dissolved ions in the electrolyte due to the corrosion reactions 
are the factors that can change the chemical composition of electrical double layer and the
electrolyte and consequently the kinetic controlling phenomena. So as the corrosion 
proceeds anodic and cathodic Tafel constants may alter and change the proportionality 
constant B.
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